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I, IHTEODUOTION 
1^^  oet&boliim and physiologioal bdhaTior of the ero* 
matio Gg^ QO aoids has beea the subjeot of muoh study since 
their dlsoovery and isolation from protein hydrolyzates# As 
eaoh of the Tsrious amino aoids was isolated and oharaoter-
isedy the relative importanoe of these aompounds la nutrition 
was established, but the intermediary metabolism of the 
amino aoids is still the object of intense study* 
?he metabolism of the aromatio s^ ino aoids related to 
phenylalanine was the subjeot of early investigations beeause 
of the relationship of these amino aoids to the inherited dis­
ease, aloaptonuria. The rather reoent demonstration of ex­
perimental aloaptonuria by feeding excessive amounts of phenyl­
alanine has again stimulated new research in this field, and, 
in addition, the discovery of an experimental aloaptonuria in 
the seorbutio guinea pig has emphasized the importanoe of 
vitamin Q in the metabolism of these amino aaida« 
During this same period, the role of dihydroxyphenyl-
alanine in essential hypertension has been the objeot of many 
Investigations euad has led to the disoovery of the ability 
of Sidney tissue to metabolize this oompound. WOT the most 
part, this work has centered in the decarboxylation and de-
affiination of the alanine side chain and information concern-
s 
lag the fate of the aromatio nucleus ia practioally aoa-
Bxlstrnt^  Ttie omblned. efforts of organic ohemists, bio-
ohemists and phanaaoologists liaT® demonstrated that the pre»« 
eaoe of the 3,4-dihydroxyphenyl group of dihydroxyphenylalaaiBe 
enhanoes the effect of sympathomimetio amines* This interests 
ing observation has made the metabolii^  of the amino aoid 
a problem of primary importanoe. Furthermore, the reoent 
disaoTery of the ability of vitamin G to oorreot the inabil­
ity of surviving slioes from kidneys of soorbutio guinea pigs 
to oxidize dihydroxyphenylalsttiin© has also added to the 
interest ia the fate of this amino aoid in animal tissue, 
Hoi^ ver, to analyze the series of reactions oonoerned 
with the metaboliaa of a oomplex substance, the oellular 
organization must be disrupted so that the enzymes oan be 
separated one froa the other and the properties of these 
enzymes studied. Therefore, an investigation of the ability 
of aell-free kidney extracts to aetabolize dihydroxyphenyl-
alanine is essential for a better understanding of the com­
plete metabolism of the aromatic portion of the amino acid 
by aniaal tissue and of the role of vitamin 0 in the ability 
of the animals to metabolize the amino aoid, J^ -3,4-dl-
hydroxypheaylalanine• 
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II. HISTOBIOAL 
A. MiiydroxyphexiyXalaiilBe 
A study of ooapouads struoturally s^ ilar to adreaaliii 
led to the ssmthesis of j^ l-3,4*dlli7dz'03qfi^ eil3rlalaiiiae by 
fQ3ak (1) la 1911*  ^eoad^ uisliig 3,4»oai*boQyldihyd7o:Cfbeaz* 
aldehyde aad hippurle aeid and aubjeoting the reeultiog 
oxazoloae of o^ -benzoylamlao«3,4-dihydroxyoiiuiaffiio aeid to 
treatmeat with 10 per oeat eodium hydroxide, he prepared 
2f-beBzoylamiaQ-3,4-dil^ droxyolnaa®io aeid. By reduoiag this 
empouad vith sodium amalgam and hydrolyziag with 20 per oeat 
hydroehlorie aoid» funk prepared the £,l-amino aoid. 
OTer-all yield was 8.3 per oeat of the theoretical. The 
resolution was not attempted* 
la 1913 Torquati (2,3) aoted the preseaee of a aitrog-
eaous substaaoe ia the germ of the seed aad in the greea pod 
©f the ooETOoa velvet beaa, Vieia faba« but it was (Mggenhelm 
(4), using essentially the same extraction teehniq.«e of 
forquati, who finally identified this substanee as dlhydroxy-
phenylalanine by preparing protoeateohuio acid, tribromodi-
hj^ roxypheaylalanlae and tribenzoyldihydroxypheaylalaaine. 
Qaggeaheim demoastrated that the eompouad was levo rotary. 
Another method of synthesizing the amino aoid from piperoayl 
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1lr<»ii4e eth7lphthallmldi»BiaIo&ate was r&porte^ l bf stepisea 
and W«isssiann (5) in 1914* Thase authors did not mention their 
7iald and oaloulation of the yield was not possibXe trom the 
ini^ zmation given in their ^ port. In 1900 Miller (6) ex* 
traoted the saaino aoid from the velvet bean, and identified 
it by the prepai^ tion of the tribenzoyl derivative and proto-
oateohuio aoid. In rapid suaeession laser and l<eiiando«ski 
17)^  Stigii (8), Birai (9} and Harington smtd MoCartney (10) 
i^ nthesized the amino aeid« Waser and I^ ewandowski (7) 
prepared the amino aoid by nitrating tyrosine, redueing th® 
nitrotyroaine to aminotyrosine, diazotizing the aiainotyrosine 
and then preparing the amino aaid by heating the diazotized 
aminotyrosine preparation. The yield for the first step 
was not given but the over->^ ll yield for the other steps 
was 51 per cent. Sugii (6) synthesized the amino acid by 
oondenslng vanillin with hippurio aoid to form the azlaotone; 
then, by treating the azlaotone with hot sodium hydroxide, 
he la-epared jgj-hydroxy-jg-methoxy-o^ benzoylaBiinoeinnemio aoid 
i&ioh ms subsequently reduced by sodltaa amalgam to jgi-hydroxy-
j^ methoxy-^ benzoyli^ nohydroeinnamio aoid. The benzyl and 
methyl groups were removed by treatment with 3 per oent hydro-
ohlorie aoid in a sealed tube at 150° 0. for 8 hours. The 
amino aoid was preeipitated in orystalline form by the addi­
tion of sMBonium hydroxide. Ho yield was given. 
Hlrai (9) oondensed glyoine anhydride and vanillin, and 
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reflmxed the rasultiag oompoimd, di-(3'-aoetoacy-4-ffl0thO3^ -
beazolIglyolne anhydride, with hydriodio aeid and red phos­
phorous. Siibseqaent aeidifioation and treatment with lead 
aoetate and asimonium hydroxide led to the precipitation of 
the lead salt of dihydroacyphenylalanine. The lead was re-
iK>Ted with hydrogen sulfide, the filtrate eonaentrated imder 
earbon dioxide and the amino aoid allowed to orystalli^ e* 
The over-all yield was 51.3 per oent. 
fiarimgtoa and MoOartney (10) prepared the azlaotone from 
vanillin and hippurio aoid, and then prepared ethyl-^ henzoyl-
3»me^ oiy-4-hydroacyoiimaBiate by treating the azlaotone with 
oonoentrated sulfario aoid. By reflnxing this ooiapouad with 
hydriodio aoid, aoetio anhydride end red phosphorous under 
hydrogen, they suooeeded in preparing the amino aoid with 
an oTer-all yield of S4.4 per oent. 
Zn Ids? Lieben (11) suggested a oolorimetrio method 
for the determination of adrenaline and dihydroxyphenyl-
alanine whioh ms bas^  upon a reaotion with 1 ]^ r oent 
ferrie ohloride in the presenoe of 10 per oent sodium oar-
bonate (red oolor) or 10 per oent sodium aoetate (blue-
Tiolet oolor). The following year, 1928, Abderhalden and 
Bassner (12), in a study of the ultrariolet absorption of 
the o^ i^ ino aoids, demonstrated a maximum extinotion oo-
effioient at approximtely 3600 A. and a minimum at 4000 A. 
Ho yalues were determined at wave lengths less than 3300 A* 
6 
Ib 193X Eax'iiigto& and Bandall (13) ayntiiaalsed the aoetyl 
raoemate of dihydxazyphenylalanine by reduoiag the asXaotone» 
fomed by oondenalng protooateohuie aldehyde aM aQetylglyelnei, 
with sGdivsa amalgam* e^ acetyl raoemate was then resolTed 
with bruclne* However, the eryatalline bruolne salt «aa not 
obtained until the acetyl groups had hydrolyzed from the ecm» 
pound, fhls hydrolyaia occurred alowly while the soluticm 
was standing and was reeo|p^ ized by the odor of ethyl acetate* 
ajth the dextro rotary and the levo rotary forms of the amino 
acid were prepai^ d, and the levo rotary iataaer w&m found to 
be identical with a sample of the natural amino acid prepared 
by Guggenheim from yioia faba (4). 
An analytical method for determining dihydroxyphenyl-
alanine, based on a reaction of the 3,4-dihydroxyphenyl group, 
was developed by Arnow (14)* The method consists of treating 
en ewoid solution of the amino acid with a nitritcmolybdate 
reagent and developing the nitroso derivative formed with 
alkali. This method is positive for catechol, epinephrine, 
and other catechol derivatives. Arnow (15) also studied 
the formation of dihydroxyphenylalanine from tyrosine by 
ultraviolet radiation andg» shortly thereafter^  published a 
kinetic study of the reaction (16). The conversion of 
tyrosine to dihydroxypheinylalanlne under the influence of 
ultraviolet light was a first order reaction. The reaction 
would not proceed i^  vacuo but in the presence af oxygen 
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the ooav®rsi©a laooeedi^ d readily. Sborov, Peters aad Amow 
(17), ©fflploylng tbe analytical procedure mentioned above, 
failed in an attmpt to demonstrate the presenoe of dihydroxy-
phenylalanine in the aeid hydrolyzates of egg albii£ain» oassia, 
edestin and fibrin, although they did realize good recoveries 
of added dihydroayphenylalanine under the ooaditions of aoid 
hydrolyaia. fo date the amino aoid has not been isolated 
from protein hydrolyzates, and Schmidt (18) states that this 
ayay be due to its ease of oxidation. However, it is possible 
that di^ droxyphenylalaniae is not present in anijaal tissue. 
B. Bloehemistry of Dihydroxyphenylalaaiae 
Sinoe the diseovery by StSdeler (19) of volatile phenols 
in the urine &f the horse^  the oo« and man, and the observa-
tioa 1^  (20) of a rise in blood pressure produced 
by the a^ ialstration of oateohol, may investigations have 
beea initiated to determine the site and natiire of phenol 
i^ tabolism. Moag the early investigators, Imbden and 
Glaessner (21) and Elliot (B2), by the use of the perfusion 
teohniqus, reported that the detoxlfloation of phenols, and 
related ocaapouads, by conjugation ocours mainly in the liver. 
Mrttelli (23), by limiting the oacygen supply of perfused 
livers, noted that the dlsappearanoe of the phenols ms, to 
some extent, determined by the oxygen supply. During this 
same period Bakin's study (24) of the physiological activity 
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of substances indlreotly related to adrenalin^  sueh as obloro-
aoetyloateehol, methylamino-aoetyleateohol and aoetyloateohol, 
de^ anstrated tbe importanoe of the 3,4-dihydroiybenzene nu-
oleus in the production of physlologioally active substanoes 
of the adrenalin type. Catechol produced a marked increase 
in the blood pressure of the rabbit* Eo«eTer« no such effeet 
on the blood pressure was observed when the hydrogen of one 
of the hydroxyl groups was replaced with a methyl radical. 
In 1910 Barger and Dale (25) Investigated the relation­
ship of the chemical structure of amines to their sympatho­
mimetic activity and found amines containing the 3,4-dl-' 
phenolic group more active than the other aromatic amines. 
Of the amines studied, hydroiytyramine, which is decarboxyl-
ated 3,4-dihydro3cyphenylalanine, had the greatest activity. 
During the same period Swins and Laidlaw (26) observed the 
appearance of j^ hydroacypheny lace tic acid when ^ -hydroxyphenyl-
ethylamine (tyreoaine) was administered to the intact animal 
and perfused through an isolated liver. This was the first 
indication of the deaiaination of aliphatic amines. Guggenheim 
(4^  after his isolation of dihydrozyphenylalanine ftrora the 
seeds of ?ioia faba. investigated the physiological activity 
of the compound. When fed to rabbits, dihydroxyphenylalanine 
produced no essential variation in the blood pressure or 
respiration. The urine of the rabbits contained an ether 
soluble substance which produced a green color with ferric 
chloride and the mother liquor contained a compound which 
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xeadtsd In a similar fashion* fhe amino aoid had no effoot 
mk fsmoth musoie (uterus, diaphragja). When Guggenheim 
Izigested B*5 grams he beome ill within 10 minutes, la 192? 
Hlral and Gondo (27) determined the hlood sugar levels at 
various intervals after the in;feotion of the amino aoid and 
noted the hyperglyoemio effect of d,l-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalaniQe» 
He also observed the inability of the 4,1-2,4- and the d,^ -S,5-
eoi^ unds to produce sueh an effeot« 
Although biologioal deamination of aliphatie eo&ines had 
been disoovered by twins and Laldlav (26) in 1910, it waa 
not until 1928 that Hare (28) d^ onstrated deamination of 
tyramine with a simultaneous uptake of oxygen in oell-free 
liver extracts in vitro. The deamination was proportional 
to the oxygen oonsnmptlon and she olairaed that the produetion 
of amonia oeased when the exoess oxygen oonsumption stopped* 
fhis was the first introduction to the enzyme which was to 
be known as amine oxidase* Using milk peroxidase, which in 
the presence of hydrogen peroxide oxidizes nitrite to nitrate. 
Bare demonstrated the production of hydrogen peroxide in the 
oourse of the reaction. I^ xj^ l activity of the enzyme was 
observed at pH 8«0, the enzyme ms destroyed at 11.5 and, 
although the activity was greatly reduced, it mm not destroyed 
at ^  4.4, The presence of 0.002 M hydrogen cyanide did not 
inhibit the reaction* Bernheim (29), in 1931, confirmed the 
discovery of Hare and, in addition, demonstrated the inability 
of 0.05 M pyrophosphate to interfere with the deamination of 
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tyramine* Sli« isolated £-hydroxyphenylaoetio aoid, and an 
investigatloa of the aotivity of her enayme preparations at 
Tarious pS ralues relative to the age and oonoentration of 
her extracts produced oonfliotlng results as to the esaount 
of oxygen oonsamed in the reaotlon. ihen tyramine was the 
substrate, fresh liver extracts at jSi 5.B oonsuraed 4 atoms 
of extra oxygen per UKjle of substrate, while at pH 8»0 only 
one atom vae consumed* However, 36-hour samples of the 
extract at pH 8,0 and pE 5*2 consiuoed B atoms of oxygen* 
According to Bemheia the consumption corresponding to 2 
atoms of oxygen is the most stable system, and aging the 
preparation results in the destruction of the other systems, 
la 1932 the study of dihydroxyph^ ylalanine metabolieBU 
shifted from the use of tissue extracts to the use of the 
intact animal# Edmunds and Smith (30) reported that the 
recovery of dogs subjected to experimental adrenalin deple­
tion by the administration physostigHiine, which reduced the 
adrenalin content of the adrenal glands 60 to 65 per cent, 
was slightly accelerated by the administration of dihydroxy-
phenylalan ine• 
Shortly thereafter, Biedes (31) described a case of 
tyrosinosis the only case to date —- in which 1.-3,4-^ 1-
hydroiyphenylalanine was excreted under conditions of high 
tyrosine intake* This condition is due to a failure by 
by the organism to oxidize the aromatic acid, tyrosine, 
completely and is characterized by the excretion of j^ hydroxy-
IX 
liiei^ lpyruTrlc aoid. In hex opinioa, the Indliridual saaalfest-
i&g the symptoms of tyrosinosis is able to oxidize homogeatisie 
a#id eompletely so that probably t^ ie meehanism for the ooa-
•rersioa to the a,5-dihydro3C3r deri?ative is laokiag. However, 
the eoHtrersioa of the administered tyrosine to the 3,4-di-
hydiK>3^ y deriTati-^ e was considered very important, for it 
established the fact that the formation of the 3,4-dihydroxy-
beazyl group oan occur in the animal body. According to 
l^ des, the 3,4- compound must be oxidized T?ith difficulty 
in the body because it appeared in large quantities in the 
urine *^ ile the S,5« compound, homogentisio acid, was readily 
oxidized, Medes theorized that the 3,4- oxidation product 
aay be used for some s;^ thesis in the body, probably adrenaline, 
while the 2,5- compound is the normal catabolic breakdown of 
tyrosine# The possible role of dihydroxyphenylalanine in 
adrenaline formation was more clearly defined when Heard and 
Haper (32) noted the inability of the adrenal gland, perfused 
with a solution of H-methyl-3,4-dihydroxyph©nylalanine, to 
synthesize adrenalin* They concluded that, if 1-3,4-dlhydroxy-
phenylalanine is used in the synthesis of adrenalin, the amino 
acid must be decarboxylated before methylation occurs. 
The sympathcwaimetio action of oompouads with aad without 
the 3,4-diphenolic nucleus was also investigated during this 
period, Weiasteia and Manning (33) noted that Bionoaethyl-
aminoethanol-3,4-q[Uinone had no effect on the blood pressure 
of cats and suggested the necessity of the hydroxyl groups 
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for the syapatiioaiiaetio action of adrenal in-type ooapounds. 
An inreatigation of the physiologioal aotiTity of oateohol 
and oateohol deriiratiTes by Mulinos and Osborne (34) led to 
-Uie oonolnslon that, as had been suggested by Birger and 
Dal® (25), the 3,4-diphenolio nxioleus was, in great part, 
responsible for the activity of epinephrine. In a later 
report (35} these authors described the sympathomimetio ef-
feet of oateehol and oateohol derivatives in both intaot 
and pithed animals. 
At this pointy the use of oell-free enzyi^  preparations 
of the various tissues beoame popular in the study of systems 
intimately related to the metabolism of dihydroatyphenyl-
alaalne* Keilin and Hartree (36) noted that kidney slices 
or fresh kidney tissue* macerated with sand and suspended 
la a buffer at pH 7,8, could, in addition to oxidative deamina-
tion, promote oxidation of both optical isomers of dihydroxy-
phenylalaaine by attacking the ring portion of the molecule. 
According to the authors, this ring oxidation, which was 
evidenced by the darkening of the extracts, was profited by 
a poly^ enol oxidase, which also oxidized catechol, pyrogallol 
and adrenalin but not monophenols. The reaction was inhibit&d 
by cyanide. In view of investigations to be discussed shortly 
the oxidation of both optical isoaers may have been nonspecific, 
for Keilin and Hartree, conducting their incubation at s® 
7.8, would have experienced considerable autooxidation of 
the substrates. They did not mention the use of controls in 
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these dxpez'lments. 
In 1937 a series of papers whloh did muoh to eharacterise 
the amine oxidase appeared in the Bioohemioal 7ou3@al, and, 
as this enzyme will be shown to be very Important in the 
aietabolim of dihydroxyphenylalanine, these papers will be 
reTiewed in some detail. Pugh end Quastel (37), using sur­
viving sliees ©f guinea-pig kidney and liver, deraonstrated 
the deamination of butylamine and the ability of brain tissue, 
whieh does not deaminate J^ -amino aoids, to deaminate aliphatie 
amines* This indieated that the amine oxidase diseovered by 
Hare {B8} was not identioal with the d- or jL-amino aoid 
oxidases. mploying both liver slioes and liver extraets 
the view that the amine oxidase was an aeroblo oxidase was 
substantiated by Philpot (38) who also confiriaed the forosa-
tion of hydrogen peroxide by employing the principle of 
ooupled oxidation in whloh the hydrogen peroxide oxidized 
ethyl aleohol to aoetaldehyde* The prinoipl© of ooupled 
oxidaticm is based on the formation of hydrogen peroxide 
whloh. In the presence of either oatalase or peroxidase, 
will oxidize a suitable substrate. In this oaae the hydrogen 
peroxide fortoed in the amine oxidation was used to oxidize 
ethyl aloohol to aoetaldehyde. This prevented the oxygen, 
formed by the aotion of oatalase on the hydrogen peroxide, 
from returning to the atmosphere of the flask and resulted 
in almost doubling the excess oxygen uptake. Hydrogen 
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eyajnide Is a good inhibitor of oatalase inhibited the 
eoupled oxidation by about 50 per oent. Hlasohko, Biohter 
and Sohlosmann (39) studied l^ e rate of demlnation of sixty-
six amines and, of all the amines assayed^  the enzyme was 
most active toward hydroxytyramine. On the basis of tyramine 
as 100 the relative rates of oxidation of substrates Important 
to this dlsoussion are shown in Table I« Of the oompaunds 
TABLE I 
AGTIYITT 0? OXIDASE (39) 
3«4*DihydroxyphenylethylaBiine 140 
'Pyramin® 100 
Bitylamine 54 
tested only those with an eiiino group on the end oarbon of 
the hydrooarbon chain were deaminated, Oompounds with the 
amino group on the second oarbon atom — isopropylamine, 
benzedrine, ephedrine, amino aoids — and short ohain amiioes — 
propylamine and below —> mxe not oxidized. Hydrogen ayanide 
and smiearbaside did not affeot the oourse of the remtion 
but positiTe inhibition was obtained with oetyl alcohol and 
thyaol. An investigation of the distribution of the enzyme 
system iadieated its presence in the liver, intestinebrain 
and kidney of the guinea pig. Other forms of life ^ oh as 
the pigeon, tortoise, frog and trout gave a positive reaotion, 
Hiohter (40), using guinea-pig liver as the souroe of the 
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enzyme and tlae presence of 0,05 molar semioarbazide to protect 
tbe aldebydes from destruotion by aldomutase. Isolated the aide-
hydes formed from benzylamlue, pheuyletbylamine, tyraoilne, and 
adreaallae with S^ i-dinitropheaylhydrazine* The reaotloa 
mixtare was deprotelui^ ed by boiling at pii 5«3, aoldified 
with hydroohlorio aoid and then treated with a saturated solu* 
tlon of S,4*dinitrophenylhydrazine in hydroohlorio aoid. 
% stodylug the oxidation of aliphatic amines in the presenee 
of ethyl alGohol Pugh and quastel (41) oonfirmed the formation 
of l^ drogen peroxide. Dialysis against phosphate-Looke solu­
tion for twenty hours through cellophane had no apparent 
diffiinishlng effect on the activity of the enzyme preparation, 
and, although arsenite and hydrogen cyanide did not effect 
the activity, in the presence of the hydrogen cyanide only 
one atom of oxygen was consumed for each mole of aaine con-
suiaed and one mole of ataaonia was liberated. It was shown 
that hydrogen cyanide reduces the side reactions occurring 
during the incubation,making possible the realization of 
the theoretical oonsuiaption of oxygen. The 1:1 oxygen to 
asi^ onia ration was confirmed by Kohn vho showed that, 
as the of the reaction mixture was reduced, tyramine oxida­
tion was also reduced. However, the theoretical Isl ratio 
was still obtained at fH 6.3 even though the oxygen consump­
tion was only 40 per cent of that observed at pH 7.7. The 
hydrogen cyanide concentration was increased to 0.01 M with 
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HO appareEit effeot on the deamlnation except to reduoe the 
Talae of the eontrol and to inhibit extraneous oxidation, 
neither hydroxyiaralne nor iodoaoetlo aoid at a concentration 
of 0.01 M Inhibited the reaction, but 0.01 M hydrazine hydrate 
or ethylurethane inhibited the deaminatlon approximately 30 
and 4 per eent.respeetlTely. Dialysis did not decrease the 
aotivity aM the fojnaation of hydrogen peroxide was again 
indioated by the use of both peroxidase and eoupled aloohol 
oxidation. Kohn was the first to deraonstrate the relationship 
of the aotivlty of the amine oxidase to the oxygen tension. 
The inerease in rate as the atmosphere was changed from air 
to pure oxygen amounted to aOO to 250 per aent. Two lines 
of evidence favor the formation of the aldehyde when tyramine 
is oxidized: (1) the aldehyde forraation oan be deteeted 
mnometriaally by adding Sohardinger enzyiaie whioh inoreases 
the oxygen oonsmption up to 75 per oent; (2) a 2,4-dinitro-
phenylhydrazone derivative was obtained from the reaction 
mixture. In 1938 "?erle, et al {43) oonfiwaed the optimua pH 
of 8,0 reported by Hare for the amine oxidase system. 
The oharaoterization of th© amine oxidase was very im­
portant, for the system was soon shown to be essential in the 
metabolisa of dihydroxyphenylalanine by kidney extracts. In 
1938 Holtas (44) and Holtz, Heise and l£dtke (45) indioated 
the formation of hydroxytyramine from the amino aoid by 
demonstrating the pressor action of the amine formed, by the 
isolation of the tribenzoyl derivative and by manometrioally 
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aeasuriag the oarbon dioxide evolved, Convexsioa of the di-
hydroacypii®a;flalanin0 to hydroxytyramine was found to b© about 
80 per sent of the theoretical. The importanoe of anaeroblo 
eoQditioms was emphasized by the aotio^  of the amine oxidase 
on the hydroxytyraiaine when the reaction was att^ apted in th® 
presenoe of air* The hydro:^ tyrffiaiae was oxidized in the 
same mmaer as other aliphatie amines by the amine oxidase 
present in kidney extracts, A preparation of ^ -amino aoid 
oxidase did not oxidize the j|^ -amino aoid or hydroxytyrarain© 
feat gave the expeated oxygen oonsuaption with d„l-3,4-dl-
hydroxyphenylalanine. Some degree of specificity was demoa-
etrated for only one-half the activity was realized when 
,^3j*3,4«dihydroxyph©nylalanine was the substrate. The pH-
aotivity relationship was not explored completely, but the 
decarboxylase was reported to be most active between pH 7,0 and 
8,0 while at pB 5,0 the system was virtually inactive, Itoe 
enzyme was sensitive to cyanide inhibition. The deoarboji^ las© 
was shown to be present in the tissue extracts of the guinea 
pig, rabbit and swine. The activity of the amine oxidase 
present in the kidney extracts was indicated by the oxygen 
oonsuaptioa when the reaction was carried out aerobioally. 
By employing seiaioarbazide, to prevent the destruction of the 
aldehyde formed by the deamination, Eoltz, Heise and L^ dtke 
Isolated 3,4-dihydroxyphenylaoetaldehyde and identified this 
cc^ pound by Its 2,4-dlnitrophenylhydrazon© derivative. The 
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blood px'edsure response of oats subjeoted to injeetlons of 
tbe extracts vhiob had been inoubated anaerobioally was typ-
ioal of tb© response oaused by the ln;jeotion of sympathoaiaetio 
amines. If the reaction was carried out aerobioally no suoh 
rise in blood pressure resulted* Furthermore, if the aeroblo 
reaotiom was carried out in the presence of vitamin 0, subse­
quent injection produced an actual reduction in the blood 
pressure. The authors suggested, in view of this evidence, 
that the ascorbic acid protects the 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetal-
dehyde from destruction and that the aldehyde produces the 
depressor effect* The addition of ascorbic acid to the kidney 
extracts prevented the extracts from becoming dark brown in 
the course of the reaction. This was probably duo to the 
well-known antioxidant properties of vitamin 0, for vitamin C 
has been used by other investigators (46) to prevent miscel­
laneous oxidations. Although the amine oxidase systeni was 
not subject to cyanide inhibition, it was sensitive to the 
presence of octyl alcohol. 
Catechol oxidase enzyme systeois were still receiving the 
attention of various investigators. In 1938 a wide varied 
of aaterials was examined for a phenol oxidase of the catechol 
oxidase type by Bhagvat and Biohter {47). All vertebrate 
tissues tested, including guinea-pig tissue, were comparatively 
Inactive* The ®iall oxygen consumption in the case of the 
vertebrate tissues was ascribed, in part, to non-enzpMiti© 
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eatalysis fey traees of heavy metal aad, in part, to the 
oytoohrome-oytoohrorae oxidase system, whioh oatalyzes the 
slow ozldatioxi of oateohol de^ivativea. On the basis of 
these i-eeults the authors questioned the preseaoe of a phenol 
oxidase in animal tissue. The authors investigated the im-
portanoe of saall quantities of metals in the oxidation of 
the oatechols, and the amount of oopper, as copper sulfate, 
needed to promote oxidation of dihydroxyphenylalanine ms 
found to be as little as 0*025 mg« Other metallic ions •«-
iron, nickel, oobalt and manganese — were also found to 
increase the oxygen consumption with catechol, hosocatechol 
and adrenaline. 
In 1939 Holtz, et al, continuing the interesting series 
on the dihydroxyphenylalanine decarboxylase, found the enzyao 
In guinea-pig liver (4B), in the liver and kidney of sheep, 
goat, pigs and hens but not in rats, mice and cattle (49) and 
in the mucous laembrane of the amiall intestine of the guinea 
pig t50)* Holtz (51) demoastraced that the activity in pig 
kidney was only 75 per cent, and the activity of the rabbit 
kidney im» only 20 to E5 per cent that of the guinea-pig 
kidney tissue, and he also indicated that the rat kidney was 
practically devoid of this enzyme system, 5y the use of d,l^-
and l-dihydroxyphenylalanine the ability of the rat kidney 
extracts to oxidize half of the d,l- form of the amino acid 
and none of the 1- form of the amino acid was noted. The 
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aotiTity of tJie rat tissu« was attributed to the very aotire 
d-amino aoid oiidaae of this anlml. ELaaehko (52) confirmed 
the dissoTery of the decarboxylase in liver and, by using a 
pure fom of d-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine, demonstrated the 
inactivity of the extracts in the presence of this isomer* 
The inactivity of the enzyme system in the pi^senoe of d,l-
M-®ethyl-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalaaine, 1-tyrosine, d,l-H-®ethyl-
tyrosine, 1-phenylalanine and 1- and d-histidine wis further 
evidence of the degree of specifioity of the decarboxylase. 
During this period Btiagvat, Blaschko and Riohter (53) found 
amine oxidase widely distributed and Blaschko (54), in 1940, 
proposed the general rule that ^ ^-aliphatic amines inhibit 
the smilne oxidase system« Hiis was attributed to eon^etitios 
between the refractory amine and the active substrate for the 
eaasyme. 
The reports of the formation of adrenedine by extracts 
of the adrenal gland by Yinet (55,56) in 1940 are of primary 
interest in this connection. % adapting the analytical 
technique developed by Meuaier (57) to mixtures of dihydroxy-
phenylalanine, hydroxytyroraine and adrenaline, Yinet obtained 
evidence which led her to report the formation of adrenaline 
fr«^ dihydroxyphenylalanine and hydroxytyramine by extracts 
of the adrenal gland. Tyramine under similar conditions was 
not converted to adrenaline. In the same year Hasiguti (5S) 
reported m change in the adrenal glands after injections of 
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dlhydroxypbeBylalaiiiae or liver extracts, but aoted a marked 
imorease of the vaouoles and of the ohroaaffiii substaaoes after 
the iajeotion of both, aad believed that this iadioated the 
formation of adrenaline from the dihydroxyphenylalanine in 
the presence of a substance from the liver, 
fhe reports of the effeot of the ©azymatio deoompositioa 
produots of dihydroacyphenylalanine on both experimental and 
normal hypertension was of considerable interest during this 
period* Bing (59), and Bing and Zucker (50), perfusing oat 
kidney with a solution of 3^3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine and 
testing the aotivity of the resulting perfusate by its effeot 
on the blood pressure rise of eats, reported that the isehemie 
kidney released a pressor substance having the properties of 
3,4-dihydroxyphenylethylamine. The perfused liver and gut 
of the eat under analogous oonditions did not produoe pressor 
substanees. Bing, 2.ueker and Perkins (61), nhile studying 
the ooaparative destruction of angiotonin, hydroxytyramine 
and tyraaine by renal extracts, noted the inaotivation of 
hydroxytyr®«ttine by kidney tissue in the presence of octyl 
aloohol while tyramine was not affected. They suggested the 
existence of an aerobie oxidase, not sensitive to octyl 
aloohol Inhibition, which might be inaotlvatlng the hydroxy-
tyrmine, but submitted no data on oxygen consmption to 
support their suggestion* fhey did demonstrate the stability 
of hydroxytyraaine under anaerobic conditions. These experi-
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meats were oarried out in 500 ml. flasks at 40® c. The 
aotivity of the products of these inouhations was estimated 
by Injeoting the products intravenously into anesthetized 
oats and measuring the blood pressure response* lelating 
oxygen aonsumption to the icaotivation of hydroxytyramine was 
impossible under suoh experimental oonditions and oxidation 
of the hydroxytyraiaine in the preparation of their extraots 
for injeotion say have oaused the inaotivation of the hydroaqr-
tyraiaine, Bing and iiuoker i&B) deraonstrated the yivo effect 
of dihydroxyphenylalanine in animals in which partially is-
ohemie kidneys were produced by applying the (k>ldblatt olaEip 
on the renal artery. Oontrol animals did not produce any 
blood pressure rise when injected with the amino acid. 
Oster and Sorkin (63) obtained a marked rise in the 
blood pressTUre of cats with experimental hypertension when 
dihydroxyphei^lalanine was injected intravenously but noted 
no suoh effect in oats with aoute renal isohemia or in nor^l 
cats* Intravenous injection of the amino acid into humans 
with essential hypertension produced a similar pressor response, 
however, a much less marked pressor effect was obtained in hu­
mans with normal blood pressure, fhe possibility of a defeo-
tive renal deamination due to kidney isohemia was su^ested 
as being responsible for the pressor effect of the 1-3,4-di-
hydroxyphenylalanine in the case of essential himan hyper­
tension. 
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Sobroeddr (64) aoted only a transient bypertension in 
rats ©fter difeydroxyphenylalaniae aaministratioa, and 
Green^rd, Robaok and Ivy (65) reported that dihydroxyphei^l-
alanine stiimlated panereatlo seoretion* 
The relatiTe importanoe of the dihydroxypheaylalanine 
deearboxylase was strengthened by Blasohko (66)« He obtained 
1 sole of oarboa dioxide per mole of amine formed and noted 
that about one-half of the oarbon dioxide farmed during the 
reaction was retained by the enzyme solution, but that this 
was released when sulfurio aoid was added at the completion 
of the experiment. Dialysis against distilled iraiter for 
forty hours at 1® 0. did not deorease the aotivity of the 
eazynie preparation. The attempt by Blasohko to inhibit ^e 
aotion of the decarboxylase is sumarized in Table II. 
INHIBITION Of DIHYDEOrniilKTLALANINE DSGASB02JLASE (66) 
TABLE II 
Oyanide {0^001 M) 
l^droxytyramine {0«0B M) 
Suramine (0«0001 M) 
Trypan blue (o.oooi M) 
Sodium sulfide {©•OS M) 
Oymiide (0.0001 M) 
Sodium aside (O.OOS M) 
Oarbon Monoxide 
Inhibitor Inhibition 
per oent 
72,S 
71.0 
57.0 
33.0 
01,0 
00.0 
00.0 
00.0 
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71 per oeat inhibitloa by hydroxytyraraise was T©iy la-
teresting for the ability of the product of the reaetlon to 
inhibit the decarboxylase was thus demonstrated, fhe oyanide 
inhibition wi|S also shown to be reYersible, twelve €^ino 
aoids were tested but oarbon dioxide was evolved only when 
2.-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanlne was the substrate (Table III). 
During this period Holtz and Oredner (67) fmd Holtz, 
Gredner and Koepp (68) reported the presenoe of a h^droxy-
tyramine-like substanoe in the urine of the animals fed 
1-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine, and furthermore^ demonstrated 
the possibility of a eonjugated form of hydroxytyramine in 
the urine of these animals. When the l-aaino aoid was ad­
ministered orally the hydroxytyrasaine was exoreted slowly 
and over an eoctended period (four hours) but when injected 
intravenously the maximm excretion ooourred in the first 
thirty minutes eynd iras completed in about an hour; only 12 
per cent of the dlhydroxyphenylalanine was recovered as 
hydroxytyramine when taken orally, but 36 per cent was re­
covered when injected intravenously. The hydroxytyramine 
of the hydrolyzed and unhydrolyzed urine saapies, when 
ausparated tsom the urine by adsorption on aliMinm hydroxide 
and recovered by elution, presented the same picture. As 
mich as 50 per cent of amine was recovered in the conjugated 
form. A large volume of normal urine was concentrated in 
vacuo to prevent the destruction of easily oxidlzable sub­
stances, and from the blood pressure response obtained by 
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TABU: III 
SPEC mo ITT OF THE DlCAEBOrTLASE (66) 
Substrate Pig Ouiaea-pig Shesua 
Kidney Uver Kidney Liver Kidney 
lC~)-dopa + + 4. +4 
dC'fJ-'dopa 
l^^ H-aethyldopa « 
!.(-)«tyrosine -
d., 2^ -N-iae t hy 1 tyro s ine 
tsyathet, surinamine) 
,^J,-phenylalanine 
-)-tryptophan 
l(-}-histidlne - - - - » 
d(+)-histidine 
d,J.-alanine 
d,l.-proXine 
d,l-hydroxyprollne 
d,l.-serine 
lC-)-leiiOine 
- aignifies formation of oarbon dioxide 
« sii^ifies no formation of oarbon dioxide 
Blank signifies no test made 
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injeoting hydrolyzed and unhydrolyzed sscaples of this eon-
eentrate, the authors suspeoted the prasenoe of quanti­
ties of a hydroxytyramiae-like substanoe ia nomal urine, 
Holtz and Oradner (69), detemiaing hydroxytyramiae ia the 
uriae hy its effeot oa the hlood pressure, foimd no reasoa 
t© assume that d,»3,4-dihydroxyphenylalaaiae was setaboliaeA 
ia the guiaea pig aad the rabbit, for whea equivaleat amouats 
&f the JL- aad of amiao aoid was iagested the 
actiTlty of the uriae from the guiaea pig fed the 1- form 
was twice as great as the aotivity of the uriae from the 
aaimal fed the d,^- form. However, the rat apparently oaa 
ohaage the d- form to the 1- form for the uriae of the rat 
gave the same blood pressure respoase whoa both the 1- aad 
the d- form of the aoid was admiaistered. The authors agaia 
suggest that probably the abuadaaoe of the d-amiao aoid 
oxidase ia rat tissue was respoasible for the oonversioa 
of the d- form of the aiaino aoid to the !• form and thea 
deoarboxylatioa to the hydroiytyramiae was possible, la 
194S Holtz, Gredaer aad Strubuag (70), ia a ooatiauatioa 
of their work oa the aaiao aoid deoarboxylases, reported a 
slight deaarboxylase aotivity ia rat kidney aad liver aad 
fouad guiaea-pig liver to be oae-third as aotive as guiaea* 
pig kidaey* ®bie paaoreas also exhibited deoarboxylas® ao­
tivity. Oisrves of the oarboa dioxide evolved showed that 
the reaetioa was almost oompleted ia the first thirty mlautes 
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of the reaotlon* Beyer (71) pursuing his studies os sympatho-
ttimetie mines eonfirmed the report of Blasehko (54) that 
Isopropyl deri'^tives will iahil>it the aotirity of the aisiae 
oacidase end that the terminal oarbon-nitrogen bond ms neees-
saiy for this reaction to proceed. 
fhe pi^senoe of a oateohol oxidase in animal tissue was 
reported by two groups of investigators in 1942. Oadden and 
Dill (78) prepared a oell-free extract of pig kidney which 
was active toward oateohol and hydroq.uinone when insubated 
in a phosphate-aoetate buffer at 7.0 - 7,2, but which 
would not oxidize tyrosine, dihydroxyphenylalanine and jg-
oresol. Although the oxygen oonsumption was measured, no 
data whieh would show the relationship between the oolor ap­
pearing during the inoubation and the oxygen oonsumption mt.a 
reported, fhe preparation was reported to inorease the rat© 
of substrate oxidation with increase in jfi. Only partial 
inaotivation was noted when the preparation was heated in a 
water bath for one hour at SO • 100® 0. and, as no information 
was offered relative to the per cent inaotivation and as to 
whether the dry powder or a buffered extract was heated, it is 
very difficult to draw any conclusions from this paper. The 
fact that th© heat treatment did not totally inactivate the 
preparation is surprising and, if the preparation had consider-
able activity after such heat treatment, a nonspecific oxida­
tion or metallic ion catalysis might be expected. The only 
data actually reported were concerned with the oxidation of 
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a oateohol^hiydroQuiiione mixture aad the relative rates of 
the activity of the anzycoe with eateohol and hydroquinone» 
whea used separately, were not stated, Hogeboom and Adams 
(73) were able to obtain extra©table enzymes from a mouse 
tumor whiah catalyzed the oxidation of both tyrosine and 
dihydroayphenylalanine to melanin* The total oonaumption 
of oxygen after completion of the reaction approximated 
four atoms of oxygen per molecule of 1-3,4-dihydroxjphenyl-
alanine* This is similar to the reaction of the tyrosinase 
from such sources as raushrooms aad potatoes^ and, although 
tfeis t» a report of an oxidase in abnormal tissue, it is 
one of the few instances of a oateohol-type oxidase la anisasl 
tissue* The activity of the enzyme at pH 6,0 is such that 
four atoms of oxygen are consuaed per raole of substrate. 
This fact divorces this enzyme from the system under discus­
sion. 
In 1943 considerable ^ phaais was placed on the study 
of the amine oxidase* Raska (74) found the oxygen oonsu®i»-
tion of both slices and extracts of the isohemio kidney ia 
the presence of ][i»3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine to be less than 
that of the norraal kidney. In Baaka*s opinion the equilibriuia 
between the decarboxylating system and the amine oxidase 
system la the ischemic kidney is altered in such a way that 
the former is in pathological excess, 1. ©•» the anaerobic 
degradation process may exceed the aerobic oxidation process* 
His examinations demonstrate that in ischemic kidney the 
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respiratloa of the kidney slioes and extraets were markedly 
redueed even when neither neorosie nor atrophy oould be found, 
fhis deorease in Gocldative ability was paralleled by a de» 
erease in the amount of auoaonia produced during the inoubation. 
Ho waver, no amaonia values were presented for the 1.-3,4-di-
hydroxyphenylalaaiae experiments, and from the variety of the 
amines used as substrates, one would oonelude that iaska was 
dealing with the amine oxidase system* The report makes no 
effort to oorrelate these results with the disappearanee of 
the diphenolie nueleus of 1-3,4-dihydroxyi^enylalanine, sinee 
the latter was not measured. 
To study the substrate speoificity and the kinetios of 
the oxidation of oertain amines, Alles and Heegaard (75) 
prepared a purified amine oxidase. Previously, Hare (28) 
and Werle (43) had reported an optimum pH of 8,0 for the 
amine oxidase with a rapid deorease at both higher and 
lower values^ but Alles and Heegaard obtained a varia­
tion of the of maximum aotivity depending on the substrate 
used* Tor exeraple: with butylamine, amylamine, hexylamine, 
heptylamine and ootylamine as substrates the points of 
mxiffium aotivity were 8.1, 7*5, 7.1, 6.9 and 7.1, reapee* 
tively# Results obtained with a series of phenylalkylamines 
and reprodueed here from a graphioal representation show 
even wider variation, fhe optimum pH of phenaethylamine 
was 8.6, phenethylamine - 6.1, phenpropyle^ine - 7,8, and 
phenbutylamine and phenamylamine - 6.8. The ohange in the 
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optlmm of the ]^*aotivity ourre of aa enzyme with a change 
in substrate,, frtien the substrate is ionizable, is disausseS 
^Mwin (76), A3 is well known from muaeroQS studies, the 
optiiKM pS, when ^ e substrate i® ionizable, is tfa® resultant 
of the variation of the ent^m aotiri^ and the variation 
of the ionization of the aibstrate with iH* Alles and 
Hee^sjrd suggest the ©xistenoe of more than one amine 
oxidase in their quzjis^ preparation but the explanation of 
^tldwin seeas more logical for Alles and Heegaard have 
noted that the pK|j values for the amines mentioned above 
vary oonsiderably, The list of substrates studied contained 
aliphatio primary ®aines, H-®ethyl derivatives of aliphatic 
amines^ pheaylaliphatio amines and ring-substituted phenyl-
allphatio emines* Among the last mentioned substrates were 
the phoaolie derivatives which are of special interest to 
this discussion, tJsing phenethylamine as a base of 100, the 
maximm oxidation rates, relative to phenylethylamine at 
 ^7.0 and 30® G,, were tyramine 80 and hydroxytyraraine 68. 
Th&se figures do not agree exactly with those previously 
mentioned in the report of Blasohko» Piohter and Schlossaann 
(39) but the experimental conditions were so different in 
each case that comparison is almost impossible* HLasehko, 
et al imre using crude extracts and Alles and Heegaard were 
using a partially purified preparation, lieegaard aiid Alles 
(77) studied aliphatio ettaiaes and phenylaliphatio aaiaes as 
inhibitors of the amine oxidase system and concluded that 
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seooMary a&d tertiary oarbinamines are iaiiibitora aM, 
in addition, are not oxidized. 
In 1944 Gonoid and Pelau (78) reported that the kidney 
«3ctraots of th© guinea pig and the rabbit did not deoarboxyl-
at© l-tyrosine but did deoarboxylate 1- saad d,l-dlhydroxy* 
phenylalanine equally rmll in air or nitrogen* lliis is in 
complete disagreement with the reports of Holtz, et al (44,70) 
€UQd Blasohko (66) who found the decarboxylase to be very 
speoifie with regard to configuration. 
In 1944 Holtz, Gredner and Strubxjng (79) demonstrated 
the hyperglycemic effect resulting from th© injection of 
hydroxytyraaine and dihydroxyphenylalanine and attributed 
this effect to the hydroxytyramine produced by the decarboxyl­
ase. In the case of the hydroxytyramine the blood sugar ex* 
hibited an early rise and fall, but in the case of the 
dihydroxyphenylalanine the curre was not as high and was 
maintaiiwid for as long as three hours. 1!he effect of the 
1- and d,l- amino acids was also illustrated and, gram for 
gram, the d,l.- form was only half as active as the jl- form 
in producing the hyperglycemic effect. Holtz and Gredner 
(80), reputing further on the metabolism of the jL- and 
d,l- (smino acids first mentioned by these authors in 1941 
(59), gave figures of the ratio of the hydroxytyramine pro­
duced by the administration of 1;- and d,J^- amino acids as 
1/0.45, 1/0.77, 1/0.33 and 1/0.66, which again indicates that 
the d- form is not laetabolized in the guinea pig. 
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la 1M5 a study of the amine oxidase system was reported. 
Blasohk© and Duthie (81) demonstrated that amidines — mono-
aad dlamldine, mono- and diguanldlne, dilsothiourea — 
iafalbited the enzyme, and very shortly thereafter (Sa) showed 
that^ in the very short chain diamines (up to Cg), the seoond 
amino group interfered nith the affinity of the substrate for 
^e amine oxidase but, when long ehain diamines were 
employed, the interference disappeared, fhe authors suggested 
that l^e amino groups of the long chains were far ejhough apart 
for the enzyme to act on one amino group without interfereao® 
f5rom the other. 
After 194^ reports on the amine oxidase and the oateohol 
oonjugation system have not appeared* Instead, research 
Interest shifted to the study of the decarboxylase. After a 
report by Page and Eeed (83) on the hypertension effect of di-
hydroxypheaylalanine and related compounds in the rat. Page 
(84) failed In an attempt to prepare an acetone dessicated 
decarboxylase from guinea-pig kidney. Drying in the cold by 
a lyophllie process reduced the activity by at least 50 per 
cent and on two occasions completely abolished the activi^, 
A stable preparation of variable activity was prepared by 
drying a buffered saline extract of the tissue in a cellophane 
sac at room temperature and storing the powder in vacuo. Page 
did not give the details of this preparation# Dialysis of 
the extracts f©r twenty-four hours at 5® to 7® 0« did not 
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feduee %km activity of the preparations. la the preseao® of 
oxoess Jjr3,4-41iiyfiroxyph©nyXalaiiine tb© yield of hydroxy-
"^rfisaine hsb direotly proportional to the amount of substrate 
present, ^sing a biological assay (pressor effect), compari­
son of tissue extracts from various sources demonstrated that 
rabbit and monkey kidneys were about one-tenth as active as 
guinea-pig kidney but three times as active as htMan kidney. 
The iK>rk on the bacterial decarboxylases led to the 
dfTOonstratlon by Green, Leloir and Nocita (85), in 1945, that 
phosph03*y3'Sted pyridoxal was as active as bacterial code-
carboxylase in regenerating the activity of mamaalian 3,4-
dihydroxyphenylalanine decarboxylase# Shortly after Ounsalus 
and ^llamy (86) showed that Streptoeocous fecalis required 
pyridoxins in order to exhibit maximum decarboxylation of 
tyrosine, the vitaiain was shown to be important in the de­
carboxylation of arginine (87,88), ornithine (87), glutamic 
acid (88), tyrosine (87,89,90), lysine (91), and l;»3,4-di-
hydroxyphenylalanine (92), Gale and Ipps (91) succeeded 
ia extracting a codecarboxylase from bacteria and demonstrated 
its wide distribution in animls and bacteria, TMbreit, 
Bellamy and Gunsalus (93) discovered that pyridoxal, which had 
been subjected to both cheraical and enzymatic phosphorylation, 
would replace the codecarboxylase of Gale and Spps, and this 
set the stage for Green, Leloir and Hocito (85) to demonstrate 
the necessity of the phosphorylated pyridoxal in 1-3,4-di-
hydroxyphenylalanine decarboxylase. 
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These sttthoi's prepared a purified deoarboijlase from pig 
liver, wbioh fiaa not aotive unless supplemented with a eoeazyae 
fouad in boiled liver and heart. The oomponents of the liver 
soluble in 0,8 per oent sodima chloride were fractionated with 
ammoniiffi sulfate and then dialyzed against dilute ammonia 
(O.OOS M) at 0® 0, for four days. The preparation was virtmlly 
inactive but the presenoe of the aodeoarbox;^lase of Gale and 
Ipps (94) and, in addition, reducing substances such as o^ fs-
teine or u^tathione regenerated the activity of the systrasa, 
6r9^*8 group also found that the pyridoxal-l-phosphate of 
tftubreit, et al (93) was as active as codeearboxylase in re­
generating the activity of their enaiy^ preparation and thus 
dflraonstrated the need of the system for the phosphorylated 
product. 
Zn 1945 Sohapira (95) noted the high decarboxylating 
activity of the guinea-pig tissue and also reported the 
inactivity of adrenal tissue. 
Another report of the discovery of a oatechol-type 
oxidase in aniaal tissue strengthened the previous reports 
of Oadden and Mil (7B) and Hogeboom and Adams (73), Hermann 
and Mm (96) prepared an extract from ciliary body which did 
not accelerate the oxidation of hydroquinone or catechol In 
the absence of cytochrome-C, but did enhance the oxygen con­
sumption with ^ -3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine as a substrate. 
The preparations most active with respect to j^ -3,4-dlhydroxy-
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phenylalanine oxidation showed the lowest cytoohrome oxidase 
aetiTity, They suggest the possibility of a "dopa oxidase" 
which could possibly be separated from the cytochrome system 
and which would also oxidize compounds containing the 3,4-
dipheaolic nucleus* This work supports the -riew of Hogebooa 
and Adams (73) but again the absence of experiments which 
measured the disappearance of the substrates makes interprs-
tatioa difficult, 
la 1946 Beyer (97) reviewing the subject of pressor 
amines suHEiarizes as follows: 
"If the nucleus is unsubstituted by hydroa^ l groups, 
derivatives of phenylsthylamine, which have the 
amino group on the terminal carbon atom, aie de-
aminated in the body and are not excreted as such. 
Where the amino group is not on the terminal carbon 
atom the oorapouad is refractory to deamination • . • 
and are excreted for the most part as such. ^ 
Hydroxy derivatives of regardless 
of the position of the amino group on the side chain, 
are iimctivated in the body but are conjugated, at 
least in part, in so loose a manner as to be indis-
tinipaishable from the free forms of the compound 
after excretion. Compounds having a catechol nucleus 
are excreted predominantly in the conjugated form 
when administered orally • . • • On hydrolysis of the 
urine the free form on the sympathomimetic soaine is 
hydrolyzed from its conjugate." 
In this review Beyer notes that when ^ -3,4-dihydroxyphenyl-
©thylamine was adiainistered orally the original compound, as 
shown by chemical and biological analysis, could be recovered 
from the urine after acid hydrolysis• 
la 1946 the effect of desoxypyridoxine on the decarboxyl-
as© was noted, Desoxypyridoxine has been shown to be an 
effective inhibitor of pyridoxiae (98), Recently, Beiler 
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and (^staT (99) have shown that desoxypyridoxin® does not 
inhibit tyrosine decarboxylase, but that phosphorylated des-
03cypyridoxine will replaoe pyridoxal phosphate in the tyrosine 
deoarboxylaae system, k& oertain other deoarboxylases have 
been shown to be dependent upon the presease of the pyridoxal 
phosphate for their maxiimm aotivity, the abofe inhibition 
study and the previously mentioned discovery by Green, et al 
(85) would suggest that the 
oarboxylas© system might also be inhibited by the phosphoryl-
ated desoxypyridoxine. However, in a later paper Martin and 
]^iler ilOO) found that desoxypyridoxine phosphate did not 
inhibit the deoarboxylation but that two folio aoid displaoing 
agents — ?-a@thylfolio aoid and the asparti© aoid analog of 
folio aoid — were efeotive as inhibitors of the deoarboxyla­
tion of the amino aoid* 
C. Asoorbio A0id and Aromatie Amino Aoid 
Metabolism 
7he relationship of vitamin C to the metabolism of the 
aromatie ®ftlno aoids is a rather reoent development, but the 
history of the abnormal oondition which eventually led to 
the recognition of this relationship goes baok to the middle 
of the nineteenth oentury. As the purpose of this discussion 
is not a detailed review of this phase of the metabolism of 
the arossLatic amino aoids, this early history will be treated 
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briefly* A ®ore detailed diaousaioix of this earXy period may 
be fouad ia tlie review by Dakin (101)* 
ISiirty years after the original anaouaoeraeat oa aloap-
toauria by J^ deker {102), Walkow aad Baumaaa (103), ia 1891, 
isolated hoaogeatisie aoid from the urine aad established the 
depeadeaee of the appearaaoe of this metabolite oa the iages* 
tioa of proteias aad tyroeiae. The fact that tyrosiae was 
almost completely ooaverted to hoiaogeatisi© aoid led to the 
eoaolusioa, with the support of additioaal evideaoe, that 
tyrosiae is the substaaoe from which homogentisio aoid is 
formed. 
Duriag the following years oonsiderable disoussioa 
revolved arouad the question of whether or not hoii^geatisie 
aoid was the product of normal or abnormal metabolism* 
Heubauer (104), as the result of studies with aa aloaptoatiria 
patieatjj was able to demonstrate the role of tyrosine, phenyl-
alanine, phenylpyruvie acid and £-hydroacypheaylpyruvic acid 
ia the formatioa of homogeatisio acid, aad postulated a 
scheme of intermediary metabolism for these amino acids 
based oa the supposition that hcaaogeatisic aoid was a normal 
iQter»ediate* la his opiaioa the peculiarity of the alcap-
toauric consequently resides ia his inability to carry the 
oxidation beyond the homogeatisio aoid stage. 
On the other hand Dakia (105) ooacluded that the produc-
tioa of homogentisio aoid was an abnormal metabolism. He 
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based his eonalusioas on feedlag experliaents oonduoted by 
Abderfaalden (106) ia which phei^rlpyruYio and j^-hydroiypheayl-
pyruvie aoids were exoreted after feeding large amounts of 
phenylalanine, and on his own feeding of phenylalanine deriTa-
tiTea whieh beoause of their eonstitution were imaapable of 
forming jg-gainoae struotures, Aooordiag to Dakia the oaly 
path of norm! oxidation lies through ^ -hydroxyphenylpyruTie 
aoidj in v^iQh ring opening ooours, This debate has oon-
tin^d through the yearB and a definite decision is still to 
be realised, 
!Sie first indication of the importaaoe of Titamia Q ia 
the metabolism of the aromatic aoiiao aoids was the report 
by Szent-OyBrgyi (107) of the rmoval of the pipaentatioa 
appearing ia Addison's disease by the administration of vitamia 
0, Previously Bruao Blocks ia 1917, (1(B) had indicated the 
importance of J.-3,4«dihydroxyphenylalanine ia melanin foi«a-
tioa ia animal tissue and Baper, ia 1988, (109) had suceess* 
fully related the amino aoids, tyrosine and dihydroxypheayl-
alanine»to the formation of melanin in plant tissue, fhe 
discovery of Siasentz-GySrgyi gave added impetus to the study 
of the laetabolism of these amino aoids in aniiaal tissue* 
Interposed between the announcement of ftzentz-Qy^rgyi and 
future reports of the importance of Titemia G ia the aetabo-
lim of the aromtic amino aoids was a demonstration by 
Papageorge and Lewis (110) of the exoretion of homogentisic 
acid after prolonged and excessive feeding of phenylalanine. 
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Oa tbe basis of tbls evldenoe the authoz's regarded homogeia-
tialo aeld as an iatemediate in normal metaboliam, Butta, 
et al (111) aooa eonfirmed this report but were mnable to 
find horaogeatisie aold after tyrosine feeding* 
In 1939 Sealook, Ziegler and Driver (112) noted the 
inoreased requirement of the guinea pig for vitmin C when 
the diet ma supplemented with tyrosine and dihydroxyphenyl-
alanine. In the seaae year Sealoek and Silberstoin (113,114) 
identified h^aogentisio aoid and other tyrosine metabolites 
in the uyine of vitamin G defioient guinea pigs, and were 
able to ©aus© removal of these metabolites by the adrainistra-
tion of vitamin 0« Simultaneously Levine, Marples and Gordon 
(115) reported that the urine of premature infants reoeiving 
milk as a source of protein oontained o<-l^4roacy and 
oi^keto aeids derived from tyrosine* Furthermore, they were 
able to demonstrate the disappearanoe of these aoids from 
the urine when vitamin 0 was administered (116, 11?). The 
possible relationship of vitamin 0 to the aloaptonurio in­
dividual was tested by ^ asoiD^l (118), Diaz, Mendoza and 
HodriquesE (119) and Sealoek, Gladstone and Steele (120) but, 
even though the last mentioned investigators administered 
large doses of vitamin 0, the vitamin was found to be inef-
feetive in oorreoting the condition. However, this faot 
did not detraot from the importanoe of the experimental 
aloaptonuria for as Sealook, et al eoncluded: 
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^Wien ooe raoalla that the majority of aetaboXio 
reaotioBS are ohain reaotions proeeeding under 
the influenoe of many different factors and enzya® 
systems the above difference is not surprising. 
In the guinea pig the missing faotor is asoorbio 
aoid while in the alkaptonurio patient it is not the 
vitamin but some other faotor as yet unknown," 
The work of Sealook and hie assooiatea has done much to 
clarify the relationship of vitarain 0 to the metabolism of 
tyrosine and tyrosine derivatives, fhe role of these com­
pounds in the production of tyrosine metabolites was ex­
plored further 1121). The feeding of extra l-phenylalaniae 
and phenylpyruvio aoid to acorbutio guinea pigs resulted in 
the appearance of tyrosine metabolites which could be elim­
inated by l^e administration of vitamin 0, whereas the 
lietabolii® of ;g-hydroxyphenylpyruvic aoid was only slightly 
effected by the ingestion of this vitamin. The possible 
role of the dicarboxylic acids in mobilizing the tissue 
storage of vitamin G has been noted (lEE). Single doses of 
glutamic acid resulted in the transient disapi^arance of the 
metabolites fr^ the urine of scorbutic guinea pigs fed extra 
l-^rosine but repeated administration of the dicarboxylic 
aoid had no permanent effect. Previously Hawley, et al (123) 
had demonstrated the importance of acid-base balance in 
vitamin C storage and in the light of these results, sealock 
suggests t 
. that the acidifying agent in our own experi­
ments mobilizes tissue reserves of ascorbic acid not 
otherwise called upon, and this newly mobiliEed vita­
min then exerts its usual action in tyrosine metabo­
lism." 
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Tfcie struetmral apeoifioity of tyrosine in relation to the 
metabolio action of asaorbie aeid was demonstrated (134) 
ly th© faat that the urinary ezoretioa of keto acids and 
the "tyrosyl" value for tyrosine, d«phenylalaaine, 
li-aeatyl-jL-phoaylalanine, K-aoetyl-l-tyrosise» diaoetyl-
^-tyrosine, ^ -jgnaii^thoxyphenylalanin©, ^ jL-phenylamtaobutyrlo 
aeid, and 1-S-benzyloystein© was in no way related to the 
state of vitamin 0 nutrition. 
After the effect of vitamin C on the metaboliffia of 
tyrosine was finaly established, the vitro metabolism of 
the amino aoid was investigated* This effort resulted in 
the demonstration by Lan and Sealook (125) of the ija vitro 
oxidation of l«tyrosine by the liver slices of normal guinea 
pigs and the inability of the same tissue from 0-^efioient 
animals to exhibit a similar effect. The same effect was 
noted in the kidney slices although the Importance of the 
kidney appears to be definitely less than that of the liver* 
feeding experiments of Sealook, iuiegler and Driver 
(IIB) had indicated an increased need for vitamin G in the 
albino guinea pig even though these animals are incapable of 
forming melanin, and in view of the above d^aonstrations of 
the Importance of the vitamin in the Im vitro oxidation of 
tyrosine, the behavior of dihydroxyphenylalanine was examined 
the use of surviving liver and kidney slices. In the case 
of dihyaroxyphenylalaaine (186) kidney slices of the normal 
guinea pig were able to readily oxidize the amino acid but 
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kidoey slices trtm the soorbutlo guinea-pig did not shov 
this ability, lither the administration of vitamin G in 
quantities suffioient to our© the scurvy or the addition of 
asoorbio aoid to the soorbutio siloes resulted in a return 
of the ability of the tissue to oxidiae the substrate. In 
the oase of dihydroxyphenylalanine, however, the ability of 
the liver slioes to oxidize the amino aoid was not as great 
as the kidney slioes and it is at this point that a very 
distinct difference is evident. In the oase of tyrosine 
oxidation the liver is the most aetive while the kidney is 
the most aotive tissue when dihydroxyjfeenylalanine is the 
substrate. 
Previous reports of the presence of tyrosine aetabolites 
as the result of dihydroxyphenylalanine feeding would lead 
to the supposition that dihydroxyphenylalanine might be a 
link in the scheme concerned with the metabolism of tyrosine. 
The relative inability of the liver slices to metabolltse 
dihydroxyphenylalanine discourages this idea and this dif­
ference Is a strong argument for the existence of two differ­
ent systems. In the light of recent work on the dihydroxy­
phenylalanine decarboxylase and amine oxidase the activity 
of the kidney slices is not surprising, but the effect of 
vitamin G on this activity is very interesting and invites 
further work on the possible inter-relationships of the 
systems involved. 
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la X947 Sealockii Goodlaad and White (127), by the use 
of hoaogenates and breis from normal and soorbutio guinea 
pigs, were able to demonstra'te a reduced ability of the 
preparation from the soorbutio animals to metabolize tyro­
sine. The suooess of Sealock, et al in the investigation 
of the metabolism of tyrosine suggests a possible parallel 
ia the ability of kidney extraots to metabolize dihydroacy-
phenyl^lanine. If suoh a parallel exists the use of kidney 
extracts will furnish a means of studying the enzpoies in­
volved, and oould eventually lead to the ohemisal oharaoter-
ization of the enzyme systems responsible for the metabolic 
series of events in dihydroxyphenylalanine metabolism and 
to the identifioation of the intermediary products. 
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III. mSEIMmiTAL 
I& a saooossfu.! investigation of a series of metabolio 
events, tlie various enzymes responsible for the oomplex reao-
tioas mast be separated one from the other* This separation 
eannot be aooompXished by the use of tissue slioes where the 
cellular struoture is intaot. However, disruption of the 
oellular organization will usually effect such a separation. 
Some enssyiaes are not readily soluble, but a remarkable niaiber 
of enzyme systems have been suooessfully investigated by the 
use of extracts prepared by rupturing the oell in the presence 
of a suitable buffer. Although the spacial relationships have 
been disturbed, these extracts contain many of the soluble 
components of the original material and, if the interrelation­
ships of the components are the same in the cell-free extracts 
as in the intact cell, it may be possible to characterize the 
enzymes involved and to identify the intermediary laetabolic 
reaction products. Therefore, in order to analyze the enzyme 
systems involved in dihydroxyphenylalanine metabolism and to 
investigate the role of vitarain C in this process, cell-free 
extracts, prepared from guinea-pig kidney, were employed. 
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A. Prooedure 
fhe reaults of ^ risurg oonatauat-Tolm© respirometer 
©aqperifflBQta, in ?riilab the 03Eyg«a eonamaptioa, amino aold 
dlsai^es^anoe and^ in amie instanoes, the oarhon dioxide 
evolution and assraonia formation were meaaure^^ fom the 
basis on which the aotivity of the kidney extracts was 
deterrain^. With the exception of a few experisenta to 
detemine the ability of the extracts of rat kidney to 
metabolize dlhydroxyfheaylalanine, guinea-pig kidney ex­
tracts w&Te mployed in this inTestigation« 
the guinea pigs were maintained on Purina Babbit Ghow, 
Checkers^, (©(waplete ration) plus an adequate supply of mixed 
green food, fhis diet was varied when asorbutio guinea pigs 
were required, but this Tariation will b© described in con­
nection with the appropriate experiments* 
The extracts were prej^red as follows: fhe non-faated 
ani^ls were stunned by a blow on the occiput and bled by 
severing the Jugular veins* The kidneys were then removed, 
cleaned,, weighedj^ and placed in an ice cooled, micro Waring 
blendor jar with enough cold 0»1 M phosphate buffer to cover 
the blendor knives and thus prevent excessive splashing, 
Hoia»}genlzation was continued, with occasional cooling in an 
ice bath, until the preparation was essentially homogeneous* 
Approxi»tely fifteen minutes were required# The mixture was 
then ceatrifuged at 2600 rpa for five minutes. The super-
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aataat mms Tsmofed, the residue re-extraoted witii phosphate 
buffer aad again ©eatrifuged. me oomfeiaed supernatants 
were thea diluted to the required Toli^e aoeordiag to the 
followiag equations 
Final "folmiie r Weight of Kidney 
fiaal Ooaeentration in per raf7 
After the extraot was adjusted to the oorreot toIi:^ , the ^  
wa« adjusted with 1 S sodium hydroxide or 0,5 H hydroohlorio 
aoid, oare being taken to stir the extract well during the 
addition to prevent local exeesses of aoid or base# 
One ml, of this extract was then plaoed in the reaotioa 
eorapartment of the vessel* Either the substrate dissolved 
in 1,0 or 0,5 ml. of phosphate buffer, or em equivalent 
amount of buffer^ was introduoed into the side arm# fwenty 
per oent potassiuia hydroxide (0,3 ml,) and a filter paper roll 
(IRiatman Ho, 40) were introduoed into the ©enter well to absorb 
the earbon dioxide evolved during the reaotion. The oontents 
of the flasks, after equilibration to the temperature of the 
bath, were inoubated for three hovirs at G, with oonetaat 
shaking, fhe oxygen eonsiimaed was measured at the end of 30, 
&0, IBO and ISO minutes. After the last manometer reading, 
the contents of eaoh vessel were quantitatively transferred 
into 1 ml* of 10 per cent raetaphosphorio aoid contained in a 
graduated 15 ml, centrifuge tube, ana the volirate adjusted to 
10 ml, with distilled water. This mixture was well stirred, 
allowed to staad for one-half hour and the protein precipitate 
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iremoTed fey ©eatrifuging for five minutes at 2000 ri». Tbo 
dlear supernatant was transferred to a test tube and stored 
in the refrigerator until analyzed. 
The analysis of the unreaoted substrate in the inoubated 
eztraots waa entirely dependent upon the use of proper tissue 
controls to oorreot for possible interferenoe by substanaes 
present in the tissue eztraots, fhis was aooomplished by 
inoubating the eztraots with and without the substrate^ and 
the interferenoe then eliminated by substraoting the diphenolla 
•alue of the tissue oontrol from that of the tissue ezperimatal. 
In the same manner a oorreotion was made for tissue 
interferenoe in the "zero-time" analyses. The "zero-time" 
ustaphosphate filtrates were prepared in the ss^e fashion 
as the inoubated tissue filtrates, except that the tissue 
extraot and substrate were added to the 10 per cent aieta-
phosphate without subjeoting them to an incubation period. 
These standards, against which the substrate disappearance was 
measured, were prepared as follows: One ml. of the substrate, 
or 1 ml, of buffer, and 1 ml. of the tissue extract were 
added to 1 ml. of 10 per cent {1.25 N) metaphosphorio acid 
solution contained in a graduated 15 ml. centrifuge tube. 
This mixture was subjected to the saiae treatment as the 
incubated samples. 
A metaphosphorio acid filtrate, in which phosphate 
buffer was substituted for the tissue extract, was prepared 
for each analysis to make certain that the tissue extracts 
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did aot adrerseXy influesoe the method of analysis. 
The Amom method for the analysis of dihydroxyphenyl-
alania® {14) was used to determine the usreaoted 3,4-dihyd*oxy-
phenyl gj^up of the amino aoid. In an aoid solution the 
oateahol portion of the molecule will react with the nitrite 
of the aitrlte-®olybdate reagent to form a nitroso ooapound 
fAiieh, OB the addition of alkali, turns red* "^e reagents,, 
as desoribed by Arnow, are 0*5 H hydroehlorie aoid« 1 H 
sodim hydroxide and the nitrite«^lybdate reagent, whiah is 
prepared hy dissolving 10 @a« of sodium nitrite and 10 gm* 
of sodim molyhdate in 100 ml* of distilled water* 
^%e AMAM method was originally studied with water 
solutions of dihydroxyphenylalanine and, therefore, aa ia-
T»sti^tioa of its appliaability to the pswsent problem was 
ialtiated. The ehange in the intensity of the eolor with 
ti®e was deterrained, for, if possible, the oolor values 
should be read when the intensity of the oolor is not ohang-
iag. As is illustrated in Figure 1, the intensity of the 
oolor deereased for thirty utinutes but remained eonstant 
thereafter# for this reason the solutions were allowed to 
stand for thirty minutes before the oolor value urns read. 
An investigation of the proportionality obtained with the 
Arnow method at various wave lengths of light was initiated 
so that the most appropriate light filter oould be employed* 
fhe eolor values of solutions oontaining from 0*0 to 0«1 mg, 
of dihydroxypheaylalaniae were determined at various wave 
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FIGURE I. STABILITY OF COLOR VALUE 
WITH TIME, ARNOW METHOD 
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loagths by means of the Colesian, Model II, UniTersal Speotso* 
photometer, and a dlraot proportionality betwMrn the oolor 
Talue and the milligrams of aralno aoids was evident at 4B0 
millimiarons. fhe data obtained when these mmm eonoentra-
tions of dihydroxyphenylalanine were oosipared la a Klett-
Sussaerson photoeleotrlo aolorimeter, ueing filter Ho» 420« 
are snesiarized in Figure S, and illustrate the direot propor** 
tioaali^ over a limited range realized with thia light 
filter, fhe reagent blank gave a oonatant, but very low 
reading, and it should be emphasissed that the strai^t line 
relationship in ?lgure Z has been oorreeted for this reagent 
blank* 
The analysis ims dependent upon good reooTery of the 
added substrate. Dihydroxyphenylalanine was added to unin-
oubated kidney extracts, the resulting solution deproteinized 
with 10 per oeat metaphosphoric aoid and then treated in the 
sane manner as formerly presoribed for the inoubation eztraots* 
The results of nine suoh experiments are summarized in Table 
2T, and an average recovery of 10O.5 1 per oent was 
realized# 
AS a result of these preliminary studies, the method 
oaployed was as follows: ^ 1 ml. of standard, or unknown, 
in 0»1S5 H metaphosphorlG aoid is a test tube, 3 ml. of 
O.ISS H metaphosphorie aoid, S ml. of O.S H hydroahlorio 
aoid, 2 ml* of nitrite-molybdate reagent and g ml. of 1 1 
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TABLE 17 
KECOTSIT Of DIHTDSOXriB^TIALANINl, 
AEHOW MSfHOD 
Seoaple Tissue Bihydx-ojqrpheiijlalaniQe 
Added 
to 
tissue 
Total 
found 
leooTered 
/A. moles /AlBOleS yuoolds ;u. soles per eent 
1 0.09 5.06 5.4a 5.33 105.0 
B 5.06 5.1? 5.06 99.5 
3 0.13 5.08 5.49 5.36 105.1 
4 0,0® 5.08 5.17 5.08 looa 
5 0.09 5.08 5.83 5.14 101.1 
6 0.14 5.08 5.03 4.89 96»3 
7 0.08 5.08 5.17 5.09 100.1 
8 0.15 5.08 5.23 5.08 100.0 
9 0.07 4.44 4.31 4.S4 95.6 
ATerage 100.3 
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sodlm hydroxide were added in suooession. The resulting 
solution was alleged to stand for thirty minutes and then 
the ooior falue read in a Hlett--Sufflaer8on photoeleotrie 
oolori^ter using blue filter Ho. i£0, the instrument being 
adjusted to zearo with the reagent blank, fhe following 
equation was used to oaloulate the mioromoles of dihydroxy 
phenylalaniae (diphenolio value) present. 
Diphenolie _ tynknown Mioromoles fotal volifflte 
Tal«» "" Standard Standard Unknown aliquot 
The i^unt of substrate disappearanoe and the oxygen 
oonsumption irare two quantities whieh eould be related in 
the for® of a ratio. In the early stages of this investiga-
tion the possible role of oxygen in the dlaappearanoe of the 
diphenolio portion of the amino aoid was oonsidered^ and tlie 
ratio of the oxygen oonsumed to the substrate initially 
present, and to the substrate disappearanoe was oaloulated 
in an attempt to relate these quantities. These ratios we^e 
defined as follows: 
O/Bp — the ratio of the mioroatoras of oxygen oonsumed 
during the inoubation period to the mioromoles 
©f substrate present at the start of the in­
oubation. 
O/Dq the oaloulated ratio of the mioroatoms of oxygen 
eons^^sted duriXMg the inoubation period to the 
mloroiaoles of diphenolio disappearanoe. 
The O/Bq siakes possible the determination of the atoms of 
oxygen InTolved in the metabolim of one mole of substrate. 
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% eompariag tla« O/Dp with O/B® "toe degi>ee of oompietion of 
the reaotlon oould also be aitoortaiudd, for as long as the 
7eaotioa isas inoomplete the O/Dp would be less than the O/O^* 
However, when the reaotion ^ as complete the ratios should b« 
•qiml# 
l^he procedure, as outllsed in this ^»otion was on oooa* 
sioa modified in an attoapt to obtain additioiml isfoimaticm 
whieh would shed special light on the systems involved in the 
metabolism of dihydroatyphenylalanine. These variations will 
be deseribed in oonneotion with the appropriate experiamnts# 
B« Titaain C suad Dihydroxyj^enylalanine 
Metabolism 
Sealook and his associates have shown that the scorbutic 
guinea pig cannot oxidize dihydroxyphenylalaaiae to the saiae 
degree as the normal guinea pig. Furthermore, kidney slices 
ttom the nonal animals readily oxidise the amino acid, 
as slices of the same organ ^om the scorbutic guinea pig do 
not exhibit this property to the seise degree. The possible 
role of ens^e systems in this metabolic process has been 
sug^sted* Sowever, in order to analyze this question, cell* 
free preparations must be used, The first step in this anal­
ysis is an attempt to demonstrate a difference in the cell-
ftps# extracts coatparable with the results observed in the 
case of kidney slices# 
'fhe guinea pigs were maintained on a vitamin 0 free 
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basal diet of ga?o\md and aerated I^rina Rabbit Gfaow (oomplete 
ration). Approximately 0»9 ©a. of Squibbs Erewers* Yeast 
was sprinkled on top of the feed every third day, and all 
aaimala received 1 ml, of cod liirer oil per os weekly. Half 
of tlie aaimlB reoeived, in addition, 20 mg« of srystalline 
asoorbie aoid eaah day. The animals on the G-defioieat diet 
were used when gross evidence of sourvy was present and, to 
eliminate age variations, were raatohed against animals main­
tained on the supplemented diet for approximately the same 
length of time. In Table T the initial and final weight of 
the guinea pigs are recorded to show that, in addition to 
the usual signs of sourvy —• tender joints, "sourvy position", 
"faoe-aehe position" and both suboutaneous and intrc^usoular 
hemorrhages , the weight of the animals on the vitamin C 
defieient diet was lower than the initial starting weight 
of the aniiaais, while the guinea pigs on the supplemented 
diet had gained oonsiderable weight over the same period. 
The growth of guinea pig No. 620 was used to demonstrate 
that asoorbio aoid was the only faotor missing from the diet. 
When 13 mg, of asoorbic aoid was administered on the twenty-
fourth day, the growth response was iiaaediate and pronounoed. 
fhe animal responded to fiirther depletion and was finally 
used on the forty-seventh day. 
'She ability of extraots of the normal and soorbutio 
guinea pig kidneys to metabolize l.*3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine 
was eompared, and the results of these experiments are shown 
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TABLE V 
sx3iiM4sr Of mims omMGm 
OF KOmL AHD SOOIKJTIC GUIHIA PIGS 
Guinea Initial Final De^a on 
pig Ho* weight veiglit diet 
g». m* 
lomal 
611 S04 38S 40 
612 306 394 17 
613 S94 368 23 
614 310 450 31 
615 312 418 29 
Sao3?butie 
616 262 216 23 
617 302 233 20 
618 330 298 26 
619 326 186 27 
620 333 314 47 
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in Table VI« fhe average ezoess ozygen oonsmption for the 
normal kidney extracts was 73,1 microliters as ocrapared with 
an average of 71,3 microliters for the scorbutic extracts^ 
and the average per cent substrate disappearance was 84^5 
per eent for the normal and 81*8 x>er cent for the scorbutic 
kidney extracts. The excess oxygen consumption and substrate 
disappearance, for the three-hour incubation period» were 
essentially the same for the normal and soorbutlc kidney 
extracts. However, a slight difference in the rate of the 
consumption was evident. The average excess oxygen 
oonims^tion of the nomal and scorbutic kidney extracts are 
illustrated in graphical form in Figure 3. Although the 
oxygen consuaB^tion of the normal and scorbutic extracts were 
almost the same at the end of the three-hour period, the 
oxygen consmption of the normal extracts was greater in 
the early stages of the reaction. 
While the comparison of the extracts of normal and 
scorbutic guinea-pig kidneys was in progress, the effeet of 
added vitamin G on the metabolism of dlhydroxyphenylalanine 
by kidney extracts from the scorbutic guinea pigs was inveati-
^ted. Vitamin G — 0«01, 0,05 and 0,1 mg., respectively — 
ims added to 1 ml, of the kidney extracts of scorbutic guinea 
pigs, and the activity of these supplemented extracts compax«d 
with the activity of the scorbutic kldxiey extracts, fhe 
results are tabulated in Table VII, The ozygen consumption 
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TABLE 71 
DmwBoxrmE^LAMsim OXIDATIOH m KIDNST romcis 
OF HOIKAL AM) SOORBOTIC GUIMEA PIGS 
Guinea 
pig Ho, 
Oacy^n 
coQsmption 
Msal Izoess 
0/Dp 0/Do Cpd. dlsap. 
/A'X* 1^* per ceat 
Noraal 
611 3S.0 80,2 1.41 1.61 87,4 
eis 33,3 73.4 1.29 1.50 87.5 
613 3S.S 69,3 1.22 
ei4 27*2 75.0 1.32 1.58 84.4 
615 30«3 67>6 1.58 76.8 
73.1 1.28 1.56 84.5 
Scorbutic 
616 27,1 76,9 1.35 1.70 79.3 
617 32.0 68,8 1.21 1.47 83.3 
618 29*4 64.9 1.14 1.42 80.3 
619 24.2 70.8 1.26 1.56 79.7 
620 30.5 1.61 82.8 
71.3 1.22 1.56 81.8 
* These Talues are not aTailable because an 
preTented analysis of the ample. 
accident 
The tlssixe extract eonoentratlon was 10 |«r oent* The 
inoubations were carried out for three hours at 7«4 
&M at 37»50 0. 
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FIGURE 3. EXCESS OXYGEN OF NORMAL 
AND SCORBUTIC GUINEA-PIG EXTRACTS 
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fA.Bl£ VII 
DlHTDB02rmEm.ALAHINS OXIDATION BY KIDNIT lOCf lAOTS 
TmU SCOKBOTIG QUIHSA PIQS WITH ADDED ASGORBIO AGID 
(kiiaea 
fig Ho. 9omsai^tioii 
Baftal lxa«8« 
Without asoorbio sold 
61© B7.1 76.9 
ei8 g8,8 64.7 
619 23.8 70g8 
70.8 
0/j>. 
1.35 
1.14 
Mk 
1.24 
O/De 0p4. 
diaap. 
per deat 
1.70 
1.41 
1.S5 
1.55 
79.4 
80.2 
79.8 
79.8 
Aaoorbio 
a^id 
m* 
With asQorhio aoid 
616 37.2 81.2 1.42 1.79 79.4 0.1 
618 29.2 63.6 1.12 1.39 80.4 0.01 
619 32.8 61.8 1.08 1.41 76.5 0.05 
68.7 1.21 1.S4 78.8 
fha thx'aa-hou? iJaaubations oai-iriad out at iH 7.4 aad 
at 37.5® 0. Coiioentfatlo& of the tissue extrmt vas 10 
per oeat* 
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and per oent substrate dlsappearanee were almost identloal, 
mtoloii demonstrates that tbe added Titamin G did not effeet 
tbe ability Qt the seorbutie kidney extraets to metabolize 
the amino aoid» 
Although the guinea pigs used in the previous tests shewed 
gross symptoBS of sourvy just prior to use, another investiga­
tion vma designed to test the effect of vitamin C depletion 
on the aotivity of the kidney extracts. The inoreased asoorbie 
aoid retuirement of the guinea pig when tyrosine is ineluded 
in the diet has been demonstrated by sealoek, 2,iegler and 
Driver (112)* Furthermore, Lan and Sealook (125) showed that 
the oiygen eonsusption of liver slices from seorbutie guinea 
pigs is lower than the oxygen oonsuoaption of the slices l^om 
normal animals. Xa.ter, Sealock, miite and Goodland (1S7) 
noted this same effect in liver breis. 
The effect of tyrosine feeding on guinea pigs deprived 
of vitamin G is very striking* The animal begins to excrete 
tyrosine metabolites very quickly and the effect of the tyro­
sine is to aecelerate the depletion of the vitamin Q stores 
of the guinea pig. The result is a vitamin 0 defioi^t 
animal much sooner than could be expected by feeding the 0* 
free diet alone* The state of vitairiin 0 depletion of these 
animals could then be investigated by determining the activity 
of the liver extracts of these animals in the presence of 1* 
tyroslne« In a scorbutic i^inea pig the ability of liver 
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•xtz-aots to metabolisd tyrosine is reduced and, if the Yitaaln 
C stores of the guiiusa pigs fed tyrosine are suffioiently 
lowered, the seme effeot should be experienoed in the liyer 
extracts of these animals. In addition, the ability of the 
kidney extracts of these animals to metabolize dihydroxyphenyl-
alanine oould also be determined in order to obserre the effeot 
of the tyrosine feeding on dlhydroxyphenylalanine metabolism by 
kidney extracts. If the ability of the liver extracts to 
metabolize tyrosine was lower than that obserired in normal 
animals and the ability of the kidney extraots was not 
affected, the obserrations of the previous experiments would 
be oonfirmed. On the other hand, a more ocaaplete vitamin 0 
defioieney may result from the tyrosine feeding, and the 
kidney extraet of suoh guinea pigs may exhibit a reduced 
ability to metabolize dihydroxyphenylalanine. 
!Kie guinea pigs were maintained on the vitamin 0 free 
basal diet, supplemented with 10 per sent 1-tyrosine, for 
eight and ten days, respeotively* At the end of this period 
the animals had lost eonsiderable weight and were beginning 
to refuse food* fhe guinea pigs were then saorifioed, and 
the aotivity of kidney extraots and liver extraots oompared 
with the aotivity of similar extraots from normal animals 
using jL-3,4-dlhydroxyphenylalanine with the kidney extraots 
auttd ^-^rosine with the liver extraots. The metabolis® 
of tyrosine b y the liver extraots from the soorbutie 
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animals was greatly reduced^. However, the results of the 
Itldney exs^erlments, as sumarized in Table VIII, demonstrate 
that the ability of kidney extracts of 2»5, 5,0 and 10 per 
oent was identieal with that of kidney extraots, of similar 
oonaentration, trm norml guinea pigs. 
The attempt to d«aonstrate a differenoe in the ability 
of extracts from normal and soorbutio guinea-pig kidney to 
metabolize dihydroxyphenylalanine was not suoeessful. However, 
this should not be interpreted to mean that sueh a differenoe 
does not exist, for the decreased ability of kidney siloes 
from soorbutio guinea pigs to metabolize dihydroxyphenyl­
alanine has been demonstrated (1S6)« Possibly the integrity 
of the oellular structure is neoessary for suoh a relation­
ship to hold. On the other hand, the amount of vitamin G 
present in the soorbutio kidney extract is probably mush 
greater than that present in the tissue slices. Only a very 
small amount of tissue slice is necessary for a successful 
experiment, whereas a rather large amount of tissue must b© 
hoaogenized to obtain an extract, and all the soluble vitamin 
G present in the tissue would be present in such an extract. 
This would upset the ratio of vitamin 0 to enzyme present in 
the original tissue and cMty coimteract the effect of depleting 
the animal prior to use. 
^ Sealook, E. E, and White, P. L., unpublished data. 
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TABLl VIII 
DIHTDROirmMmLAHINE METABOLISM Of HTMCTS FIOM 
FHI KIMSFS OP AMMK PIGS FID A BASAL HATIOH OOHTAIHIIA 
10 PER GIHT TTB5SIN1 
Sxtraet 
oon6« 
Oxygen 
oonsumptlon 
Basal Sixeess 
O/Bp 0/Do Cpd, 
disap 
per oeat /*1* per eei 
Guinea pigs fed 10 per eent tyrosine 
12.8 24.6 0,43 1.80 36.0 
S.O® 17.0 49,5 0.87 1.51 57.4 
lo.oa 31.5 60.8 1.07 1.45 74.0 
10,0^  £3*9 56.9 1.00 1.36 73,4 
Monsal guinea pig 
S.S 10.3 27.1 0.48 1.54 31,1 
5»0 17^4 54.1 0,95 1.56 60.7 
10.0 25.8 53,4 1.03 1.43 71,6 
a Guinea pig was fed 10 per cent tyrosine for eight days, 
li Gmlnea pig was fed 10 per sent tyrosine for ten days* 
The laoubatiOEs were oarrled out at i® 6.8 and at 37,5® 0# 
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One outstaMlng faet was eTident; The Qonsump-
tion did not agree with the diphenolio disappearanoe* Other 
investigators {45,48) had attributed the oxygen oonsumption of 
kidney extract® in the presence of dihydroxyphenylalanine to 
oxidatiT© d«aminatlon of the hydroxytyramine fonaed in the 
deoarboxylation of the amino aoid* reauXts of this 
series indicate the oonsuMption of approximately !•& atoms 
of oxygen for saoh moXeouIe of substrate «hioh disappeared 
in the reaetlon. If this oxygen was used to oxidize the 
diphenoiio groups of the amino acid, very little oould be 
attributed to amine oxi<tetion. Biis posed the following 
question: If the oxygen oonsumption of the extracts was 
due to enzymatic deamination^ as has been reported by other 
investigators, what mechanism was the cause of the diphenolic 
disappearance? 
fhis q^uestion can only be answered by a careful analysis 
of the ability of the kidney extracts fro® normal guinea pigs 
to metabolize the amino acid, and such an analysis must pre-
.eede ai^ further attempt to study the role of vitamin G in 
the metabolism of dihydroaqrphenylalanine by the kidney extracts. 
0, General j^havior and Properties of the 
Kidney Ixtraots 
fhe behavior of normal kidney extracts in the preseiwe 
of the amino acid must be investigated before any attack on 
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the rol® of vitamin G in the laetabolim of dihydroxjpheayl-
alanine oan be attempted with aasr reasonable assurance of 
suooesfi* This includes a study of the variation of activity 
with and with various concentrations of substrate and 
extract, as well as an investigation of the relationship 
between the oxygen consmed and the ammcmia and carbon dioxide 
produced during the incubation periods The relationship 
between the rate of the oxygen oons\med md the rate of the 
disappeareoice of the catechol value was also a very important 
consideration in determining the sequence of the reactions 
involved ia the metabolism of the substrate* This investiig^-
tion of the general behavior and properties of the kidney 
extracts was initiated in order to obtain information which 
would also indicate the enzyaatic nature of the diphenolic 
disappearance. 
1. Effect o£ variation 
As a rule the catalytic power of an enzyme is exercised 
over a somewhat restricted range of pH, with a sharp decrease 
la activity at the higher and lower pH values. Other consider­
ations may complicate this picture* Tor instance, in the case 
investigated, the more alkaline pH values were avoided because 
1-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine is subject to non-enzyaatic oxi­
dation in the more alkaline solutions. For this reason the 
highest pH used was 8«0. 
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fhe Tarletion of the activity of the kidney extract with 
was InvestigateA wlthia the pH range, 6.6 « 8.0, and the 
results appear in Table IS» Although the oxygen sonsumption 
of the extracts incubated at pH 8,0 «as approximately double 
that of the oxygen consumption of the extract incubated at 
pH 6«6 (89.9 microlltera and 38,6 microliters, respectiTely}, 
the percentage diphenolic disappearance was only increased 
from 65.6 per cent to 78.1 per cent «- an increase of about 
one-fourth. This discrepancy is in keeping with the theory, 
which will be developed throughout this discussion, that 
oxidation, enzymatlcally or otherwise, by the oxygen of the 
atmosphere in the flasks is not responsible for the disappear­
ance of the greater part of the diphenolic portion of _l-3,4~ 
dihydroxyphenylalanine, 
fhe color of the incubated samples varied from a very 
dark, almost black, shade at pH 8.0 to a very light brown 
at pH 6.6, which suggested that a side reaction, possibly 
autooxidation of the substrate in the more alkaline solution, 
was occurring. To test this hypothesis a series of experi­
ments, employing boiled extracts, was carried out. The 
extracts were prepared in the same manner as the extracts 
used for a normal reaction but, in addition, they were placed 
in a boiling water bath for ten minutes, and then rehomogenized 
in a test tube horaogenizer and the pH adjusted before use. 
The results of these experiments are suimarized in Table X, 
At pH 6.6 the oxygen consumption was insignificant and the 
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TABU; N 
INfLUMCE OP pH OH ms METABOLISM OF 1-3,4-
DIHrDBOXyHiBHn.ALAIfINl B? KIDNST mTMOTS 
pH O/Dp 0/Do Ooapouad 
Goaipyyi^tloii disappeara&o^ 
Msal Ixoeas Average 
jul* /U.1^  per oeat per oeat 
6,6 17.6 38.6 0.68 1.07 63.6 63.6 
6.8 16.5 44.7 0.79 1^4 68.7 
g7.1 51.8 0.91 1,34 68.0 
S1.2 57.6 1.01 1.49 67.6 68.1 
7.0 a3*4 66.6 1.17 1.52 76.7 
26.7 69.1 1.21 1»42 85.3 
02.8 53.2 0.93 1^23 76.0 79.3 
7.2 23.9 68.3 1.20 1.53 73.0 
26.9 67.4 1.20 1.39 85.3 81.6 
7.4 23.7 72.0 1.26 1.56 80.7 
25*9 73.3 1.26 1.44 89.2 
34.2 61.5 1.08 1.43 75.3 81.7 
7.6 27.2 66.6 1.17 1.46 80,3 
26.4 71.6 1.28 1.40 89.7 85.0 
7.8 25.7 66.7 1.17 1.60 75.1 
24.6 76.4 1.34 1.63 80.6 77.8 
8.0 24.4 86.0 1.51 1.98 76.2 
22.5 93.8 1.65 2.01 80.3 78.1 
Tbe luaubatioas were carried out at 0* Tfc© oonee&tra-
tisB Qt tbe substrate was 5,08 mioroaoles. 
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TAELS X 
THS IHIIJJEHCl OF pK OH TBI EFFEOT OF BOILED 
KIDmr MTMOTS OS i-3,4-DIHrDE0XrPHEKni4LAHINS 
pH Oxygan Qompomd 
oon«\utptloii diAappoarftme 
Basal Israess 
yUul. yUl» ^aoles per oent 
6.6 &»s 0.3 0.23 4.5 
6«8 17.9* 6.3 0.03 1.0 
7.0 9.0 11.6 0,36 7.1 
7.2 8.9 E0.3 0.75 16.2 
7.4 9^3 35.5 1.19 3^.4 
7.6 11.1 39.8 1.70 33.4 
* This basal was bigb but the exoess oxygen 
was la line with the ^ aexal deoreaae of 
aotiYlty as the pH «as Xowered, 
Xne^atlona were oarrled out at 37»50 0* The 
extraots were heated la a boiling water bath for 
ten miimtes and then ho«0geai2ed In a test tube 
homogenlzer before used. The boiled extraot was 
equlTalent to a 10 per sent extraot* 
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Siphoiiolid dls&ppearaiijO« mi» Tary alight {4«5 per oeat}* 
Hewaver* as the pH «a« iaoreasad both the oxygim ©onsumptloa 
a&d the dipheaollo dlsappearasae iHQreaaed, until, at 
3$«8 mierolitara of o3qrge& were eonssiied aM 33,i per oeat of 
tiie dipheziolle ac^leua, as insured hf the Arziov test, had 
disappeared* Furtherffiore, m isyestigatioii of the os^gen 
eoasumptloii of phosi^te buffer soXutiosis of the mibstrate 
aader similar eonditlons gave similar results. Therefore, 
amtooxidatioii in the unheated extraots at the more alkaline 
^ values W3.B very signifioaat, and if the diphenolie dis­
appearance due to this extraneous oxidation is subtraoted 
from the noraal oxidation, mentioned above, the resulting pH-
aotlvity eurve exhibits a at approximuaitely pE 7*0 
(fable XI and figure 
fhls siipiflaant amount of autooxldatlon at the moxe 
alkaline i® values resulted ia reduoing the pi£ of most of 
the following Inoubations from 7*4 to &,8, where the mount 
of autooxidation was not a major oonsideration* 
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FIGURE 4. pH-ACTIVITY RELATIONSHIP 
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TABLE XI 
THL DIRSLNOLIO DISAPPMMHOL 
OF WR mmm. HSACTIOH COBREGTED FOB AOTOOXIMTION 
^ Cpd, disap, Diff, Cpd. disap. 
Boiled 
extract 
^moles 
l^onsal 
extrast 
^u^molaa yuQioles per sent 
$3 0.S3 3.32 3.09 ao.s 
6.8 0,03 3.38 3.35 65.3 
7,0 0.36 4.11 3.7S 73.7 
0.75 4.S5 3.50 38.9 
7.4 1.19 4.10 g.91 57,2 
7.6 1.70 4.S1 2.51 49.4 
Bffeot of Yaryiiig aubatrate ooaeeDtratloa 
fke x*ate of an aazymatie prooeaa dependa upon l^e eon* 
oentratioa of the emfm and of the aubatrate* la moat oaaea 
if the quantity of the enzyse is fixed the xeaotlon Teiooity 
will inoreaaa until a limiting value la reaohed. In order 
to diaoover if the ayaterns involved in the metabolloa of the 
dihydroiyphenylalaaine by the kidney extraots exhibited thia 
property, the amount of aubatrate present at the beginsing 
of the reaatloa was varied while the ooaoentration of the 
tiaaua extraota waa maintained at Q»& per ml* (whioh 
repreaents a working oonoentration of 10 per oentj* 
l^ e aubatrate oonoentration was varied from 0«0006 M 
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to 0*0S88 M aad tli« oxjgea ooQUumption and dlpheaollo dis-
appeareaoe realized at the oonolusion of the usual three-hoitr 
Warburg run are sumarized in fable XXI, Both the rata of the 
oacjgen oonsui^tion and the diphenolio disapp^tranoe were ino 
fLiwj^ed by the initial ooneentration of the substrate. 48 the 
oonoentration of the substrate was increased from 0,0006 M 
to 0«0S@8 H the Telooity of the reaction increased until the 
substrate aonoezitration reaohed 0,0116 M. At higher oonoen* 
trations of the substrate the Telocity of the oxygen oonsmp-
tion leTeled off, and the Telocity of the diphenolic dienKpear-
anoe reached a miociiam. fhis fact is better illustrated in 
Figure 5, where the yelocities, ealeulated as microliters of 
oxygen consumed per 10 minutes, based on the oxygen oonaump-
tion at the end of the first thirty minutes, are graphically 
illustrated. With the lower concentrations of the substrate 
{0,CD06» 0,0012, 0.0024 and 0,0058 M), the Telocity of the 
oxygen consumption increases markedly, but at the higher 
coneeatrations the Telocity was constant, leveling off at 
about 9,0 microliters of oxygen per 10 minutes. 
In Figure 6 the diphenolio disappearance for the three-
hour period Is graphically illustrated, and as the initial 
oonc«atration of the substrate increases the mioromoles ccm* 
pound disappearance for the three-hour incubation period 
leTeled off in much the same manner as the oxygen consumption. 
From an initial substrate quantity of zero mioromoles to one 
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TABLS XII 
SUBSfMTK GOMOSMJBAflOH AKD 
J,-3,4-.DIBTBH)OTHSNYLAL4HIH1 MSTABOLISM 
Subatratd 
0OI1O. 
Ozygem oonsmptioa Gmvom.4. 
disappeafame 
£asal Izeeea 
solar /U.l« JJJ.M ;u.at(»i8 jlA^iolea per oeat 
0.0006 30.6 14.7 1.31 0.94 74.0 
O.OOIS £9.0 27.6 2.47 1.81 71.2 
O»O0S4 23.8 50.9 4.53 3.44 67.6 
0,0058 31.9 80,6 7.20 5.59 55.1 
0.0U6 30.7 118.5 10.60 6.76 33.3 
O.0192 21.4 132.8 11.30 5.83 14.4 
0.0240 21.4 140.6 13.00 6.40 12.5 
0.0288 21.4 140.2 12.50 5.50 9.0 
fhd ofmeentfatlon of the kidiiey eztraot was 0,2 pi* 
per ral« The above are ealomlated from the results of 
a three«»homr iQGubatloa at pH &•& aad 37 .S^  0. 
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i-3,4 - DIHYDROXYPHENYLALANINE, 
moles per liter X 10^ 
FIGURE 6. VARIATION OF COMPOUND 
DISAPPEARANCE WITH SUBSTRATE 
CONCENTRATION 
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of XO mtQrmol9Bf, the mlaromoles of diphenolio dlsappearanoo 
iitoraased tety aharplj to about 5.6 mloromolos for the three-
hom^ ^ riodi) but a fui^ther Inerease in the substrate oonoen* 
tration did aot inorease this raXue appreoiably, "Kiiis is in 
agreement with the modern theory of enzys^ aot ion vrhioh sug­
gests that an unstable intermediate oompound is formed, whieh 
then dissooiates into tuo otnspounds or deeomposes with the 
fomation of the free enzyme and the produots of the reaotion. 
If ezoess substrate Is available to saturate the enzyme in 
question, the Telc^ity of the reaotion will be oonstant mtil 
the oonoentration of the substrate is reduoed to the point 
where the oonoentration of the enzyme is not the limiting fao* 
tor. At this point the amount of substrate is the limiting 
faetor, and as this eonoentration is reduced, the relooity 
of the reaotion for a given period will deorease. 
fhis tiwad is also reflected in the O/Dp •alues. O/Dp 
is the ratio of the oxygen oonsumed to the amoimt of substrate 
Resent at the start of the reaotion, AS the reaotion goes 
toward eompletion, the O/Dp Talues should approaoh the O/Dq 
falues, whioh are the ratio of oxygen oonsuaed to the aotual 
substrate disappearanoe as measured by the Arnow test* In 
fable XIII the O/Dp and O/D® values for this series are 
reoorded* In those experiments in whioh the ooneentration 
of substrate employed was very low, the agreement between 
O/Cp and O/Dq was fairly olose. In the high substrate oon-
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eeatrations the ratio, O/Bp, reach very low values, while the 
O/Dq values are not appreoiahly affected, iadicating that the 
reaotioB had Imrolved only a aaall portion of the substrate. 
At the very high substrate ooaoentrations the o/DQ is higher 
than that prefiously eacperienaed# HoweTer, this is uaderstaad-
able if extraneous oxidation is considered. With the exoessive 
amount of substrate present the autooxidation of a very aoEall 
percentage of the total would amount to considerable oxygen 
mptaktt* 
Ef^ot of varying extract concentration 
Other factors being equal in an enzyme catalyzed reaction, 
the limiting velocity attained in the presence of an excess of 
the substrate should be proportional to the concentration of 
the enzy®8. This has been dmonstrated by many investigators 
and is well illustrated in the disoussion of enzyme action by 
Baldwin W}* Therefore, if the activity of the kidney extracts 
is of an enzymatic nature, any variation in activity should be 
proportional to the concentration of the kidney extracts. 
The concentration of the extracts of guinea-pig kidney 
was varied from 0,05 per ml, to 0,6 gm, per ml, which 
represents a working concentration of 2,5 to 30,0 per cent, 
fhe activity of these extracts, as shown by the oxygen consump­
tion and the diphenolic disappearance was measured at pH 6,8^ 
using as the substrate S,08 micromoles of l-3,4-dihydroxyph«nyl-
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alaaiae* The remits of this series are sii^arized in fable 
XIT# As the ooaoentration of the tissue extracts is iaoreased* 
the exeess oxyg«i eoBsumption and the peroentage diphenolie 
disappearanoe also increased. The excess oxygen consumptio& 
Taries fro® 10,3 microliters for a tissue oonoesti^tioa of 
S.5 per cent to dl»0 microliters for a tissue concentration of 
30 per cent; for the same tissue concentrations the diphenolic 
disappearance was 31•! per cent and 97,4 per cent, respectively. 
?he values in Table XI7 are three-hour values, and an 
examination of the oxygen'-consumption curves for four conoen'> 
trations of the series (Figure 7) shows that, in the case of 
the high tissue concentration, the reaction was completed in 
the first hour* The reaction at the lowest tissue concentra­
tion was still proceeding* ah examination of the velocities 
calculated from the three-hour values would, therefore, not 
show any appreciable difference in the ability of the extraets 
to metabolize the amino acid, for at that time the oxygen con* 
sumption of the 10 per cent tissue concentration had almost 
equalled the oxygen consumption of the high tissue concentra­
tion 130 per cent)* The oxygen consumption of the low tissue 
concentration (£*5 per cent) was less than half of that of 
the 30 per cent extract. However, if the velocities are 
compared in the early stages of the reaction, where the 
reaction in all eases was vigorous, a comparison of the ac­
tivity of the various concentrations was possible. The same 
tissue extract was used to prepare these three tissue 
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TAMJ! XX? 
EfFEOf OF XHOSMSISG TH2 OOHOlHTBAflOH Of TISSIJI 
mrmoT OK fas MITABOLISK OF ^ -3,4-DiHTMoxrmBKTLALANiKs 
:]^ traot Oaygea o/Dp o/d^  Opd* 
ooao^ oons^ptlon disap. 
Basal Sxoess 
per ©eat JJiXm /A»l. per eeat 
2.S 1&»Q 24.e 0.43 1.20 36.0 
S.5 10»3 27.0 0.48 1.54 31.1 
§•0 1?.0 49.5 0.87 1.51 52.4 
5,0 17.4 54.1 0.95 1.56 60.8 
10,0 21.8 57.6 1.01 1.49 67.7 
10»0 2?.l 51.8 0.91 1.34 68.0 
lO.G S1.5 60.8 1.07 1.45 74.0 
10,0 25.8 58.4 1.03 1.43 71,6 
10.0 2?»3 48.0 0.84 1.26 66.8 
S0*0 47.1 55.6 0.98 1.15 84.7 
25.0 54.0 65.1 1.13 1.39 82.1 
g5»0 59.9 51.7 0.91 1.14 79.0 
S5.0 61.9 70.6 1.24 1.37 90.2 
30»0 83.8 61.0 1.07 1.10 97,4 
This series was earried out at 6*S and 0* fUe 
substrate ooaoentration nas 0,00S5 M (&.08 mieromoles)• All 
•almes are ealoulated from tiie results of a t&ree-bour in-
oubatioQ, Tlie eaz|Fi>e ooaoe&l^atioii is based oa tlie grams of 
fresh feidaey used to prepare X ml. of kidney extractj for 
example, a worlcing oonoentration of 0,1 gm, per ml, equals 
a 10 per oent extract. 
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oonQontratioas (XO^ 20 asd 30 per oent) to aToid 7ariatioiis ia 
th® preparation of the extraots, fhe ezoess oxygen ooGsumption 
Talues obtained at the 30 mlnate interval were used to oompare 
the aotivities of the tissue eztraots under eonsideration* 
fhe rates of the oxygen oonsimption at the 30 minute interval 
for the above mentioned three tissue ooneentrations were oaX* 
ouleted* As shown in Figure S, the reaction velooity inorease 
is approximately doubled when the extraot oonoentratlon is 
laoreased from 10 to 20 per eent and is alBtost tripled i^en 
the extraet oonoentratios is inoreased from 10 to 30 per oent. 
The reaotioa veloeity inorease is approximately direotly 
proportional to the inorease in the ooneentration of the 
tissue extract. This is in aooord with the law of taass actiffls 
irtiieh states that the veloeity of a reaotion is proportional 
to the eonoentration of reaoting substanees^ and, other things 
being equal, this is one of the properties of an enzyme system# 
03nrgea oonsmption and oarbon dioxide produotion 
The fate of the exeess oxygen oonsimed during the inouba-
tion period ia of primry importanoe# This oxygen aould a©-
oount for the production of oarbon dioxide, for the oxidative 
deamination of the astino aoid or for the oxidation of soioe 
other portion of the dihydroxypheaylalanine moleoule. In 
any event, the aatual role of this oxygen in the metabolissi 
of the amino aoid must be olarified if the elements in the 
extraets responsible for the disappearanoe of the dihydroxy-
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pheas^lalanlae ai>e to be oharaoterlzed. 
Iq the first eacperiment, the amount of oarbon dioxide 
evolved in a aomal reaction with two ooaoentratioss of 
traet.lO aad 25 per oent, was determined. The ^traot, either 
0.2 or 0.5 per ml,, i^as pipetted into one ooaparteent 
of the liurliB-Marah. vessel and the substrate pipetted into 
the oorrespondii:^ side ana. One-half ml, of potassiija 
hydroxide (approximately 3,5 and 1 ml. of sulfurio aoid 
(5 H) were pipetted into the other ooapar^ent and side am, 
respectively, The contents of the flasks were incubated at 
37,5® G. for three hours. At the end of the incubation 
period the sulfurio acid was dumped from the side arm, mixed 
with the flask contents, and then the flasks equilibrated 
at 3?«5^ S* until a constant manometer reading was obtained. 
The results of these experiments are shown in Table HT, 
There was a decided disagreement between the oxygen oonsunp** 
tion and the carbon dioxide evolution during the incubatioa 
period* Using the 10 per cent extract experiment as an ex­
ample* w« find that 4*43 microatoms of oxygen were consujoed 
and 3*06 ffiicroiaoles of carbon dioxide evolved. If the oxygen 
was used for the production of the carbon dioxide, 6.14 aicro-
atcms of oxygen would be needed to obtain an oxygen to carbon 
dioxide balance. An examination of the experiment with the 
more concentrated extract resulted in essentially the same 
conclusion. Either some of the carbon dioxide produced was 
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not the result of oxidation or possibly all of the oarbon 
dioxide was not the result of oxidation. The oxygen m&f hare 
been used in some other prooess, 
TABLE xy 
OABBOH DIOXIDE EYOLOTIOH AKD THE OXtG® 
QONSTMPTIOH MEIMG A THSlS-BOtm IffOmflOH PSHIOD 
Extract 
0ono« 
Oxygen 
oonsumption 
Cpd, 
disap« 
Carbon 
dioxide 
Basal Sxoess 
per cent /a1. /jl, yaatoms per sent /j,l, m^olea 
10.0* 30,6 49,7 4.43 &0«7 &8«6 3.06 
25.0** 54.0 65.1 5.81 8E.0 79.0 3.52 
* for the 10 per oent extraot oonoentration the O/D® 
was 1*43 and the COg/Bo was l.OO. 
** For the 85 per oent extraot oonoentration the o/Dq 
was 1.38 and the COg/Do was 0*85 
InoubatioB at pH 6.8 and 37 G« using the ^zrlin-Marsh 
Teasels. The oarbon dioxide ralues were obtained by 
dimplng sulfurio aoid from the side axm at the three-
hour interral and the flasks equilibrated at 37.5® G. 
until a ooQStant reading was obtained. 
% detenaining the rate of oarbon dioxide evolution 
during an anaerobie ineubation and oomparing this with the 
rate of the oxygen oonsumed during the same period, a separa< 
tion of these reaotions was possible. The same extraot was 
used in both experiments so that variations in the prepara­
tion would be eliminated. The results of this experiment 
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are illustrated in Table IVI and Figure 9, Getrboa dioxide 
was evolved during the anaerobie experiment. This faot eom* 
pletely divoroea the oarbon dioxide evolution from the oxygen 
aonsumption. The amount of oarbon dioxide produoed during 
the anaerobio incubation was not as great as that obtained with 
the Murlin^Marsh vessels,, but this is understandable, for it 
has been shown by Blasohko (66} that hydroxytyramine, whiah 
Is the produot of the decarboxylation of the amino aeid. 
Inhibits the deoarboxylation* Under anaerobie oonditions 
no oxy^n was present to enable amine oxidase to remove the 
hydroxytyraeaine as it was formed. In the normal reaction in 
the Mmrlin-oMarsh vessels, the amine oxidaset ih the presenoe 
of air, was able to deaminate the hydroxytyramiae formed, and 
a higher earbon dioxide evolution was realised. 
An examination of the early part of the time ourve of 
the anaarobie and aerobie reaotione (Figure 9) shows that 
the oarbon dioxide production during the first thirty minutes 
of the ineubation was over twioe that of the oxygen consump­
tion; 49*4 sicroliters of carbon dioxide was evolved and 
BBmB Eiicroliters of oxygen oonsimed. the relationship between 
the carbon dioxide evolved and the oxygen consumption will be 
clearly defined in the following discussion in which the 
oaEygsn consimption is shown to be the result of amine oxide* 
tloB by the enzyme, amine oxidase* 
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TABLE Vri 
SATE Of CABBOH DIOXIDE ET0LI3TI0H 
ARD OXfOHr GONSIBPTION 
Ixpt. Ixtx-aot Gas ezoJaange'^ Cpd. 
oono. disap^ 
Basal 30 60 ISO 180 180 
min. min. min. min. min. 
per oent jA. jXXm per oent 
aeroMo 10.0 E7,9 E2.2 33,7 5S.2 59,0 70.0 
aaasrobld XO.O 6.9 49.4 51.8 52.6 54.£ 7.1 
* ?lgaz*as for the aaroblo experiment are oxygen and e^ 
figures for the anaerobio experiment are oarbon dioxide. 
The anaerobio experiment ims oarried out in an atmosphere of 
9§ per oent nitrogen and 5 per oent oarbon dioxide. Before 
the s«tbstrate iras added, the anaerobio flasks iiere equili-
toated in the balAi at 37.5® 0. until all absorbed gaaes were 
evolved, as indioated by no ohange in the manoiaeter reading 
over a fiTe-minute period. The inoubations were oarried out 
at pG 6.8 and 37.5<^ C. Substrate s 5.08 mierc^eioles dihydroxy* 
phenylalanine• 
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5* Qrrgea ooBsiaaptlon and ammonia produotlon 
With tlie demoastratiDD, of the produotioja of oarbon di-
oxid® by the kidaey extraots i?h«jQ 1-3,4-dihydroxypheiiylalaniii# 
was the aubatrate oame the reallzatioja that the extraots aoa* 
tallied the dihydroxyphenylalanijae deaarboxylaae disooYered by 
Holtz (44), aad that, in €tll probability, the desarboxylation 
was followed by the oxidation of the hydroxytyramiae by amine 
oxidase* However, as no previous work correlated the oxygen 
sonausqption with the disappearance of the oateohol portion of 
the amino aold, it was important to investigate this relation­
ship in order to determine whether or not the diphenolie dis-
appearanoe was due to oxidation by the atmosphere of the 
flask. 
Various investigators have studied the relationship 
between the oxygen oonsuoed and the amonia formed during 
de€ffliination by the amine oxidase (41,42), and have oonoluded 
that the ratio of atoms of oxygen oonsumed to moles of 
affiimonla formed is one. In the light of the previous results 
of the present study, it is important to know if the oxygen 
eonsumed during the reaotion will aooouat for both the forraa-
tlon of ammonia and the dlphenollo dlsappearanoe. The inouba-
tlons were carried out in the usual manner* In addition, the 
aaimonia eontent of 5 ml* of the metaphosphorlo aold filtrate 
1^8 determined* The procedure was to distill the atsmonia 
from the filtrate by means of the Pamas borate method (128) 
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aad to detemine the nitrogen by Nesaelerlaatioa, using the 
Klett-BifflBaersoa Photoeleotrio aolorioeter and Filter No. 54, 
The results of these experiments are euiacaarized in fable 
XITII* If me assium the folloving reaotion: 
m OS 
-COg ^3 
OBs 
I 
H-C-SHg H-O-HHg 
OOQH H H H 
and also assume that one atom of oxygen is used, to form the 
quinone from the dlphenolio nuoleus of the amino aaid, the 
atoms of oxygen needed would be equal to the moles of aomonla 
formed plua the moles of dihydroxyphenylalanine whioh dis­
appeared* Howe-7er, a deoided disorepanoy between the theoret-
ioal, as oaloulated above, and the actual oxygen oonsumption 
was observed. For example, in the first experiment of 
fable XFII the oxygen theoretioally needed as oaloulated 
from the aismQnia formed and the dlphenolio disappearanoe 
was 6«@§ mioroliters. However^ only 4«61 mioroliters of 
oxygen were oonsua^d. The oxygen eonsumption was only 69«S 
per oent of that theoretioally required, 
fhe average oxygen oonsumption of all the experiments 
was only 71.9 per cent of the theoretical. Blasohko, et al 
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TABLE XVII 
QTmm OONSKMPTIOH, DIHTDROXI DISAPPEARAIK!! 
AM) AMsSOHiA F0IS2ATI0H 
Ho* of 
Sacpts* 
3 
S 
Amonia Opd. Oxygen eonsuaption 
formtion disap. 
Caloulated ?Qund Per oent of 
oaloulated 
^^ tOffiS ^moles yUl. yol. 
2.64 4.01 6*65 4.61 69.3 
3.81 4.58 7.79 6.36 81.4 
3.00 3.85 6.85 5.13 74.9 
3,00 2.26 5.26 3.21 61.0* 
2.00 3.87 5.81 4.91 83.7 
2.00 0.70 2.70 1.82 67.5»* 
7.42 7.46 15.05 9.81 65.2 
71.9 
* In tbe psresdaoe of 0.015 M aseorblo aoid* 
iQ tlie presenoe of 0.00046 M kydrogea oyanide* 
The ttir@e»ho\i3r inoubatlons were oarried out at pE 6«3 &&d 
at 37.5® C. substrate was 5.06 mloromoles except In tbe 
last «iperi®eat using four flasksji in which 10.16 mioro-
moles of substrate isere used. 
m 
C3>9) have doaonstjpated that the oxygen to amoziia ratio of 
©ae is only obtained in amia© oxiaas© reaotions when oyanide 
is added to prevent side reaetions. It has been denionstrated, 
in the previous experiments of this series that at pH 6.8 
the O/DQ ratio very seldom exeeeds 1*5 — for the most part 
the values range between 1»2 and 1.4» If the previous assiMp-
tiott that one atom of oxygen is used to oxidize the diphenolio 
group is valid, the remaining oxygen oonsumed is not suffioient 
to aeoount for the aimonla formed dxiring the incubation# This 
is the first positive evidence that the oxygen consumed is not 
involved in the diphenolio disappearaaoe# 
6. Comparison of l~5.4»dihydrQxy-ohenylalanine and hydroxy-
tyramiae as substrates 
At this stage of the investigation the action of J^-3,4-
dthydroxypheaylalaaiae decarboxylase and amine oxidase was 
ffeirly well established, Ho??ever, the relationship between 
these two enz^^es could be very ooaolusively illustrated by 
oompariag the activity of the extracts in the preseaoe of 
the amino acid and hydroxytyramine. Hydroxytyrafiilne is de-
earboxylated dihydroxyphenylalanine, and the use of this 
compound as the substrate would effectively eliminate the 
activity of the decarboxylase. However, as has been previ­
ously demonstrated, the decarboxylase is more active than the 
amine oxidase in the kidney extracts, and it is conoeivable 
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tliat the osqrgen uptake in the presenoe of both substrates 
would be essentially the same. In addition^ if the diphenolie 
disappearanoe was in any way assooiated with the aotion of 
the decarboxylase, the use of hydroaEytyramine should demon­
strate this faot* 
^he hydroxytyramine was prepared by utilizing the enzy-
natie method of Holts, Heise and Ludtke (45) and Bing (59) 
to obtain a orude preparation and then adapting the extrao-
tion and arystallization prooess employed by Johnson and 
DasohaTsfey (129) in the preparation of tyramine to purify 
the oompound. This prodeoure involYed deoarboxylation of 
3.-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine to hydroxy tyramine, anaerobioal-
ly, by an extract of guinea-pig kidney, fhe extraot was then 
deprotelnized with trichloroaoetio acid, euad the filtrate 
evaporated to dryness under an atmosphere of oarbon dioxide* 
The residue was extraoted with hot, absolute ethanol, the 
ethanol solution eonoentriited and the hydroxytyramine hydro-* 
chloride preeipitated in crystalline form by bubbling 
li^drogen chloride through the solution. 
The kidneys f*om three guinea pigs (approximately 12 gra.) 
were homogenized, and the fragments removed from the hoaogenate 
i n the same manner as described for the preparation of the 
kidney ^tracts. The extraot v^as then diluted to 250 ml* 
by the addition of distilled water and 0.2 M phosphate buffer 
to a final buffer conoeatration of 0.05 M, and adjusted to 
pS 7.4. The extract was transferred to a 500 ol. erlenmeyer 
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flask* 1E5 of ^ -3,4-dihydyoxyph©BylalaQiae added, 3 ml* of 
toluene introdused, and nitrogen bubbled through the solution 
for five minutes* The flask was then stoppered and ineubated 
at 37,§® 0# fQT eight hours, fot the first few hours the eon-
tenta of the flaak were shaken every half hour to insure ade­
quate mixing# At the oompletion of the eig^t-honr ineubation 
Juried, 7 ml, of 50 per eent triohloroaoetie aoid were added, 
with shaking, and the oontents filtered with suotion# The 
resulting filtrate was eitraoted three times with 100 ml, 
of ether to remove the triohloroaoetie and then evaporated 
to dryness under oarbon dioxide, vaeuo. The temperature 
of the oil bath was never allowed to exceed 50® 0, The 
residue was extraoted with four, 5 ml, portions of hot absolute 
ethanol and the aloohol extraot was then subjeoted to a 
stream of hydrogen chloride for fifteen minutes. The result­
ing precipitate was discarded, for it did not respond to the 
Arnow test for the 3,4-diphenolio group* The alooholio solu­
tion was placed in a oold water bath and subjected to further 
hydrogen chloride treatment. The volume was then reduced to 
approximately 4 ml. by placing the test tube containing the 
extraot into a hot water bath (70° G.) and subjecting the 
solution to an air stream. This oonoentration was very rapid 
and resulted in practically no darkening of the solution. 
The concentrate was then cooled, and a precipitate appeared 
almost iraaediately. The solution was stored in a refrigerator 
for two to three hours, and then the product filtered from the 
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Reorjstalllzatioii was aeoompllshsd dlssolTlag 
th« preolpitate la the minimiam amount of hot ethanol, saturat­
ing th© solution with hydrogen ohloride and oooling. The 
produat was filtered from the solution, washed with a few 
drops of ©old ethanol and dried with ether, forty-five ailli-
grams of hydroxytyramine-hydroohloride was obtained in the 
first &rystalll2atioa. The melting point of this substanee 
was 137-39® oompared to 140-410 0, reported in the litera­
ture, 
iQuimolar eonoentrations of both substrates, dihydroiqf-
j^enylalanine and hydroxytyramine, were employed in siatohed 
experiTOats — experis^nts in whiah both substrates were 
inoubated with identieal extracts to eliminate variations 
due to differenoes in preparation — and the results are 
suffloarlzed in fable XVIII. llie oxygen oonsumptions are 
oompared in Figure 10. With the possible exeeption of a 
slightly faster rate in the ease of the hydroxytyramiae the 
©xygea aonsuaption is very similar for both substrates, while 
the diphenolie disappearanee is only a t&v per cent higher 
when hydroxytyramine is the substrate. As far a® can be 
determined from these results the reactions are identieal. 
Therefore, in the following seotions of this study it was 
possible to use either dihydroxyphenylalanine or hydroxy-
tyramine to investigate the diphenolie disappearanee. This 
was ve3?y valuable when enzyme inhibitors were employed for by 
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TA.BLS X7III 
MSTABOLI^I OF HYDBOXTrrRAMIHS AKD 1-3,4-Dl-
SfDBOiriHlNTUIAKIHS SI BXTBAOTS Of GUINM-PIG KIDHETS 
Smbstrate' C^gea 
ooasmptiozi 
^sal Mxobbs 
^ X ,  
Diiiydroaypheayl- SI* 2 
alaaiae 
aydzrozy^ramizw 21*2 
Dihydroa^ypheayl-^ 8? «1 
alaalae 
HydroxytTTaaaiae 27.1 
i^Kperiment 1 
57«6 
54.3 
^cperlmeBt B 
51.8 
54.4 
0/Dp 0/DQ Cpd. 
dlsap. 
per oest 
1.01 1.49 68,7 
0.96 1.23 73.7 
0.91 1.34 68.0 
0.95 1.27 75.3 
* Substrate S 5.08 mioromoles 
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TIME (min.) 
FIGURE 10. METABOLISM OF HYDROXYTYRAMINE 
DIHYDROXYPHENYLALANINE 
H, HYDROXYTYRAMINE 
D, DIHYDROXYPHENYLALANINE 
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the use of hydroxytyramine It was possible to elitainate the 
aotioQ of the deoarboxylase* 
of oxygen eoasqaiDtloB and dipfaeaolio dlsagpe&raaoe 
The previous experiments have demonstrated that the ^iao 
aoid is first deearboxylated and that then the amine formed 
is oxidized to form amonia* Holtz, et al (45) have shown 
that one of the other products is 3,4-dihydroxyphenyla©et-
aldehyde# The results of this investigation have also shown 
that the dihydroxy groups of the aiaino aoid disappear during 
the iaoubation period. However* the relationship between 
the rat© of the oxygen oonsumption and the rate of the dis-
appearanoe of the dihydroxy portion of th© amino aoid has 
not been fully explored* 1?he analyses at three hours fall 
to disolose any information relative to the respeotive rates 
in the early part of the reaction. "Etierefore, an investiga­
tion of the rates in the early stages of the reaction was 
jmeessary to obtain information which would demonstrate the 
relationship between the oxygen oonsuaption and the diphenoli© 
disappearanoe• 
A rate experiaent, in whioh a ©ontrol and an experimental 
flask were removed from the bath at th© 15, 30, 45, 60, 120 
and 180 ainute intervals, gave the first indication of a 
difference in the rate of oxygen consumption and the rate 
of disappearance of the amino aoid as shown by analysis. 
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fable UX sumarlses the roeulte of this expeximeat and 
Figure 11 illustrates how widely separated the rates are in 
the eaily stages of the reaction^ The rate for the oxygea 
doasumptioa for the first fifteen minutes was 4.39 mioroatcMsis 
per hour asd fell rather steeply to a low of 0*95 mioroatoms 
per hoar far the three-hour period. l?he rate for the dis-
appearaaoe of the dipheaolie aaoleus iaoreases Tery qulokly 
from 1«40 mlorogu>les per hour during the first fifteen minates 
to a high of 2,54 mioromoles per hour at the forty-five minute 
interval and then fell to 1,15 mioromoles per hour for the 
three-hour period* This lag period noted in the early stages 
of diphenolio disappearanoe is evidenoe whioh demonstrates 
that the oxygen oonsuDptitm preoedes the disappearanoe of 
the dlphenolie group# The produat of the deamination is 
then subjeoted to some other reaotion whioh is responsible 
for the diphenolio disappearance^ %e rate of dlphenolie 
disappearanoe was not directly proportional to the oxygen 
oonsumption* 
An indication that oxidation by the atmosphere of the 
flas^ was not the oause of the diphenolio disappearanoe has 
been suggested by the diserepanoy in Q/DQ^ the agreement 
between the aG^onia formation and oxygen oonsmption and the 
demonstration in this experisient of a differenoe in the 
rates of oxygen eonsmptlon and dlphenolie disappearanoe. 
This suggestion will be supported by experiments to be 
disoussed shortly. 
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TABLl XIX 
EATE Of OXrOIH OONStaSPTIOH Am BISAPPlAE&mi 
Of WE DIHyDEOXraiSmLAHIHl 
f4m« Oxygon 
ooa8is&ptio& 
Cpd. diftap. 
mis* ^atcHoa ^toms 
per botir* 
^molea yuJBOles 
per hou: 
15 1.16 4.69 0.35 1.40 
SO 1*96 3.9S 1.11 £.££ 
45 E«69 5.58 1.91 E.54 
&0 3.4? 3.47 S.S9 S.S9 
120 4.17 £.08 3.17 1.51 
180 S.OS 1.67 3.46 1.15 
» Rate of ooMUBptlon : .to.. Oj 
•* Rate of Opd. disap, s molea Cpd. dlsap, fQ iaottbatioQ time 
Iztraots were inoubated at pH 6*8 and 37.5® G« Ixtraot 
oonoentratioii was 10 per oeat. 
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FIGURE II. RATE OF OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND 
SUBSTRATE DISAPPEARANCE 
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AQtlTlt? of gttlaea lalR llY«g and rat icidnqy eactraota 
The prasdQoe of ^ -'3,4-dlhydroai:yphenylalanine deoaxboaEyl-
aaa a&d amine oxidase has beea deiBomst3:>ated in the kidney 
extraots, and a slight digression was made at this point to 
examine the ability of other tissues to oatase the disappear-
anoe of the dihydroxy groups of the amino aoid. 
2^ and Sealook had observed the inoreased ability of 
kidney slioes of the guinea pig to eonsmtie oxygen in the 
presenoe of dihydroxyphenylalanine but found the response 
of liver slioes under the same oonditions to be not nearly 
as marked* AS no analysis for the dihydroxy disappearanae 
was attempte^t it was not possible to determine the limiting 
faotor in the liver slioes* 
fhe aTailability of hydroxytyraraine made possible a more 
eomplete exmiaation of the ability of liver extrasts to 
Q»8tabolize the amino aoid than was possible in the above 
mentioned liver«>sliee experiments. The reaotion with the 
iffiiino aoid would indioate the presenoe of the deoarboxylase, 
while the reaction with hydroxytyramine would give some idea 
of the amount of amine oxidase present* 
Equimolar aaomts of dihydroxyphei^lalanine and hydrojy-
tyramine were inoubated with extraots of guinea-pig liver 
in the seaae manner as in the ease of the kidney extrast ex­
periments, The data obtained are shown in Table JX and 
figure 12. With hydroxytyramine as a substrate the reaoticai 
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FIGURE 12. ACTIVITY OF LIVER EXTRACTS 
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TABLE 22 
ASflVITT 0? mSAOfS OF GUINEA-PIG LITIS 
Wm DIHIDEOXyHIINYLALAKIHl AND HTDSaXlTTyilAMM 
Sttfeatrat©* Oatygan o/Dp o/Bq QtmpowB^ 
aoasumptioa dlaappaaraa^ 
^sal ExM^aa 
jjX» jjX* per Qmt 
jy-3 F 4-Dibf droa^-
p^ ft&7lali^ « 54.6 Sl»8 0.38 1.19 1.65 3E.0 
Hydroxyt^amiae S4,6 49.9 0.88 1.18 3.79 78.1 
* Substrate s 5.03 mioromoles. 
fbe thrae-^liour iBoubatlons were oarried out at pH 6.3 and at 
S?.§<^ 0. OoQoeiitration of the tissue extract was 10 per oeat. 
was very similar to the aotioa of kidney extraots, however, 
ttoea the amino aoid was the substrate, the activity of the 
preparation was very low. Aeoording to the Arnow test, 78 
per oent of the hydroxytyrsaaine had disappeared while only 
32 per sent of the amino aoid had disappeared. This trend was 
also refleoted in the oxygen eonsumption. With hydroxytyramine, 
49.9 mioroliters of oxygen were eonsu&ed while, in the oase of 
the amino aoid, the oxygen eonsuBption was only 21*8 mieroisoles. 
fherefore, it is apparent that the deoarboxylase is the Unit­
ing enzyiid in the liver extrasts for the amino aoid must be 
deoarboxylated to hydroxytyramine before the amine oxidase 
ean oxidize the asiine. The low activity observed by Lan and 
Sealoelc (1E6) oould have been eaused by the low aotivity of 
X06 
Of Seoarbaxyiase in the liver slioes, hom^rvr, no infoz** 
mtio3S. i» available arelative to the activity of liver sli&es 
ia the preseme of hydroxytyrmine and the aolution of this 
problem mt^t be left for future iavestigation* After de-
earboxylation has oeotirred, the deamination and dipheaolie 
dieappearanee apparently prooeed as ia the kidaey ©xtraet, 
but the total reaatioa is reduced by the limiting aotion of 
the desarboxylase. 
A fe* exploratory caperimeats with rat kidney were 
oarried out to ascertain if the sar e systea was operative ia 
another animal- These experiments Inolude an enzyme ooneen-
tratioa series and a ^-aetivity series. The extraots were 
prepared la the sanMB manner as the guinea-pig extraots and 
the aotivity tested ia the same manner as the gulaeaopig 
kidaey extraots (Table XXI). Ia general, the same trend was 
present here as has been shown in the guinea-pig series. 
As the oonoentratioa of the extraots ims laoreased^ the per 
sent dipheaolio disappeaxanoe iaoreased until at the high 
tissue ooaeentratioa of S§ per oent, 95.6 per oent of the 
dipheaolie value disappeared. Ia the seasie manner, the O/Dp 
iaereases and the O/Dq was raaarkably eonstant. This probably 
iadioates that the same reaotioa was taking plaoe at eaeh 
tissue oonoentration; the only difference being in aaount, l^ e 
0/Do of E.O in this series was higher than the O/d^ of approxii^ 
ately 1,5 exx)erieaoed with guiaea-pig kidaey at the same 10. 
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TACT.R XXI 
kQTiriTt 0 0 RAT KlDWm 
Extra©t 
eoiia. 
Oxygen 
oonsumptlon 
O/Dp O/Do Opd, 
disap. 
Basal Ixoess 
per oant /L. per oeat 
0,32 15.8 11.9 0.21 1.83 11.4 
0.63 14.S 13.9 0.24 2.54 9,6 
1.25 14.6 17.2 0.33 2,08 16.1 
2.50 18,0 36,7 0,64 2,06 29.4 
5.00 30.5 61.5 1,07 2.01 53.5 
lO.GO 44.4 @6.0 1,50 2,10 71.8 
g5.00 113.0 116,0 2.04 2.13 95.6 
file three^ hour izioubatloQ ims oax-ried out at 7«4 and at 
57^50 0, fiis 8ul»st7ate oonoantration was 5,08 mloroi^Ids 
1-3,4-dihydr oxyplieaylalanijae • 
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and it may be that another system was present in the rat 
tissue• 
The short study of the pH-aotivity relationship exhibited 
by rat kidney extracts» stmjiarized in Table XXII, demonstrates 
TABLE XSII 
•mi IHMRIINOE OF PH on THE ACTIVITI 
Of EAT EIBHIY mMOTS 
Oxygen 
consumption 
O/Dp 0/Bo opd. 
disap. 
Basal 
>ula 
Excess 
per cent 
6.50 40.3 5.3 0.09 0.63 14.5 
6.95 39.1 43.8 0.79 1.69 46.1 
7.40 44.4 86.0 1.50 2.10 71.8 
The i]M>mbatioiis were oarried out in 0.1 M phosphate buf­
fer at 37.5® 0. Coaaentration of extraots was 10 per 
eent. 
a Quoh sharper fall in aotivity than was experienced in the 
^inea-pig kidney extraots. At 6.5 the lowest pH reeorded, 
the aotivity was very low when compared with the activity of the 
guinea-pig kidney extract of pH 6.6. Only 14.7 per cent di-
hydroxy disappearance was noted with the rat kidney extraots, 
at &«5, whereas 63.6 per cent dihydroxy disappearance was 
noted with the guinea-pig kidney at pH &.6. Bven at pS 6.95 
the activity, as indicated by oxygen consumption and diphenolic 
disappearance, was not as high as experienced with the guinea-
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pig Kidney at ^ 7.0. Only 45*1 p@; sent dlliiydroxy disappear-
anae was fotmd in the rat kidney extract at pH 6»9S« sbile 
et pH 7«0» the guinea-pig kidney exhibited 79»3 per oent di-
hydroxy diaappearanoe. AS the |Q*aotivity ourre and the 
O/Bo of the extraota prepared from the rat kidney wore not 
in agreement with the guinea-pig kidney extraota, the attempt 
to use rat kidney extracts in thia InTestigation was abandoned, 
fhe ability of the rat kidney extraets to metabolize dihydroxy-
phenylalanine must be further explored before an intelligent 
eomparieon of the extracts from the rat and guinea pig ean be 
made* 
D* Inhibition 
through applioation of enzyme Inhibitors of known ohemioal 
reaotlTities Taluable and InformatlTe knowledge of ocHaplex 
enzyme aystems has been obtained. 3y the addition of sub-
stanees whleh would stop one or more of the reaotiona in the 
metabolism of a substrate, various sohemes haTe been derived 
to aeeount for the disappearance of the substrate in the llTing 
or^jaism. In view of the suooess that has resulted from this 
prooedure^ an investigation of the activity of the kidney ex« 
traots in the presence of a series of suoh compounds was 
initiated* 
The inhibition of purified ens^yme preparations usually 
requires a very small quantity of the inhibitor, but when crude 
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tissue extracts are employed more Inhibitor is necessary to 
correct for losses due to reactions with other substances 
present in the reaction mixture* Tor this reason, a series 
of experiments were initiated to find the lowest inhibitor 
concentration which could be used to scan a number of compounds 
with a reasonable degree of success. Preliminary experiments 
demonstrated the inhibitory powers of Sodium diethyldithio-
carbiuaate, sodium azide, hydroxylamlne and 8-hydroxyquinolise, 
and, therefore, these compounds i^re used for this lnYe8tlga« 
tion. Concentrations between 0.001 M and 0.01 M were employed, 
fhe results are sunarized in Table IZIII, but for the purpose 
of this discussion the graphical presentation in Figure 13 is 
more useful* As the concentration of the inhibitor was in­
creased, the per cent inhibition of both the oxygen consumption 
and the diffeenolic disappearance increased* At the very low 
concentrations the inhibition was not very significant, but 
at 0»005 M the inhibition was great enough to be readily ob* 
served in all cases. Therefore, 0.005 M solutions of the 
various inhibitors were employed to investigate the effect 
of other substances on the metabolism of dihydroxyphenylalanine 
by the fcidney extracts. 
In most oases this concentration was realized by adding 
0*1 ml. of a buffered solution of the substance to the tissue 
extract in the reaction chamber of the vessel. Due to the 
solubility difficulties, in some oases, other volumes mim 
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TABLE mil 
PIS GMST XmiBlTlON M SODIUM DISKfTLDIKiXOOARBiMAfl, 
SODOT A^IDI, 8»H?D10XYtiITIH0HHE AMD HtDKOXJLailHI 
Xablbitox* Coaoentratloii of Infaibitoi't 
moles per liter x 10® 
1.0 g»5 3.3 5.0 6.6 7.5 10.0 
A. ^ sed oa l'»3»4«dibydrox7P^ <>i^ 7l^ lA^ £^>^ e analysis 
Soditi® diethyl* 
dithloaarbaaate 0.0 18.0 42.5 55.0 61.8 
Sodim azide 2.2 13.1 18.7 
Hydroxylamiae 19.2 70.0 86.3 81.3 
8»Hydyo*y« 
Quinollae 5.7 11.5 17.7 39.3 61.3 
fi. Based om oxygm eonsiMptioB 
Sodim dlethyl-
dithiooarbamate 00.0 6.3 
Sodium aside 19.£ 
Hydroaylamine 7.3 
S-Hydtoxy-
tuiaoliae 0.0 14.8 
50.3 63.0 84.5 
E8.6 g8.S 
83.6 92.0 79.6 
33.3 40.0 74.1 
Thm three*hQii7 iaoubatio&s were oarried out at 6.8 and at 
37.5^ 0. Ooaoe&tratlon of the kidaey extraots was 10 per oeat 
Substrate was 5.08 mioromoles of dihydroxypheaylalainine. 
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used, but iQ d'7@ry oaee tb.e final oonGantratlon was as raooMed, 
Indludad ioadttg tha substaneaa employad aa Inhibitors «ere 00%-
pounds whieb. previously bare been reported to Inbibit either 
the deoarboacylaae or the amine oxidase, and, la addition, 
aertaln other oompounds whioh, as far as oould be disoovered, 
had not been used on these systems* 
In the first series jy-3,4*dih7droxyphenylalanine was 
employed as the substrate. Sodium fluoride (0«005 M)» 
sulfapyrldine^ and oateohol {0.005 M) had no effeot on the 
aotiylty of the kidney extracts in the presenoe of the amino 
aoid. The other substanoes employed sodiuai aside, sodiim 
diethyldithloearbamate, hydroxylamine, se^ioarbaside, oystelne, 
mereurio ohloride eaid zino sulfate — inhibited the ex^eas 
oxygen eonsumption and the diphenolio disappearanoe to 
approximately the same extent {Table XXI?)• This oould be 
Interpreted as inhibition of the deoarboxylase or as inhibition 
of the oxygen oonsumptlon and, in addition, as inhibition of 
diphenolio disappearanoe• The substanoes eould inhibit one 
or all of the systems involved in the metabolism of dihydroxy-
phenylalaaine* Hovever, sinoe the deoarboxylation must i^eeede 
the aotion of the io&ine oxidase, the deoision as to whether 
the substanse inhibits either the deoarboaeylation or the amine 
oxidation eannot be made from the results of em aerobio experi­
ment «Bpl0ying dlhydroxyphenylalanine as the substrate* This 
^ An attempt was miade to use 1 ag, per ml* but It was impos* 
sible to etmpletely dissolve the inhibitor. 
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fkBJM XXIV 
miBIf lOH OF TSE METABOLISM 
OF jy-3,4-DIHYDIfOXTPHEHILAL4HIMI 
lablbitor IllhibitOX' 
eono. 
molar 
ps lal^ibition 
Oacygaa Cpd. 
ooasmptioa dlsap 
per oent per oei 
Sodium asiide 0.001 7.4 19.0 13.8 
Sodim azide 0.010 6*0 31.9 32.2 
Sodlm diethyldi* 
thiooarbsmate 0.010 6.8 66*0 65.0 
^dfoa^lamiae 0.005 6.8 89.2 84.6 
%droxylamiii® 0.010 6.8 91.0 84.4 
Semleafbazlda 0.050 6.8 80.7 81. g 
Cystalna 0.010 6.8 59.4 50.1 
Muraufio ehlorlde 0,005 7.4 79.9 69.0 
Zine milfate 0.005 7.4 16.5 4.0 
Potassim oyaaid© 0.00046* 6.6 53.7 72.0 
* Oonseatration i»&lataiiied by usa of potasslm eyanlde* 
potasatim l^rdroacido oenter-well additloaa {130). 
The tbrae-hour Inoubationa were oaa^ried out at 37,50 C. 
Substrate wmn 5*08 miaroBoIes difeydrozyphaxiylalanina. 
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Is well illustrated by o/anide Inhibitioa, Ishibitioa by 
oyanide, whiab bas boea reported as an inhibitor of the de-
earboxylase but not of the amine oxidase, «as demonstrated by 
the greatly reduoed oxygen oonsumption. This is tmderstand* 
able, for the amino acid must be deoarboxylated before de-
aaination by amine oxidase oan oooar. 
To avoid inhibition of the decarboxylase, hydroxytyramine 
Has used as the substrate in the next series* 4s this compound 
is deearboxylated dihydroxyphenylalanine, the first reaction 
of the metabolic series was eliminated. In this oase» the 
inhibitors act either on the amine oxidase system or on any 
possible system involved in the diphenolie disappearanoe. 
Sodium pyrophosphate, malonic acid, iodoaaetic acid, 
thiourea and suocinio aoid, at a concentration of 0.003 M, 
had no observable effect on either the oxygen consumption or 
on the diphenolie disappearance. The remaining substances 
can be divided into three groups: (1) those substances which 
inhibit the oxygen consumption and diphenolie disappearance to 
about the sme extent, {2) those whieh Inhibit the oxygen con-
suiE^tion more than the diphenolie disappearance and (3} those 
which inhibit the diphenolie disappearance to a much greater 
extent than the oxygen eoasiaaptioa. 
Table suBsaarizes the inhibition produced by the oom» 
pounds in group 1 — selenite, caprylle 
alcohol, potassium ethylxanthate, cysteine, sodium aside and 
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and feydro3Rrlamlne whloh inhibit the oxygen aonaumption and 
diphenolio disappeeranoe to the secEae extent, and whieb laay, 
fey inhibiting the amine oxidase reaction, reflect this inhibi­
tion in the diphenolio disappearance, 
f ABLE JSSf 
ISHIBITIOH Of TSM MmSOLI^ 
OP HYDBD3nrTYEAMINS 
Xnhibitor Inhibitor i® Inhibition 
aom* 
Oxygen Opd. 
oonauffiptioB diaap. 
molar per eent per oent 
.2^-Dipyridyl 0,005 6,8 13.4 28.3 
Sodiim selenite 0,00S 6.8 29. a 30.7 
Gaprylio aleohol * 6.8 81.6 87.0 
Potasaiiai ethyl-
xeuithate 0.005 6.8 48.0 46,1 
Gysteine 0.010 6.8 13.6 16.2 
Sodiom azide 0.010 6.8 49.3 38.4 
Hydroxylamine 0.005 6.8 54.7 51.7 
* In this oase, 0«2 ml* of the oaprylie aleohol was added 
direetly to the eontents of the flask* 
The ODffipounds of the seoond group (Table XXTI) — 
phenylmerourio chloride, sodim diethyldithiooarbamate and 
jg.-i^dro:iqrbea2aldehyde — whloh inhibit the oxygen eoas«3i^tion 
to a greater extent than the diphenolio disappearanoe may 
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TABLE Xm 
IHHIBITIOH Off TH£ MTAjK)LlSM 
oy EYDmunnmim 
Xll&ibitOX' 
PhcaiylmereurtQ 
Inhibitor I® QOS&, 
molar 
Inhibition 
Oxygen Opd* 
aonsi^ption disap* 
per oent per eent 
ehloride 0.001 6.8 58.3 30.6 
Sodiuffi diethyldi-
thiooarbaDiate 0.008 6.8 71.1 54.8 
£;-Hydroxybenz-
aldehyde 0.050 6.8 100.0 68.2 
n 0.050 6.8 100.0 55.8 
m 0.025 6.8 9S.1 66.9 
n 0.005 6.8 66.1 54.6 
exhibit the inoreased oxygen inhibition by the prefention of 
various side reaotioas whioh, in all probability, aooount for 
some of the oxygen eonauaption. HoweTer one outstanding 
exoeptioB shouM be noted. In the case of £;-hydroxybeiizalde-
fayde^ the oxygen oonsumption was inhibited 100 per oent» but 
the disappearance of the dipheaolio value was only inhibited 
&5 to 65 per oent, AS the eoneentration of the ^-hydroxy-
bensaldehyde is decreased from 0.05 to 0*005 Uf the inhibition 
of the oxygen oonsuaption is reduced from 100 to 66,1 per 
oentt inhibition of diphenolio disappearance (analysis) 
doss not decrease a similar amount, kt the high oonoentration. 
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possibly the ^ -hyaroxybenzaldehyde forms a Sohiff's base typo 
of eompomnd with the amine and prevents enzymatio oxidation* 
HoveTef, the inhibition of the diphenolio disappearance did 
not deoreaae when the oonoentration of the ^ -hydroaybena-
aldehyde was reduoed and this faet is indicative of the 
enzymtic nature of the dihydroxy disappearance. On the 
other hand, no oxygen aoasuiaption is evident at the high 
concentration of jKhydroxybenzaldehyde. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to assume that oxidation was also not the cause 
of the diphenolio disappearance at the lower concentration 
of the inhibitor. 
Of the third group potasslii® cyanide, seaicarbazido 
and ethyl-K-pheaylcarbamate —which do not inhibit the 
oxygen consumption to the same ^ tent as the diphenolio dii^ 
appearance, cyanide has been used by previous investigators 
to eliminate the various side reactions in the dearaination 
by amine oxidase (41,42), while semicarbazide has been used 
to isolate the product of such deaiainations (40,45). However, 
the action of these reagents has not previously been correlated 
with the effect of the tissue extracts on the dihydroxy portion 
of the molecule. The results of these experiments are shown 
in Table JTTll, The inhibition of the oxygen consumption is 
low, 12.0 to 32.3 per cent, whereas the inhibition of the 
dipheiu^lic disappearance (60 to 70 per cent) is very high. 
This observed reduction in oxygen consumption is, in all 
probability, due to elimination of miscellaneous oxidations 
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by metallie loas aad the oytoehroiae system, for the oxygea aoa-
amptioa is not great enougii to aoooaat for the very high ia-
hibitioa of the diphenollo disappearaao®» 
TABLE XSVII 
INHIBITIOH Of IHE METABOLISM 
OF mnmirnimim 
Iahibitor Iahibitor pH lahibitioa 
ooac* 
m>lar 
Oxygea 
ooasumptioa 
per ceat 
Opd. 
disap. 
per ceat 
Sthyl-I-pheayl-
oarbamate 0.005 6.8 19.6 43.8 
Semiearbazide 0,050 6.8 32.3 70.8 
m 0.005 6.8 12.0 60.2 
Potass itaa cyanide 0.00046* 6.8 27.7 69.6 
* Ooaoentratioa maiatalaed by use of potasaiuEi oyaalde-
potassluu hydroxide oenter-well additioa 1150)« 
Tk% effect of the iahibitors oa both aabstrate® -^3,4-
dihydroaEypheaylalaaiae aad hydroxytyramiae — has beea sasaa-
ri2ed ia Table SVIII ia order to better illustrate the relatioa-
ships bstireea the reaotioas iavolTed la the metabolism of these 
sabetrates. These are matohed experimeata iaamuoh as the 
same extraot t^as used to test the activity of the iahibitor 
ia the presenee of both substrates. This fact would elimiiMite 
differeaoes in the results whioh might be caused by 
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TABLE SXTIII 
Sia»ATI?S OTEGT Of IHHIBITOES OM 'ffi£ METABOLISM 
Of i-Sj^-DOTDBOXtifiSNrLALAMM AM) HYDBOrfTYR&MINl 
Iiifcilbitor 
Sodlm diotbyl-
dlthioaarbai^te 
(0.008 M} 
Substrate lahibitioa 
oxygea 
ooQsmptlon 
Qpd. 
disap* 
Dibydroxy-
pbeBylalaaine 
Hydroxy tyreaaine 
per oent per sent 
91.6 
71,X 
63.3 
54.8 
Soditmi aside 
(0.01 M) 
Dlhydroxy-
pheaylalaQine 31.9 
Hydroxytyramiae 49.3 
3S.2 
38.4 
Hydroxylamlae 
(0.005 M) 
Difeydroxy-
pbenylalaQlne 89.S 
^droxytyrajaine 54.7 
84.6 
51.7 
Cysteine 
(0.01 M) 
Dihydroxy-
pbenylalanine 59.4 
Hydroxytyramine 13.6 
50.1 
25.2 
Cyanide 
(0.00046 M) 
Dihydroxy-
pbex^lalaalne 53.7 
Hydroxytyramiae E7,7 
72.0 
69.6 
Semloarbazlde 
(0.05 M) 
Dihydroxy* 
phenylalaaiae 80.7 
Hydroxy tyramine 32.3 
81.2 
70.8 
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laeqmlitles in the preparation of the extracts. 
agreei^at between the inhibition of the oxygen oon-
sumption and diphenolie disappearance points to the probable 
series of reaotions involved in the metabolism of the substrate, 
l-3,4-dihydroxypb®iiylalaGl'i®* Agreement between the inhibition 
of oxygen consumption and dihydroxy disappearance, in all but 
the cyanide and semioarbazide experiments, demonstrates that 
dihydroxy disappearance is probably dependent upon the deoar* 
boxylatioa and the deamination, because it does not oceur to 
ai:^ appreciable extent until these reactions have taken place. 
On the other hand^cyanide and semicarbaside inhibit the di* 
phenolic disappearance to a much greater extent than the oi^gen 
coasuAption when hydroxytyramine was employed as the substrate. 
Therefore, deamination can occur without dihydroa^ disappearance. 
4 further analysis of the dihydroxyphenylalanine and 
hydroxytyramlne experiments are illustrated in Table XXIX 
and figure 14. The inhibition of the oxygen consumption, 
even in the early stages of the reaction, was very low in the 
case of the hydroxytyramine. At the three-hour interval the 
inhibition of the oxygen consumption was 27»7 per cent and 
the inhibition of the diphenolic disappearance was 39.6 per 
cent. When the amino acid was the substrate, the inhibition 
of both the oxygen consumption and diphenolic disappearance 
was hl^; 72.0 per cent for the diphenolic disappearance end 
§3.3 per cent for the oxygen consiaaptioa. When hydroxy-
TABLE XXIX 
SFflCT 0? CYAKIDB OH ms METABOLISM OF 
DIHtDHOSCraiSILALANIHl AW S.i-DlHyDSOXmMr&THTLAMIHS 
Substrate Inhibition per oeat* 
Baaed on oa^^n eons^i^tion Cpd* disap. 
1-3,4-dihydroxy« 
"* phei3^1alanine 
30 60 120 180 
min* rain* min» min. 
83.6 65.6 63.0 53.3 
180 
Bin. 
72.0 
69.6 
3,4-ditodroxy-
phenyiethylamine 11.8 20.8 17.8 ^7,7 
• Inhibition per oeat 2 100 « x 100 
The oonoentration of the cyanide ion in the reaction mixture 
iraa 0.00046 II, with a oenter-vell addition of pc^aaai^m 
e3?mnide»potassiui& hydroxide to maintain this oonoentration. 
The inoubations were oarried out at pB 6.8 and at 37.5^ G. 
The oonoentration of tissue was 10 per oent. Substrate 
oonoentratitm was 5«08 mieroi»3les« 
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FIGURE 14. CYANIDE INHIBITION 
D, DIHYDROXYPHENYLALANINE 
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tyyamiaa was tbe mibstrate, althougli tiie i:c^ibitioa of ttoe oxy­
gen oonsunptiQa diirijog the reaotlon was low^ thm dipheiioXld 
dlsappeaz-ajoae was of the asiut order as when the amlao aoid 
ims used* fhe lahtbitloa of the reaotioa with ^ •3,4'-dlhydroxy« 
pheQylal&&li2e as the substrate was in keeping with the f&et 
that syaaids inhibits the aation of the deearboxylase. 
great dlfferenoe between the ihhibition of the dipheaolio di»» 
appearaaoe and of the o:i^gen oonsus^tion when hydroxytyraaine 
was the substrate again demonstrates that oxidation by th« 
atcftospher© of the flask was iwst the aause of the dihydroxy-
phenylalanine disappearanoe* 
^e subjeot of oyanide inhibition was explored more 
eompletely in an attempt to diseover a relationship whioh 
would separate the deoarboxylase and amine oxidase l^om the 
diphenolio disappearance, Using 0*005 and 0*01 M oyanide 
ooaeentrations and l.-S,4'-dihydroxyphenylalanin© as the sub­
strate» a reversible inhibition was demonstrated ^Table SXXJ* 
When oyanide is introduoed into the reaotion mixture without 
potassium oyanide in the center well^ the oyanide will distill 
from the reaotion mixture into the potassiim hydroxide ia 
the oenter well and in this way the oyanide oonoentratlon of 
the extraot will be lowered* fhe inhibition of the oxygen 
eonsusption at the end of the experiment |180 minutes) was 
only half the inhibition at the thirty minute interral* for 
ex^ ple, when the initial eyanide oonoentratlon was 0*005 M 
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fAMai JIX 
S17SKSIBLE OTIBITIGH BT CTAHIDl 
Initial ©yaalfi® Qom* Inhibition per eent 
Maed on oxygen oonsimption Cpd. disap» 
i^ lar 
30 60 120 180 
mlB. min« mln. mln* 
180 
mln. 
0»005 
0*01* 
65 60 53 30»5 
46 43 
* This brel was stored in 0,01 M oyanide overnight before 
use and some of the oyanlde would be lost under these 
oonditlons. The ayanide oonoentration at the beginning 
of the inoubation is, therefore, questionable. 
Three^hour Ineubations were earried out at pS 7«4 and at 
37*5° 0. OonoentratlcMa of extraots was 10 per eent; sub~ 
strata was 5«08 mioroaoles, 
the inhibition of the oxygen consumption at thirty minutes 
was 65 per oent« oompared ^ith 34 per oent at the thre^-^heur 
interval. Therefore, reversible cyanide inhibition was 
demonstrated in the ease of the deoarboxylase. 
On the other hand. If the oyanide oonoentratlon of ttm 
reaation mixture Is maintained, the per cent inhibition should 
be the saae throughout the experiment. This was aoeomplished 
by using a potassl^ hydroxide^potassium oyanide solution in 
the center well instead of the potassiuta hydroxide. The con­
centration of potassium cyanide in the potassluBi hydroxide 
was suoh that the center well solution was saturated with 
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©yaaMe» and therefore, no eyanlde would be lost from the re­
aotion mixture. The report of Robbie (130) was consulted for 
the oorreot potassium hydroxide-potassium cyanide ratio# The 
Inhibition obtained by the use of this teehnique was fairly 
eonstatnt throughout the reaotion. At the sixty minute inter* 
Taly the inhibition varied from 48 to &5.6 per oent while at 
the end of three hours it varied from 53.0 to 63.1 per oent. 
fable IXO suioiarizes the information obtained in the above 
experiments. 
TAILS HXI 
miBITIOK IS THE PUSEHai Of 
A OOHSTAKT GYARIDl OONCSHTRATIOH 
Initial eyanide Inhibition per oent 
o one * 
Miwd on oxygen oonsmptlon Opd. disap. 
30 60 120 180 180 
molar mln. mln. mln. mln. mln. 
0*00046 38.0 48.0 54*0 53.0 n.2 
0.00046 83.8 65.6 63.0 53.3 72.0 
0.00046 50.3 61.8 64.4 63.1 81.9 
Three hour ineubations were o&rried out at pH &•& and at 
Gm Oonoentration of extraots was 10 per sent. 
Substrate was 5.08 mieromoles of dlhydraxyphenylalanlne. 
The dlfferenoe between these experiments is best shown 
in figure 15 In whleh the data of Table HZ and Table JUl 
are graphieally illustrated. In the experiments with oyanlde 
la? 
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FIGURE 15. CYANIDE INHIBITION 
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is th© o«iit®y well, the curve is fairly flat during the last 
two hours of the inoubation. In the other experiments, the 
eurre fell off rather steeply near the end of the experiment. 
Th© oenter well oyanide maintained the eonoentration in the 
reaotion mixture and, by so doing, maintained the inhibition 
of the deaarboxylase. 
fhe previous ©xp©ri®ent8,eBiploying eyanide in the oenter 
well and hydroxytyramine as the substrate, demonstrated a 
very high inhibition of the diphenolio disappearance but, at 
the same time, exhibited a eomparatively low inhibition of 
th© oaiygen oonsumption (Table XXIX)# If the oyanide inhibi­
tion was reversible, as has been shown with the deearboxylase, 
this probably oould be demonstrated by adding oyanide to the 
extrasts and allowing this oyanide to distill into the potas-» 
aim hydroxide in the oenter well. This would allow a fairly 
high ooneentration of eyanide to be present during the early 
part of th© reaotion, but the distillation of oyanide into 
the potassium hydroxide would gradually reduce this ooiioea~ 
tration and so exhibit reversible inhibition. Three initial 
oonoentrations of oyanide were employed — 0.0008, 0.005 and 
0.01 M — and the inhibition of the oxygen oonsuaption and 
th© Inhibition of the diphenolio disappearanee at th© 30 
minute and 180 minute intervals are sumarised in Table XIZXI. 
1&9 
TABU! XXZII 
CYANIDS MIBITION 
WOT HfDROrriTKAMINl AS THE SUBSTBATl 
Gyaald# lahibitioa por oent 
30 minutefl 
Oxygen Opd* 
ooQsiiSptloii disap* 
ISO oiButes 
Oxygen Opd, 
dojisiimptioii disap. 
molar 
0.0008 21.6 n.B S&.4 6.4 
0.005 £6.0 30.8 23.3 43.7 
0.01 14.3 47.8 27.0 41. S 
Sabstrate was 5.08 mloromoles hydroxytyramine. 
At the low oyanlde oonoentratioa (0.0006 M) the inhibi­
tion of the oxygea eonsymption was slightly higher than the 
diphenolio disappearanoe at both the 30 and 180 minute 
Intenrals. It is evident that at the low oonoentratiom the 
eyanide does not appreoiably affeot the diphenolio disappear-
aiioe* Altho\igh the higher eyanide oonoentrations (0*005 and 
0,01 M) did not inerease the inhibition of the oxygen oon* 
smptiont the inhibition of the diphenolio disappearanoe 
ms iaoreased to 43.7 and 41.2 per oent. Therefore, increas­
ing the oyanide oonoentration affeoted only the diphenolio 
disappearance. *^0 inhibition at the 180 minute interval was 
equal to the inhibition at the 30 minute interval, therefore, 
reversible inhibition was not demonstrated. 
At this point of the disoussion, the inhibition obtained 
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by semioarbazide should be re-emphasized. Even when the ©on­
sen trat ion with semioarbazide was reduced from 0*05 to 0.005 M, 
the inhibition of the diphenolio disappearanoe was not ap-
preoiably lowered. In both oases, the oonoentrations employed 
were n^^re than twioe the oonoentration of the substrate, and 
it is oonoelTable that the aldehyde formed by th© deaminatioa 
is prohibited from further reaotion by reacting with th© 
eyanide ©r the semiearbazide to for® a oyanohydrin or a 
sesioarbazone, respeotively, and that in these eombinations 
the diphenolio groups are isiaan© to further reaotion. How-
ever, the inhibition at a oonoentration of 0.005 M oan not 
be explained on this basis, for it is very possible that 
some of the oyanide and semioarbazide was inaotivated by 
reacting with the extraneous protein in the extraots. If 
a more highly purified enzyme preparation had been arail-
able, i^rhaps a muoh lower inhibitor oonoentration would 
have prodused the same effeot. 
Derivatiires of isopropyl amine have been shown to aot as 
ocapetitive inhibitors in the amine oxidase reaotion* These 
mines have the amino group on the ^ -oarbon atcaa and, al-
thou^ they oompete with the substrate for the ensysie, they 
are not oxidised by the amine oxidase, Th© over-all effect 
is to reduoe the oonoentration of the substrate in contact 
with the enzyims, fhis is evidenoed by a reduced oxygen ooa-
sui^tion. Allea and Heegaard (7?) have used ^ -amino ootane 
ISl 
tOT this purpose witb exoeXlent results and, aa this oompouhS 
wsls readily aTailable, an experiiMUt it^as deaigned to dater-
mi&« whether or not deamlQation must ooeur before the disa]^ * 
pearaaoe of the diphaholio groups. The ^ *amiao oataae was 
used to inhibit the amine oxidase with both l.-3,4-dihydroxy-
phenylalanine and hydroxytjrreffiiine as substrates. The 
hydroxytyramine experiment was inserted to eliminate the 
possibility of the ^ -amine inhibiting the decarboxylase, 
and» by so doling lead to a misinterpretation of the data 
obtained, for previous results have indioated that if the 
decarboxylase was blocked araine oxidation would not ooour. 
When the aiaiae oxidase is inhibited with ^ l-asiino octane, 
the reaction responsible for the disappearance of the dlphe-
nolle portion of the amino acid is also inhibited to about 
the saae extent (fable XXXIII). At a ^ -amino octane con­
centration of 0.004 M the inhibition of both the oxygen con­
sumption and diphenolic disappearance, when the amino acid was 
the substrate, was between 59.5 and 68.5 per cent. When 
hydroxytyramine was the substrate, the inhibition of the oiqr-
gen coasumption was comparable with the above while the 
inhibition of the diphenolic disappearance was 49.8 per 
cent. Therefore, the deamination probably occurs before the 
diphenolic groups will be affected to any extent. 
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TABLE XXXIII 
IHHIBITIOir OF THji METABOLISM OF i-3,4-l!lHtDH02y-
mmtLAUMIME AMD iiYDEOX?TYEMIINl M ^-IMIKO-OOTANS 
lahibitox Oxygen Opd, lotliibltlon 
ooasumptlon di8ep« 
Oxygen Cpd* 
Basal Exoess oonsumptlon disap. 
molar yW-l. yul. /cmoles i^ r oent per eent 
Ixperiment 1^ 
0.000 3S.2 43.5 3.67 
0.004 30.9 17.6 1.25 59.5 65.9 
0.016 30.4 8.8 0.83 79.8 77.4 
Sxperlment 2^ 
0.000 SI.2 57.6 3.44 
0.004 23.3 19.3 1.09 66.5 68.3 
Sxperiiaent 3*» 
0*000 21.2 54.3 3.85 
0*004 23.3 17.6 1.92 67.6 49.8 
a substrate warn 1-3,4-diiiydroxyplienylalanlne (5*08 mloromoles). 
b Substrate was Hydroxytyramine (5.08 mioromlea). 
Inoubatlons were oarried out at pii 6.8 and at 37.5° 0., witb 
an extraot oonoentratlon of 10 per oent. 
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!• Iffeet of Dialysis on the Activity of the 
Kidney Extract 
With but one exception in previous investigations the 
dialysis of tissue extracts did not reduce the activity either 
of the decarboxylase or of the ^ine oxidase. The one excep* 
tion was the more recent note by Green (85) which states that 
a four-day dialysis against a dilute aiamonia solution inac­
tivated the decarboxylase. However, the systeux involved in 
the disappearance of the diphenolic nucleus was the object of 
this investigation and a study of tie effect of dialysis on 
this system ms initiated* In the first series^ kidney ex* 
tracts contained in a cellophane sac were dialyzed at refrig­
erator temperatures against distilled water for 3, 5, IE and 
48 hours and at various pH*s, The results, as summarized in 
Table IXSIT, show that, except at pH 4.0 where the activity was 
completely lost in both the stored and dialyzed extracts, 
the dialysis did not cause any reduction in the oxygen con­
sumption or diphenolic disappearance. On the contrary the 
activity increased after dialysis* Apparently the dialysis 
removed at least one sabstanoe which inhibited both the 
caygen consumption and the diphenolic disappearance. To 
test this hypothesis the dialyzate was added to both stored 
and dialyaed brei. The processing of the dialyzate involved 
concentration, ^  vacuo, under a carbon dioxide atmosphere 
and at a temperature not exceeding 50O 0. The dialyzate was 
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XXXIV 
BFFEGT OF DIALYSIS AQAlflST DISTILLEP WAfEl 
OH ms ACTr/ITY OF THE KIDNEY IXmCTS 
Goaditians Aotlvlty of tbe extmots 
of dialysis 
1^ fins Exoess oxjgen Oompoimd 
0 oxiamp t i o XI di sappearanae 
Stored Dialyzed Stored Dialyzed 
hrs. ytfl. per oent 
of stored 
yu^moles per oent 
of stored 
7.4 48 18.4 149.0 1.00 149.0 
?.4 12 72.6 101.0 3.82 108.0 
7,4 6 68.4 93,8 3.63 103.0 
7.4 6 58.0 85,9 3.60 75.0* 
7.4 6 48.8 124.0 2,92 111.0 
6.0 12 5E.0 109.0 2.95 118.0 
5.0 3 12.8 134.0 1.08 85,0 
4,0 3 09.0 000,0 0,00 000.0 
* In this inoubation the dialyzed extract was stored in a 
more dilute form than the stored brei. This may have 
aooounted for the reduction of aetivlty# 
The inoubations were oarried out at 37,5® 0, and at pH 
7.4. 
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reduoed to about 2 ml. and then diluted with a few milli-
litez-s of distilled water until 0*5 ml. was equivalent to 
1 ml, of the original eztraot, After the pH had been adjusted 
to 6.8, 0.5 ml* of this oonoentrate was added to 1 ml* of 
the normal and dialyzed extraots* as is shown in Table XXX7 
the dial^Eiate aetually Inhibited both the oxygen eonsumption 
and diphenolle disappearance. The oxygen oonsimption of the 
stored extract plus the dialyzate was 58*3 to 81.9 per oent 
of that of the stored extract while the diphenolie disappear-
anse was from 72.8 to 95,6 per oent of the stored extract. 
The dialyzed extract did not exhibit such a marked difference 
but the activity of the dialyzed plus the dialyzate was 
less than that of the dialyzed brel. 
Other investigators have removed copper from enzyme 
systems of the polyphenol oxidase type by dialyzing their 
preparations against cyanide. Since both cyanide and sodiiaa 
diethyldithlocarbacaate reduced the activity of the extracts, 
the preparations were dialyzed against solutions of these 
reagents in an attempt to reduce the activity of the extracts* 
If a dialyzable metal group, such as copper, was a prosthetic 
group, it should be removed by this process, concentrations 
of 0.01 M and 0.001 M were employed and the results of these 
experiments are summarized in fable JXMlm Dialysis against 
a water solution of both reagents resulted in an increase in 
activity as measured by the oxygen consumption and diphenolic 
disappearance. These results are comparable with the results 
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TAHLS XSXy 
IfFlOT of DIALY?;ATE on THS AGTIVITY of DIALY2$I> 
and stosid kidhsy sxtmgts 
Szperiamnt Aotivity of Ixtraot 
IxoGss oxygen Oonpouad 
oonsumptioa disappearanoe 
Stored Dialyzed Stored Dialyzed 
/lAl. per eent yu^molee per cent 
of of 
stored stored 
Stored extract plus dlalyzate 
1 68.4 81.9 3.63 88.2 
£ 48.8 79.5 g.9S 95.6 
3 72.6 63.8 3.8g 89.8 
4 74.1 52.3 £.49 72.8 
Dialyzed extraot plus dlalyzate 
§ 64.3 87.8 3.75 90.8 
6 60.4 86.7 5.25 96.0 
7 73.8 88.1 4.14 92.2 
The i&eubatlDxis were earried oat at ?«4 and at 
37«5® 0, The dlalyzate had praotieally ao effeot on 
tlie oxidation of the substrate In boiled extraota or 
in phosphate buffer under similar eonditions* 
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TABLE urn 
SFfEOf Of DIAUSIS AGAINST GYAKIDS AND SODIUM DlSTHfL-
DITHIOGARBAKATl OK THE AOTIVITT OF iCIDNKT EXTBACTS 
Conditions of Dialysis 
pH Tlm« Beagent 
hrs,* 
O-IS*"^  Potaesiim 
oyanide 
7.4 3-9 Potassium 
eyajiide 
(0.01 M) 
7.4 4-g 
6,8 4-4 
Activity of Ixtraet 
Sxoess oxygen Gtmpound 
oonsumption disappearanoe 
Stored Dialyzed Stored Dialyzed 
1^, per oent yu.moles per oent 
of 
stored 
of 
stored 
57.6 
52.0 
35.8 
Sodium diethy1-
ditbiooarbamate 38.4 
(0.001 M) 
109.0 
123.0 E.95 1^ 4.0 
157.8 £.85 181.3 
139.0 2.47 lEO.O 
164.0 2.47 144,0 6.8 4-4 diethyl- 33,4 dithiooarbamate (0.01 M) 
* First number represents the number of hours dialyzed against 
reagent and the second namber represents the number of hours 
dialyzed against distilled water. 
** Sxtraot doataining 0.01 M potassium eyanide uas dialysed 12 
hours against distilled water* 
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obtaiaed hy dialysis against distilled water* Dialysis against 
distilled water, oyanide and sodium diethyldithiooarbamate did 
not reduo® the aetivity of the system, 
F, Effect of Hydrogen Peroxide on 
the Substrate Disappearanoe 
fhe lack of agpreement between the oxygen oonsumption, 
li^onla formation and diphenolie disappearance together with 
the results of the inhibitor experiments suggested a pathfwy 
other than oxidation by ateospherio oxygen as the method by 
whiQh the 3,4-«dihydroxybonEene group was disappearing from 
the extraets during the incubation period. Yarious investi­
gators hare demonstrated the production of hydrogen peroxide 
when an aliphatio amine is deaminated by amine oxidase. In 
order to further test the possibility of oxidation by oxygen 
as the oause of the disappearanoe of the diphenolia nuoleus, 
oxidation of the amino aoid by the hydrogen peroxide formed 
was ini^estigated. Two approaches, one employing d»amino 
aoid oxidase and a suitable substrate| and another employing 
competing substrates, were designed to investigate the pos­
sibility of a hydrogen peroxide effeot. 
3- Sffedt o£ d-aaino aoid oxidase 
d«>iimino aoid oxidase in the presence of a suitable 
strate — in this case, djlj-methionine — will produce hydro-
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gea peroxide aeoordiag to the following oTer-all reaotioa 
(131): 
H 
I 
I 
GOOH 
O2 
R 
I 
C=HH 
I 
GOOH 
H2O2 
KgO 
oatalase 
H 
I 
G=0 
I 
GOOH 
+ HH3 
^ H20 + iO£ 
The hydrogen, peroxide is then deoomposed by the oatalas© 
present and the oxygen, which is nornially returned to th© at­
mosphere of the flask, may aot on any easily oxidiaed material 
present. If hydrogen peroxide is responsible for the disap-
pearamoe of the dlphenolio nuoleus, it jshould reaot with added 
jL-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalantne and by so doing inorease the 
oxygen ©onaxjsption of the system and reduoe the sBBOunt of 
unreaeted amino acid as shown by the Arnow test. 
fhe d-amlno aoid oxidase extract was prepared from 
aoetone-desioeated lamb kidney tissue furnished by Speeter 
il3E): 
"The active enzyme extract was most readily obtain­
able l^om desiooated kidney tissue* Sesicoation was 
asgoapllshed thro\igh the procedure of Hegleia eind 
BriMBel £ri33j7 which iavolfed homogenization of 
ground kidney cortex with acetone. After su8pen<» 
sion of the filtered material in a second ciuantity 
of acetone, the desiccated tissue was refiltored and 
carefully freed from acetone. The final drying oirer 
phosphorus pentoxide in a vacutm desiccator gave a 
light fine powder which could be stored, when tightly 
stoppered, in the oold." 
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for the pxirpose of this experiment 10 gm, of the above 
aoetoa® desiooated enzyme preparation were ground in a mortar 
with the gradual addition of 400 ml, of 0.015 M pyrophosphate 
buffer ij41 8.3)^  The resulting extract was stored at 58® 0. 
for forty-five minutes* The extract was then oooled, oen-
trifugsd and the supernatant poured through gauze. fh« 
extract was adjusted to pH 3«8 and used isiraediately. 
Throe experiments were designed to test the effeot of 
the hydrogen peroxide formed in the d-amino acid oxidase 
reftotion on j5,-3,4-dihydroayphenylalanine. 
fhe first demonstrated the effeot of the d-*amino acid 
oxidase oa 1-3,4-dlhydroxyphenylalanine; this ©xperiiaent 
was a control experiment in that it measured any extraneous 
oxidations occurring during the reaction, The second il­
lustrated the effeot of the enzyme on d,l-methionine. The 
d;-amino acid was a normal substrate and this was a noraal 
reaction for this enzyme. In this case, the hydrogen per­
oxide would be deeoiapo^d by the oatalase present and the 
oxygen not used for extraneous oxidation returned to the 
atmosphere of the flask. The third experii^nt demonstrated 
the effect of hydrogen peroxide forcied in the deamination 
of the ^ jy-aethionine on dihydroxyphenylalanine. In this 
experiseat equimolar ataounts of both d,l;-methionine and 
dihydroxyphenylalanine v.eie added to the ^-araiao acid oxidase 
preparation. 
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fhe results of these experiments are sumarized in 
Table XXTTII, The aMltion of d-amino acid oxidase had so 
TABLE XXSyil 
EFFECT OF d-AMIHO ACID OXIDiLSE ON THE 
STABILITY 0F~l*»3,4-DIHn)R0X5rH£lim,ALAHINS 
Substrate Amonia Opd« 
fon^tion disap. 
1-3,4-Dihydroxy 
phenylalanine 
^jjL-msthionine 
1-3 ^ 4»»d ihy droxy^  
"" phenylalanine 
and 
d^jL-methionine 
Oxygen oonsumption 
^sal Ixoess 
.1. 1^« yutatoms ^atoma yaffloles 
10.8 
10,8 
10,8 
0,0 
g2.6 
0.00 
2.01 
1,98 
0,00 
1,85 
1.85 
0,22 
0,00 
0.23 
Substrate oonoentrationa were 5.08 miororaoles j.-3,4-dihydroxy-
phenylalanine and 5*08 micromoles j^j^-aethionine, Ineubatioas 
were ©arried out in pyrophosphate buffer at pH 6,8 and at 
37.5^ 0, Oonoentration of d-amino oxidase preparation was 
0,025 per ml, 
effeet on the l-3,4-dihydroxyphf»nylelanine either in the 
presenoe of ^ J.<-ffiethionine or when the d,l-aethionine was 
absent, A -rery slight amount (0.22 mioromoles) of l^ «-3,4-
dihydroxyphenylalanine — no more than would be expeoted in 
a boiled extract — disappeared when the oombined araino aoids 
were ineubated with the d-amino aoid oxidase. However, a 
oomparable aaount disappeared when only the ^ -3,4-dlhydroxy-
phenylalanine was present. The oxygen oonsumption was the 
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same with and without the 2.-3j4-dihydroxyphQnylalanine and 
the aiaaoaia produoad was in fair agreement with the mioro-
atoms of oxygen oonsuaed- The presenoe of oatalase in the 
^-amino aoid preparation was indicated by the agreement 
between the oxygen oonsuaption and ammonia formed, for if 
eatalase had been absent, the oxygen oonaumption would hav# 
been approxii^tely doubled, 
^erefore, hydrogen peroxide, either by itself or in 
the presenoe of oatalaae, was not responsible for the dis* 
appearano# of the diphenolic radioal of the l«3,4-dihydro3Ey-
phenylalanine* 
2. Yhe effect of oompetina substrates 
In order to test the hydrogen peroxide effect further, 
competing substrates •- substrates capable of producing 
hydrogen peroxide in excess of that formed by the action of 
the amine oxidase on 1-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine or hydroxy-
tyramine — were employed# 
Blasohfco, et al (SB) and Alles and Heegaard (75) have 
demonstrated the aotivity of amine oxidase on yarious amines 
and, from the many oooipounds cited, jg;-butyl amine and tyraaine 
were selected for use in the following expeiimeuts to study 
the effect of hydrogen peroxide on the metabolism of j^ -3,4-
dihydroxyphenylalanine by extracts of guinea-pig kidney. An 
examination of the results obtained by adding the above com­
pounds to a normal reaction, in which jL'-3,4-dihydroxyphenyl-
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alaai&e was present^ led to the oonoluaioa that the hydrogen 
peroxide formed does not aot either on the amino aoid or on 
the deoomposition products of the amino aoid formed ia the 
reaotion* The results are suarmarized ia "Dable XXX?III« In 
the presenoe of n^butylamine the diphenolio disappearanoe was 
inhibited; 14 per oent when 13.7 mioromoles of amine were 
present, and 18 per oent when 27,4 mioroaoles of the amine 
were present. The oxygen oonsumption was also reduced from 
59.6 to 42.9 microliters with 13.7 micromoles of amine and 
from 59.6 to 39.7 microliters when E7,4 mioromoles of amine 
were present. As n-butylamine was a competing substrate, a 
reduction in the diphenolio disappearance would be expected 
for the activity of n-butylamine as a substrate is very low. 
In order that % large quantity of hydrogen peroxide would 
be formed, tyramine, which is of the same order of activity 
as hydroxytyramine, was used. Again a decrease in the sub­
strate disappearance was noted in spite of the fact that the 
oxygen consumption was almost three times as great during the 
three-hour incubation period. In this case, the hydrogen 
peroxide formed by the action of the amine oxidase appeared 
to have either no positive effect on the diphenolio radical 
of the amino acid or no appreciable effect on the product 
formed from the amino aoid by the decarboxylase or the amine 
oxidase. 
In the presence of cyanide the decarboxylase is inhibited 
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TABUS XXS7III 
IfFEOT OF COMPSTIHG SUi^TEATES OH !mi MSmSOLISM OF j^.3,4«DIByDR0Xri®lBnfLALANIirE BY KIDJFEY UTIAOTS 
Competing 
substrate 
o^ess 
oxygen 
oonsamption 
Cpd» 
dlsap* 
Koae 
a-Butylamlc® 
"* (13.7 moles) 
n-Butylamlae 
"" IE7.4 moles) 
1, moles 
Ixperiment 1 
59.6 3.70 
42.9 3.18 
39*7 3.04 
iQhibitioxi 
per oeat 
14.0 
18.0 
Hone 
fyraaia® 
(10.16 moles) 
Iscperiment £ 
55.3 3.87 
114.5 3.30 14.8 
Tlie per oeat iabiibitioii ealoulated from the analysis 
ean be oonsidered oorreot beeause tke substaaoes used 
aa oompeting substrates will not respond to the Arnow 
test, 
laoubations were carried out at pli &,8 and at 37.5® G« 
Gonoentration of extracts was 10 per cent. 
Substrate was 5.08 mioroiaoles dihydroxypbenylalaaine. 
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but the aotiYlty of the amine oxidase is not affected. This 
suggested another experiment whiah would indicate whether or 
not hydrogen peroxide had any effect on the amino acid* The 
reaotion was carried out in the presence of butylamine or 
tyramine and correlated with identical reactions in the 
presence of cyanide. The per cent inhibition should be of 
the same order if the hydrogen peroxide is not effective ia 
oxidizing the dihydroxyphenylalanine. Such a series of 
experiments are suiamarized in fable XXXIX» There is no 
appreciable difference in the per cent inhibition of the 
diphenolic disapi«arano® even in the case when tyramine is 
present* %e high oxygen consimption when tyramin© was 
present is indicative of appreciable hydrogen peroxide forma­
tion; 89,3 microliters of oxygen were consuisfid in the pres­
ence of the cyanide inhibited reaotion when tyraiaine was 
added. Therefore, the hydrogen peroxide forBied as an action 
of the araine oxidase on the amine was not causing the dis­
appearance of the dihydroxy group of the amino acid. 
Gr, Effect of Titamln Q and Aniline on the 
Activity of the Kidney Extracts 
The elimination of oxidation as the means by which the 
diphenolic value is reduced has been tasted in the previous 
sections. These indications have been based, for the most 
part, on the faut that enough oxygen wae not consumed to 
account for both the amine oxidation and the oxidation of 
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TABLE XXXIX 
EFFECT OF THE HYDROOSK PSKOXIDS 
PBO0CJO1D BSr GOMPITIHG 3UBSTMTES 
Potassium Bzosas Cpd. Inhibition 
oyanide oxygen disap* 
oonsumption* 
jjHm ytiBioles per cent 
Substrate - jL-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine, 5,08 aioro-
moles*" 
55»3 3.87 
4 20.4 0.70 81.9 
Substrate * ^•3,4~dihydroxyphenylalanin©, 5.08 mioro-
moles - butylamine, 27.4 mioromoles 
55.4 3.e0 
+ 18.9 0.87 75.1 
Substrate - l.-3,4-dilEiydroxypfaenylalanine, 5.08 mioro-
moles'*"-' tyramine, 10.16 mioroaoles 
155.6 3.30 
+ 89.3 0.71 78*5 
* Excess oxygen, in this ease, was oxygen in excess 
of the normal control reaction for it was not 
possible, under the conditions used, to determine 
the per cent of reaction due to each substrate. 
The incubations were carried out at pB 6.8 and at 
37.5® 0. Concentration of the extracts was 10 per 
cent. Potassium cyanide was 0.00046 M. 
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the ring portion of th® amino acid. If oxidation of the ring 
did ooQur, probably the first step would be the formation of 
the _o-(|uinone from the amino aoid» Two methods were employed 
to test for the possible formation of the quinone: (1) the 
addition of vitamin 0 to reduce the quinone formed to th® di-
hydroxy form and (2) the addition of aniline to raaot with 
the quinone and reaiove it from the reaotion, 
Sffeot of •vitamin 0 
AsoorbiQ aoid has been used by Qreen and Biohter {134^ 
a&d Holtz, «t al (45) to prevent extraneous oxidation ia 
oxidations of the phenol oxidase typ©« The asoorbio aoid is 
a readily reduoed substance and will keep the easily oxidized 
3,4-dihyd3roxy oompounds in the dihydroxy form. 
If the quinone formed is constantly being reduoed to the 
dihydroxy form this should maintain the dihydroxy oompound 
at the expense of vitamin G. The oxygen consumption would 
remain th© same or probably increase because of the large 
amount of dihydroxy compoiind available for the reaction. 
The total result should be the oxidation of the vitamin G 
and the mainteneuice of the 3,4-dihydroxypheiiyl portion of 
the amino aoid. 
High concentrations of ascorbic aoid (Q«01S and 0.030 M) 
were employed to be sure adequate ascorbic acid would bo 
present throughout the reaction* In spite of the high 
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001190X1 tration of asoorbla aold, 2.S6 and 2,35 mioromoXes of 
the amino aold disappeared (Table XL) and the oontents of 
th© flasks were not disoolored* Therefore, oxidation to 
the o-quinone was probably not a step in the diphenolio 
disappearanoe* 
sttA ttt 1? TT IAi3Aa.a jkX» 
A0TIVI1T OF KIDIJSt EXfRf^CTS IH IKE PRESIIIGI OF 
HI® OOHOMTBATIONS OF ASGOBBIO AG ID 
ABOorbi© aold 
done* 
0,016 
0.030 
PH 
6,8 
6,8 
Inhibition 
Oxygen 
oonsimptlon 
per oent 
37.3 
51.3 
per cent 
38.7 
41.3 
Opd. 
dlsap. 
^moles 
3.36 
E.26 
Sff^ot Of Aniline 
Siohter (135) noted that the action of the oateohol 
oxidase of potatoes was subjeot to an inhibition v?hieh he 
oonoluded was oaused by the product of the reaction, the o~ 
quinone. To test this hypothesis, he added aniline which 
would reaot with the £->quiaone and so remove the product of 
the oateohol oxidase reaction. The addition of 0.05 M 
aniline apparently removed the quinone, for the oxygen oon-
sumption was inoreased and the reaction proceeded on the 
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eipeoted oouree, Blehter also used o-phenyleneaiaraine and 
obtained similar results, la Tiew of Hiohter*s suooess, 
aniline was used to test the possibility of quinone formation 
in the l.-3,4-dihydroxypheaylalanine reaotion under considera­
tion. Aniline, at oonoentrations of 0,0E5 and 0*05 M, was 
employed. These oonoentrations were five and ten times the 
substrate oonoentration and therefore were in considerable 
ezoess. The result was an inhibition of the oxygen oonsump-
tion at both ooneentrations (Table XU); 11 per oent for the 
TABLI XLI 
METABOLISM OF i-3,4-i)IHn3E0XyFHi^ML4!IINl 
m KiDNSY BXTIIIGTS m m& PKISSNOI OF uim 
OOKGMTEATIOIS Of IKILINE 
Aniline pH Inhibition 
oono. 
Oxygeja 
aonsumption 
molar per oent 
0»025 6,8 11,0 
0,050 6.8 46,1 
0«0B5 M aniline and 46,1 per oent for the 0,05 M aniline. 
The most that oan be said for these experioisnts is that, if 
Hiohter's hypothesis is oorreot, the oxygen eonsimption in 
this experiment was probably not due to the formation of the 
o-qulnone for that would have resulted in an iaoreased oxygen 
eonsuaption. Unfortunately, this high oonoentration of 
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anill&e interfered with the Arnoiv test and no appreoiahle 
differeaae was obserTed between lUtie ooatrol and experimental 
metaphosphario extracts. The same was true of the standard 
analyses. Therefore, the diphenolio values oould not b® ob­
tained. 
Em Ooajugation and Biphenolio Bisappearanoe 
Goajtigation Ims been demonstrated to be a means by whioh 
pheaolia«-> and oatoohollo»type oompounda are exoreted by the 
iataet animal. Reeently, BeMeio, et al (136} and Bernheim 
and Bernheim (13'?') have demoastrated ooajugation by ^ploying 
the sliee teehalque^ but th€^ were unable to demonstrate a 
similar reaction in tissi^ extraots. The evidence presented 
in the previous experiments of this study haa iadieated that 
oxidation was probably not important in the diphenolie die-
appearance and, as conjugation was a possibility, the jaeta-
phosplwrio aoid filtrates were tested for the presence of 
coajugates* Many investigators have demonstrated the 
presence of conjugates of diphenolio compounds by hydro-
lysing such coajtigates found in the urine of experimental 
animals, and such a hydrolysis has resulted in increasing 
the recovery of the diphenolio compounds by as much as 50 
^er cent. 
la Sxperiiaents 1 and 2 of this series, 2 ml. of 0»5 M 
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hydroohlorio aoid were added to 1 ml. of the metaphosphorio 
aoid filtrate and the resulting solution placed in a boiling 
water bath for one hour* The necessary control — a similaj? 
amount of filtrate not subjeoted to heat traataient — 
was also oarried through the determination. At the end of 
the hour, 3 al. of distilled water, 2 ml. of the Arnow 
Reagent and 2 ml. of 1.0 H sodiua hydroxide were added, 
fhe resulting solutions were compared in the Klett-Suiamerson 
photoelectric colorimeter. Siperiment 3 of the series was 
carried through a similar heat treatment with a higher con­
centration of hydrochloric acid to make sure that the hydro­
chloric aoid concentration was high enough to insure hydrol­
ysis, One ml. of 5.0 H hydrochloric acid was added to 4 ml, 
of metaphosphorio acid filtrate and placed in a boiling 
water bath for thirty minutes. One ml. was then analyzed 
by the Arnow teat. The results of these experiments, as 
suBEaarized in Table XLII, demonstrate no appreciable differ­
ence between the Klett-SuBsaerson readings of the hydrolyzed 
and unheated samples. If all the diphenolic value which had 
disappeared in the reaction had been recovered, the readings 
should have been between 160 and 165, and the very small 
increase encountered may be taken as fairly conclusive evi­
dence that the diphenolic disappearance was not the result 
of conjugation. 
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TABLl XLII 
ATTSMPT TO DEMONSTRATE PRESENCE OF A COHJUGATl 
m aiPLOYIHG AOID BYDFOLYSIS 
Sample Aaalytioal oontrol 
Klett-
Suiaaerson Differenoe 
readings 
Oontrol 48 
Sxperis@ntal 106 
Hydrolyzed 
Klett-
Suifflaerson Differenoe 
readings 
Experiment 1* 
58 
52 
114 
&g 
Control 47 
Bzperimental 98 
Sxperiinsnt 
51 
48 
102 
54 
Oontrol 2 
Ixperimental 58 
Sxperiment 3 
56 
3 
63 
60 
* The eontrols and experimentals in these experiments are 
high beoaus© they are not eorreoted for a reagent blank, 
Sxperiment 3 has been oorreoted for the reagent blank. 
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X* Jraotion&tion 
The isolation and purlfioation of the enzymes iavolved 
la metabolic prooesses is one of the primary aims in any 
Investigation of a metabolio prooess. If suooessful, the 
isolated system oan be studied with no interfering side re-
aotions and, in many eases, stable and very aotive prepara­
tions have been prepared. Usually these investigations have 
followed the olassio line of aiiiiaonium sulfate fractionation 
and isoeleotri© separations. Therefore, fraotionation ®z-
periments were undertaken in this investigation in an attempt 
to prepare e eoneentrated enzyme preparation and to aoaom-
plish this the eactraots were subjected to aramoniua sulfate 
fraotionation and isoeleotrio preoipitation. 
In the first series, the fraotlons insoluble in 50 per 
oent and 100 per oent ammonium sulfate were separated and 
then the fraotion insoluble in 50 per oent amraoniua sulfate 
was further fraotionated by isoeleotrio preoipitation, The 
actual procedure was as follows: One volume of saturated 
ammonium sulfate was added to one volme of kidney extracts 
(0.4 @a. per ml.), and the resulting solution allowed to 
stand one and one-half hour in the refrigerator. At the end 
of this period the resulting solution was filtered with suc­
tion until the cake was alraost dry. Three hours were neces­
sary for this filtration. The moist cake was dissolved in 
15 ml. of distilled water and dialyz-ed 27 hours against 0,01 
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M phosphate buffer 6,8) to free the extract of aiamonluia 
ions. The TOlume of this dialyzed eactraot was dilated with 
0,1 M phosphate buffer to the volxime of the original kidaey 
ejEtraot and the resultisg solution adjusted to pH &.8. This 
solution was designated as fraction I. 
Tq the filtrate from the above precipitation enou^ 
aumoniuM sulfate was added to saturate the solution and the 
mtxture was allowed to stand for three-quarters of an hour 
in the refrigerator. At the end of this time the solution was 
filtered with suction. The moist oakd was dissolved in 12 ml. 
of distilled water and dialyzed for 26 hours against 0.01 M 
phosphate buffer to free the extract of ammonium ions. At 
the end of this time the preimration was diluted to the 
origiml Tolua® of the extract with 0,1 M phosphate buffer 
and adjusted to pH 6.8. This was designated as fraction II. 
The activity of fractions I and II was tested in the 
usual manner and all the activity was concentrated in frac­
tion I. Fraction I caused 48.0 per cent of the diphenolic 
groups to disappear. In an attempt to further concentrate 
the activity, the of fraction I was adjusted to pH 5,5 
and centrifuged isMediately. The clear liquid layer was 
decanted, made up to the required volume with 0,1 M phosphate 
buffer and adjusted to 6.8, This fraction was designated 
as fraction I-B, The precipitate was dissolved in 0,1 M 
phosphate buffer and made up to the same volume as fraction 
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I-B. the pH was adjusted to 6,8 and this ftraotion was desig­
nated as I-A, A test of the activity of these fraotiocs 
demonstrated that fraotion I-A was veiy slightly aoti-ye 
C7«8 per sent diphenolio disappearance) whereas fraction 
I-B was totally inactive. 
The pH of 5,5 used in the isoelectric separation of 
Fraction X may have been low enough to cause appreciable 
destruction of this enzyme systems. Therefore, a determina­
tion of the effect of the exposure of the 'Kidney extracts to 
hydrogen-ion concentrations far removed from the conditions 
of incubation (pH 6,8) was undertaken. At room temperature, 
extracts were adjusted to 6,0 and pH 5,0, allowed to re-
laain at these pH*s for five minutes and then adjusted to 
6,8 for incubation, fhe activity of the extract, exposed 
to 6,0, was not appreciable affected but the activity of 
the extract, adjusted to |£[ 5,0, was reduced to less than 
one-half that of the untreated extract (fable XLIII), An­
other such treatment of a longer duration, in which the ex­
tracts were adjusted to pH 5,0 and pH 4,0 and allowed to 
remain under these conditions for three hours in the refrig­
erator, demonstrated an even greater loss of activity* fhe 
extract adjusted to ifla 5,0 was only about one-fourth as 
active while the extract exposed to pH 4,0 exhibited a com­
plete loss of activity. It was evident that considerable 
inactivation of the extract was experienced at pH 5,0 but 
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TABLE XLIII 
IFFEGT Of ISPOSUBI TO VAKIOUS HTDEOaM ION 
GOHGSHTMTIOHS OH THE AOTIYITY OF THS KIBHH EXTMGTS 
I® Ixtraot 
oono. 
Oxygen 
oonsmption 
0/Dp O/De Opd. 
diaap 
.^/ol* 
Basal 
jjX* 
Ixoess 
jJX* 
Ixp^iment 1* 
per oe] 
e«8 0.17 S6.4 58.0 1.02 1.33 76.3 
6.0 0.1? S8.9 56.7 0.99 1.50 66.1 
5.0 0.17 23.6 15.8 
Experiment 
0.28 
2** 
0.89 31.3 
5,0 0.125 7.4 IS.8 0.22 1.08 21.3 
4.0 0.125 6.1 1.8 0.00 0.00 00.0 
* The extraots were adjusted to 5.0 and pH 6.0, allowed 
to remain at these pH*s for five minutes and then ad-
Justed to ^  6.8 for analysis, 
** The extraots were stored in the refrigerator for three 
hours at ^  5«0 and 4*0y then adjusted to pH 6*6 for 
analysis. 
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that at jM 6»0 the activity was only slightly diminished* 
Another series of anmonium sulfate and isoeleotrio 
separations were attempted in whioh the time neoessary to 
oomplete the operation was reduced by eliminating the tia® 
neoessary to teat the aotivity of fraction I, !^e pH of thi® 
isoeleotrio separation was also raised from pfi 5,5 to pH 6.0 
in order to avoid the loss of activity noted above, Th® ao-
tual procedure was as follows: One voliuae of saturated 
aimonim sulfate was added to one volume of a kidney extraet 
(0«4 pEi, per ml*). This mixture was allowed to stand in the 
refrigerator tor two hours and then filtered with suction. 
Two hours were neoessary to filter this solution# Tlie resi­
due was dissolved in 10 ml. of distilled water and dialyzed 
B9 hours against 0.01 M phosphate buffer until free of am­
monium ions. The dialyzed portion was then adjusted to 
6.0 and oentrifuged. The supernatant was diluted to the vol-
tsm of the origiaal extract and the pH adjusted to 6,0 
(fraction I-BI). The precipitate was dissolved in 0*1 M 
phosphate buffer and diluted to the volume of the original 
extract and the pH adjusted to 6.8 (fraction I-AI). The 
activity of these fractions were tested imiaediately. Frae-
tion I-Al metabolized only 30 per oent and fraction I-BI 
metaboli:sed 6,7 per oent of the amino aeid. 
This activity was still considerably lower than the 65 
to 75 per oent diphenolio disappearance experienced with the 
X58 
fresh extracts^ therefore, an attempt was made to reduce tlbie 
time neoessarj to complete the filtration of the fraotion in­
soluble ia §0 per oent asMonium sulfate« If this ti^ oould 
be reduoed, the extract isould be subjeoted to less exposure 
during the filtration period. To aooomplisb this, the ex­
tract was filtered through a filter paok to remove fragments 
not separated from the extract by centrifuging the hoaogeaate 
prepared in the Waring blendor. However, the use of the jfllter 
pad followed by e^^onim sulfate fractionation resulted in 
a Tery low activity in fraction !• fraction I caused the 
disappearance of only 17#7 per oent of the diphenolic value. 
The extracts when filtered through a filter pack were rela­
tively clear. This removal of the activity by the filter 
pack is in keeping with the work of Kohn who stated that the 
activity of the amine oxidase system is associated with very 
turbid solutions. As the particles taken from the solution 
by the filter paok were distributed throughout a ooasiderable 
portion of the paok, it was not possible to measure the ac­
tivity of these fragments, 
A considerable loss of activity was experienced in the 
awonia sulfate and isoelectric separations. This discour­
aged further attempts at this time to prepare a tissue con­
centrate which had the ability to metabolize the amino acid. 
im 
Sm Hature of the £M Produat 
UltraYloIet ebsofptioa epeotra have heea used rather 
frequeatly in hiolo^loal studies to Illustrate the disappear* 
aaoe of a substrate or to determine the nature of the end 
produots of the reaotion. ^oently, this method has been 
SKployed by Mason (138) in a study of the tyrosinase reae-
tion, and by Fishberg (139) in an inTestigation resulting 
in the identifioation of j^benzoquinoneaaetio aoid in the 
urine of Titamin 0 defioient patients, therefore, to obt&in 
farther data whioh might oonfirm the dihydroxy disappearanoe 
in this investigation a study of the ultraviolet absorption 
of the setaphosphorie extraets was undertaken. For this 
pirpose a Beotoaan speotrophotcsoeter was used, fhe slit-
width limits, within whioh the measurements were made, 
varied from a low of 0.48 isra. for a wave length of 350 silli* 
mierons to S.OO laii. for the lower imve le^ths. for the 
purpose of oomparison the optioal density, D, whioh is 
logj^Q Iq/1 for frtiatever eonditions of oonoentration and 
oell length employed, was used in plotting the data obtained. 
As a basis of reference the ultraviolet absorption of 
0*004 M oateehol and 0»005 M dihydroxyphenylalanine were 
detenalned and as is dwaoastrated in Figure 16 the maximm 
valiM observed at approxiiaately S80 millSaiorons is due to 
the oateehol portion of the dihydroxyphenylalanine. 
The next step in this investigation was a ecmparison of 
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the ehsorptlon of the metapfaosphorio extracts of the ineubated 
samples with the dih^roxyphenylalahine solution* ^e aaaples 
were prepared by dilutii^ 1 al, of the 0*125 H metaphosi^orie 
aoid filtrate to 10 ol, with 0.1 If hydroehlorio aeid. In 
Figure 1? the ourve representing the incubated sample was 
eorreeted for tissue interferenee by subtracting the optieal 
density of the oontrol flask from that of the experimental 
flask. This eliminated the baokground of the tissue extract 
and only the products of dihydroxyphenylalanine metaboliss 
and any unreaoted substrate i^ould be contained in this 
curves The oharaeter of this curve is very different from 
the dihydroxyphenylalanine curve. Tkm maximoa at 280 milli* 
microns has been eliminated and a new maximiyai at S55 -
milliaiarons is evident. Another oaximua at 315 milli­
microns has also appeared* %e analysis of the diphenolie 
disappearance indicated that during the experiment^ from 
which the above data were obtained, 67 per cent of the 
diphenolie value had disappeared from the extract. 
An attoiapt was made to extract the substances respon* 
sible for the ©haracter of the curve of the metaphosphorio 
filtrate of the experixaental flask. Butyl alcohol was chosen 
as the extracting agent. Dihydroxyphenylalanine Is not 
soluble in butyl alcohol and unreaoted dihydroxyphenylalsnimi 
would not be extracted* Hie extraction was accomplished 
shaking 5 ml. of metaphosphorio extract with 5 ml. of bu'^ 1 
alcohol and then separating the layers by centrifugation. 
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Que ml* of %h& butyl aleobol layer was diluted, to 10 ml« 
nitli butyl alQobol for use in the ias trustst* ]^tb tke ooa* 
trol add experisental metapbospborlo filtrates were treated 
ia tbe se^e maaaer and tbe absorption values of tbe eomtrols 
subtraeted from the absorption values of the experimental to 
eliminate the tissue baekground* The outts representing the 
ultraviolet absorption of the butyl aloohol solution is shown 
In Figure 18 and, although the shape of the ourve differs 
somewhat from that obtained with a metaphosphorie aold fil­
trate, in the aotual wave lengths at whieh maxisBiBi absorp­
tion oeeurs, it is siailar# 
fhe butyl aloohol was then removed by vaouuift distilla­
tion and the residue dissolved in 0.1 N hydroshlorio aoid, 
fhe proeedure was as follows: 1?wenty»eight ml^ of meta­
phosphorie aoid filtrate were extraoted five times with 10 
ol* of j|-butyl aloohol. The butyl aloohol extraot was then 
evaporated to dryness under carbon dioxide, lj| vaouo* Tfee 
residue and flask were cleared of any resldml butyl aloohol 
^ repeating the evaporation twice with 10 ml. of distilled 
water and once with 10 ml. of 0*1 H hydroohloric acid» flie 
residt^, when dissolved in SO isal* of 0,1 H hydrochloris aoid, 
did not give a positive Amow test. This is indicative of the 
absence of the 3,4-dihydToxyphonyl group, Tm ml. of the 
above 0,1 K hydrochloric aoid solution were added to BO b1« 
of 0«1 H hydrochloric acid and the absorption of this solu­
tion laeasured in the Beoksan spectrophotometer. Twenty-
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digbt al» of metaphoaphorio aoid filtrate fra® tfc® oontrol 
flask wars treated ia the same manner. 
fhe optieal densities of these solutions were determined 
and the difference between the eantrol and the experimental 
samples are plotted in Figure 19. Values were also obtained 
for the optioal densities of these solutions after adjust* 
sent to 7.0 and jpS 11.6. As shown in Figure 19 the ourfes 
exhibit maxima at approximately 260 millimiorons. AboTe 
300 miUimiorons there is appreeiable variation of the 
density with variation in pH. As the sSL inoreases the 
saximm at 3S0 millimiorona inoreases. However, the three 
eurres agree essentially with the experimental ourve showa 
la Figure 1?, and the results are entirely iadioative of 
the elimination or extensive modifieation of the dihydroxy-
phenyl group of the amino aoid, for the maxiaiM representa* 
tive of the eateehol nuoleus has disappeared and a new 
mximim has appeared at B55 •> 230 millimicrons, "^ese 
findings support the data obtained with the Amow analytieal 
proeedure and also furnish strong evidenoe for the produe-
tion of another sompound (or ocmpounds} with oharaoteristie 
absorpticm speotrm in the inoubated extracts. 
Mason (138) followed the oxidation of dihydroxyphenyl-
alanine by *»maBmalian do pa oxidase" by the ohange in the 
ultraviolet absorption of the reaction mixture, and, althos^ 
he obtained a maximim absorption at 305 * 310 miUimiorons, 
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he did not obsenre a polat of maximim absorption at 2SS • 
260 mlllimioroas, The maacimm Talue at 310 - 315 milli-
miorons obeerred la this study may have orlgiaatad from 
misoellaneous oxidation of the tyrosinase type, but la 
any ease the maxisam at E60 milliraiorons is not oomparable 
to the results obtained by Mason. As has beea shown by laper 
C109), the tyrosinase type reaction involves the formation 
of an o-quinoae and, as Mason eolleeted his data while the 
reaotion was in progress, the lack of a maximum at 860 milli--
mlarons ia his experiments would indicate that the reaotioa 
initiated by kidney extract was not similar to the tyrosinase 
reaction. Therefore, it may be coneluded that the product 
of the mtabolism of dlhydroxyphenylalanine by guinea-pig 
kidney extracts is not similar to the prodiwt obtained by 
Mason. In addition, the characteristic ultraviolet absorp­
tion of the product may be used as an indicator in future 
investigations involving the isolation and ideatifloation 
of the oompound fona\ed in the metabolism of jL—3,4-dlhydrtM^— 
phenylalanine by guinea-pig kidney extracts. 
1S8 
IT. DISCUSSION 
fh« iQTeatigatloB of the metabolism of jL-3»4-dihydro3:y-
phenylalanine by kidney tissue has been undertaken to obtain 
additional infomation on the metabolism of the amino aoid. 
fhe presenoe and activity of dihydroxyphenylalanine decar­
boxylase and the amine oxidase has been demonstrated* Warburg 
respirotteter studies in oonjunotion with the Arnow analytical 
i^thod for the determination of dihydroxyphenylalanine have 
demonstrated that as a final reaction in the enzyimtie ^ries 
the dihydroxyphenyl,or catechol, nucleus disappeared* Further* 
it has been shown that oxygen is not directly responsible 
for the disappearai^e of the dihs^roxy groups of the amino 
acid« Conjugation of the type usually expected for phenols 
!^s also been eliminated* Ultraviolet absorption studies 
have demonstrated that either the catechol ring disappeared 
or was modified. In spite of the observation by Lan and 
Sealoek (126) that vitamin 0 was very definitely related to 
the oxygen eonsomption of surviving kidney slices in the 
presence of dil^droxyphenylalanine, kidney extracts did not 
exhibit such a relationship* fhe inability of the kidney 
extracts to exhibit this differenoe in activity suggests 
the necessity of the intact oell in this phenomenon. Other 
factors cannot be excluded, for in the preparation of ox-
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ti?aats the eazyme systems are dlaarraaged and eithea? the 
destriustion or dlluting-out of an unkaowa oompoment of the 
system oannot be disregarded ia the metabolism of dihydroxy-
phenylalaa ine, 
fhe faot that dihydroxypheaylalaaine is very easily 
oonirerted by kidaey extracts to a sympathomimetie amine has 
aade the problem of its disposal of great importaaee, fhe 
aotioQ of the highly speoifio decarboxylase and of the asii^  
oxidase is clearly defined, but the problem of the metabolii^ 
of the arottatio auoleus has not been answered. Xa intact 
animals a certain amount of the oateohol liuoleus can be 
reeoirered as a conjugate but the metabolism of the remainder 
is a mystery at the present time. "Kie ability of the hydroxy 
groups ia the 3,4-position to greatly inorease the activity 
of these aromatio amines has been observed by nutaerous in­
vestigators, and the disappearance of the hydroxy groups in 
kidney extracts in a manner other than oxidation by the at-
®>8phere of the flask demands consideration of another sys­
tem in the kidney which functions in the metabolism of this 
smino acid» 
The iadioatioa of a system involved in the disappearance 
of cateehol-type compounds can also be considered of great 
importance ia the broad picture of essential hypertension. 
In the case of experimental essential hypertension a cheEnical 
agent coming from the kidney produces peripheral vasoconstric­
tion f?hioh after a while and for reasons unknown subsides 
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and a sjapathetioally Mediated hypertension is established, 
Essential hypertension in man is usually diagnosed after the 
ohronio stage has been dereloped* Therefore, the pioture of 
the early stages is not evident. However, failure to find 
this early pioture does not disprove the renal and metabolio 
origin of essential hypertension. 
One of the very important, and as yet unanswered, ques­
tions involves the possibility of a "metabolio olaaip'* oo-
ourring in the organism comparable in its effect on the kidney 
metabolism to the application of a meohaaioal Goldblatt 
olamp in animals. The production of a ohemical agent anywhere 
in the body which would act as such a chemical clamp aM in­
itiate the disease is not unreasonable. In view of the 
demonstrated ability of the kidney to produce the pressor 
substances, the Unction of the kidney in Initiating the 
disease seems well founded. Perhaps disease or old age, 
in some manner, upsets the metabolisai of the kidney and 
causes it to release rather than destroy pressor substanoes 
responsible for the onset of essential hypertension, fhe 
marked pressor effect of hydroxytyramine and the ability of 
the highly specific decarboxylase in kidney tissue to con­
vert dihydroxyphenylalanine to this substance makes the 
participation of the kidney very likely. If kidney dysfxinc-
tion should be prolonged, then the sympathetically mediated 
hypertension might becoirte established. 
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Basie researoh on the enzyme systems of the kidney laay 
eventually lead to an tinderstanding of the eause of this 
disease and suoh work is one of the prerequisites for a 
rational therapeutic approach* 
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¥. smmABT 
1. DlhydroayphonylalaBliio metabolism in oell-frse kid­
ney extraots was studied by means of the Warburg ree^irfMeter 
teohaique eoupled with the Amow oolorimetrio method for 
the determination of the aiaouat of substrate disappearanoe 
during the incubation, 
2, The aotiTity of extracts prepared from the kidneys 
of scorbutic guinea pigs was essentially the same as the 
activity of normal kidney extracts, and the addition of 
crystalline ascorbic acid to the scorbutic extracts resulted 
in no additional activity* 
The interrelationships of the dihydroa^henylalanine 
decarboxylase and the amine oxidase enzyme systems were 
shown by the activity of the extracts in the presence of 
j^-3,4-dlhydroxyphenylalanine and hydroxytyramine. 
4. Balanced experiments, in which the oxygen consump­
tion, carbon dicjxide evolution and amonia formation were 
correlated, demonstrated the failure of the oxygen consumed 
to account for the disappearanoe of the ^ -dihydroxy groups 
of the maino acid during the incubation* 
5. ^drogen peroxide formed as a result of amine oxida­
tion failed to account for the disappearance of the dihydroxy 
17S 
portion of the amino aoid and, in addition, the stability 
of the dihydroxjphenyl group of the eaaino aoid was observed 
in tha preseno© of the hydii^gen peroxld© formed by the aotioa 
of a ^ *»amiiio aoid oxidase preparation on d-methionina* 
6. Furthenaoret Inhibition studies, with dihydroxy-
phenylalanine as a substrate, demonstrated the ability of 
oyanlde ^aioarbazlde to inhibit the diphenolie disap-
pearanoe ©Ten when tdte amine oxidation was proeeeding at a 
nearly normal rate* The data obtained by the use of other 
known enzsrme Inhibitors was not as informative. 
f. the destruotlon or modifioatioa of the 3,4»dihydro3{y-
phenyl group of the amino aoid waa manifested by the reduo* 
tion of the diphenollo value and the ohange in the oharaoter 
of the ultraviolet absorption ^eotrum of the deproteinized 
extraetsj the maximaa of approximately 280 raillimiorons, 
oharaeteristie of the oateohol nuoleus, was eliminated and 
a new maximm at approximately 255 - 260 millimiorons was 
observed# 
By the use of i-dihydroxyphenylalanine and 
hydroxytyramine the deearboxylase was shown to be auoh less 
active in th© liver extracts than in the kidney extracts* 
However, the activity of the amine oxidase system in the 
liver oomj^red favorably with the activity of this system 
in the kidney# 
9. Oa the other hand, dialysis did not reduoe the 
aotivity of the kidney extracts, and aramoniurft sulfate frao-
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tloaatloa followed by ieoeleotrlo separatioa did aot a?esult 
ia a atabl® Mid sotive eazjm© preparatioo, 
10« Goajiigatioa of the oateohol aueleus ma not obserred. 
11« obsarvatloa of the dlaappearaao© of the di-
hydyoay group of th® aaiao aold la a raaaaei? other thaa oxida-
tioa by the oxygea ooasumed strongly suggests th© exlatenoe 
of €kaoth@r ©azyme aystm ^^loh operates ia the metabolisna of 
dihydroxypheaylalaaiae ia tissue extra©ts. 
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